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CHAPTEit 1 '

INTROIDUCTION.

The objectives toward which this project was oriented

were threefoldl 1) the remediation of.reading 'and arithmetic

deficits of ireadolescent_delinCauents resfding at Learning

House; 2) ,-th6 training of paraprofessional and peer tdpors

through a systeMptized method of verbar and-written presentation

modeling, behavior.a/ rehparsal, and evaluative feedback; 3) the

greation of a continuing learning laboratory based on diagnosis,

individualized prescription, programmed units, keihforcement

(i.e., sogial/point/tangible/activity), and self charting of

00 progress, at the Learning House treatment facility.

Learning Hous":.e was first conceived by three Stanford'

0

0

11.

eduCators: Dr# Carl E. Thoresen* Dr..Steven M. Zifferblatt,

and Dr. 'Michael MahoneY. These three psychologists yere con-

cerned that 80 000 children were located in prison-like insti-

tutions, not because they had committed any crime, but because

there was no other place fox them.

into trouble or whose parents were

Young

unable

children who had gotten

or unwilling to care

for them were Often plackd in large impersonal institutions

"with 4tte more.than custodial care. Without adequate treat- ;.

Mont, theproblelm child had become caught in a cy914 of be--

havior probleits, criie, and further illstitutionalization which

6ou1d last throughout his fife. Thoresen, Zifferblatt, and

It

8
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Mahoney initiated the Learning House program with the hope of

bteaking thiS cycle and returning the child tb a productive

exist4nce.

. )

Learning House was. modeled after Achievement Place, a,

successful family-style treatment facility for problem adoles-

cents' (Phillips, 19-613). Learning fioUse is licensed by the
ei

California Dep,rtment of_Mental Health ast-a family-style treat-
4

ment home. It is authorized to treat a maximum of six boys

and girls, ranging in aae fr'om 7 through 13 years. Children

w6re referred by social agencies such as the l*artment of

Social Service, Child Welfare, and Juvenile Probation. These

agencies serve as the major funding source for Learning.,House.

Youngsters are sent to Learning House when thoy exhibit'

a variety of prob ,Mbeflaviors (e.'.:truancy, thefti,

setting, phys,i.cal aggression, and lack Of socialand academic

1 skills). The goal of the Learning Houata program is to teabh.c

these children new behaviors which will helptem become more'
f

4 .responsible and self reliant members of E),ociety. This goal

°is accomplished through the identification of rlroblem or tar-.

get 1;ehaviorsand the use of a modified token economy or point

system to teach new, appropriate behaviors in Aace of former,

inappropriate ones.

The children are supervised during the week by two "teach-

, in% parentg" (married couples whd alternate weeks on duty at
if

*'Learning House). Teachingoparentw are professionally trained

couples, skilled in the areas of behaVior change, familycounsel-

ing, and community relationS. DuO.ng the weekends, children

visit theik parehts or potential foster families. An important
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objective of the Learning House program is to return the child

to an improved home-qt foster home as soon as pbssible. Thus

parents or guardians must par-hcipate in- a'trainin4 program in

whicl; they are taught how the child management skills used,at

Learning House cah be duplicated in the home. This program

begins when the child enters Learning House and-continues through-

out the one-yelir follow-up period after the chi),d's 7graduation."

This process insures a smooth transition from the Learning

House program to the child's home and.community (Chernen and

Yates, 1974).

To graduate from the Learning House program, childre

advance through a series of stages. This progression, for most

youngs,ters., takes about nine months.b The stages include: 1)

the Item Exchange System, in which appropriate behavior results

in imTediate Material or social reinforcementv2) the Daily

System, in which the child's cumulative point td(taI detekmines

the number.of privileges he will receive the following day; .3)'
a

the Weekly System, in which the child's miulative point total

determills the number of privileges he will receive the follow-

dng week; 4) the Merit System, in which points are no 16Ager

exchanged and all behaviors are controlled by natural conse-

qu9rices; 5) Homeward Bound, the final stage, which prepares the

child to return to his own or foster home (Chernen and Yates,

1974). ,Throughout each of these stages, such skills.as con-

tracting, role-playing, decision.making, and self management

are taught and 4cquited by the child.

+st

0
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Children at,Learning House attend local elementa and

junior high schools since one criterion for acceptance' into
* .

the Learning House program demands, that theY be able to function

in a regular school settIng.. The Learning Housesstaff main-
)

tains a continuous liaison with the, children's'teachers and

principal, thus facilitating acquisition of new behaviors in
if

the'school as well as the family environment.

Under the supervision of Brien Yates, a third-year doc-

toral student in the Department of Psycholo,gy at Stanford Uni-

versity, an elaborate Student Involvement Program has been de-

veloped at Learning House. A continuing course (under SpeciaLl

Problems in Psychoiogy and Education and yhe Stanford Workshop

on Political and Social Issues) is taught each quarter. It is

designed to involve high school, college, and university students
At,

in the Learning House treatment process.

During their first quarter at Learning House', students

are trained as non-participant observers at Learning HOute, at

school, and in the child's home. In this capacity, students

4. systamatically record each Child-'s behavior in a variety of

settings.

1
4

4

The studentr second quarter at Learning House (before,

the initiation of this prOdbt) wasispent academically tu 6ring .

,

41 an indivtdual child. Since most ren sent to Learni,g.

House are academically deficient and far below their classmates

` in academic skills, remediation' of scholastic deficits has beeil

an essential part of the child's Tarning House program.r
.Formerly, college tutors assessed the child's acadAlic

needs through teapher and Learning House staff'consultation.

i
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. A tutoring program was th,en designed upon these r4commendatidns

to .foster study skills, self control, and increased classrpom_

furictioning (Chernen and VaCes,, 1974).

In the thir9 quarter of the Student Involvement Program, ,

students, participate in. one of.thre treatment positioixs: 1)
lea

teaching parent asdistants, who.act as substitute teaching

parents at the treatmentility and on'eutsidé_ex6ursions; 2)

.parent intervention agents, lq16 *ork with the .Eeachipg parents
3

an counseling the child's-parents_ or'guardians; ) cost efti-
1

ciency avalysts, Who
'4
utilize itrj- orAsrations reseadh: 's in - ;

- ,

assessing the.amount of behaviofdl;ch-aft46-vach child100.440Xgged:'

relative to the amount of money cohSliM6'd'(pennypacker, ftenig,

. and Seaver, 1974; Zifferblatt and-Yat-.6s,:d 1974).

Themttudent involveMent-course also involves e tensivea;

readings in the erea of socia-I---,learning theonr and it app:lica-'

tions, two weeklyone-hour seminars,-guest.lecturers/ and-dis-
.

10 cussion of topics in the area of px'-evention and treatht of
.

. - .
1

le social probleMs of youth. '
.

fi.-

. Learning Bouse was also developed to serve as a preVenta-
.

0 tive mental health delivery system.. In this capacity, Learhing.

House staffi train local residents in bdhavior change skills and

-subsequantly send these people into the 'community to train others.

Thus Learning House has been designed to serve as a self perpAtu-

ating model; having broad ramiflcatioNis ab&ve and beyond the
'

treatment facility itself. Since Learning House is one of the

#. few empirically-based facAities of its kind in the San Francisco

Bay Area, it serves ab a demonstration center for the type,of

treatment it utilizes afid advocates.

12
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LearningHOuse acceptfad its first resident in Decembpr, 1972.

Since- then, it has had 9.n:-impre,ssive success.rate viith ite

Charges. Only .ehree out of.twenpy youngsters.have-failed td

%

.-tsuccessfully completb.the,Learnip2 Nuse program. After an ;

4. ,44

average of nine,month's off treatment, most younigsters.at

0

0

0

0

'1,Jearning House successfully graduate from the program. 'The

seVenteeniLearning 14011g;Q "graduates" have shown a 'significant

improvement in adjusting to their family, peerl.school, and

community environments after their return to their own or fqs-

ter homes..
4

A nunber of investigators (Kuypers, Becker, and O'eary,

i968; O'Leary and Drabman, 1971; Zimmerman, ZiMMerman, and,

Russell, \1969) have reported tha the,target behavior least ,

changed by token econom s such a Learning House is that of

academic deficits. This is thought to occur because most token

economies usually focus on Social targets, leaving academic

deficits to be reinediated incidentally when social behavior is

improved. O'Leary and Drabman (1971) suggested that token econ-
.

omies fail to remediate academic behaviors because the primary

function bf token 'Irstems has been to increase the frequency

of appropriate socl\al behaviors already in the child's roper-,

, toire. Since skills necessary for

been learned by the child, the use

academic progrtss have nefer

offrompting alone is not

enough. Instead, considerable Tededial instruction iS neces-

,sary.

Si, ificant changes in academic behavior have been reported

by some investigators whO utilized a token system in conjunction

1-3
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with .an

program

intensilye, diagnostic-prescriptive, individualized

(Cohen, 1968; Hren, Spates, Ulrich, and Ulridh, 1974;

Tyler and Brown, 1968).

Cohen' (1968) devised an elaborate educational proiram

encompassfng the entire day for 28 juvenile'offenders (85%

having-dropped out of_school). Each resident was deemed a

"student educAtional researcWer" and was instructed to complete

140 prograumed educational-course6 geated tb each subjecs

,diagnostic 1ev,e1.... The environment offered a variety of contin-

gencies not often available to prisoners. These include)money,

priVate Oedxooms, "better" meals, and gifts. The subjects re-

'ceived tokens which could be used to purchase desired objects

and privileges for achieving 90% accuracy on performance tests
\

of eompleted matrials.' Continual self cVrting reminded each
4,57

subject of his progress. If poor test performance occurred,

the subject went "on reliefi" dlept on an open bunk, and ate

, from a metal tray. After 90 hours of academic work, the average

gain of the.students was 1.9 grade levels on.the Stanford

Achievement Test and 2.7 grade levels on the Gates Reading Test.

Another study.substantiating an jincrease in academic

achievement as a result of the use of the above approach wds

.conducteaby,the Napa 'Valley Vnified School District (1974).

Using funds from a federal grant under ESEA Title III, an indi-
.

vidualized-prescriptive program called Project (Indi-

vidualized Diagnostic Error,Analysis) was conducted. Six ele-
.

mentary anq juhior higi school project cltsses were formed with

345 stuanttirserving,as experimental subjects and 888 as control

subjects. The Stanford Achievement Test-was used as a pre and

1 4
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post diagnostic measure. .Each project class was staffed by a

paid adult aide and one classroom teacher.- After 'the child's

arithmetic deficits (the major concern of this study) were

fully ditignosed,,the sUbject was then assigned to a set of

materials consisting of taped instructions; state adopted texts,

and indLvidilalf'zed instructions 'hie latter consisted.of Telor

programmed learning aids and cartridges (Baldwin,- 1974) cover,-

ing all areas of elementary arithmetic computation. Results of

-this program showed an 'average gain inf computational skill of

1.12 months per ponth for the subjects in the'project classeS,

and .70 months per month fot the-control subjects

Hren, et al. (1974), described the creation of a learning

laboratory for the development and testing of educational tech-

niques. They called their project Learning Village. Batleally,

Learning Village was a small private school operating ten hours
,

per school day, year round. Programmed materials, e.g., Dtstar

(Engelmann and Becker, 1969) and SRA Readin4 Laborateries (Parker,

If')19 ) iNvere used along with a token economy and an extensiVe self

monitoring system of student progresj9. Scores on standardized

reading tests yielded a J-shaped distribution, very much in

contrast to the usual normal curve of educational development.,

Another potentially efficient. and suC'cessful feature of

a remedial learniilg 1-ai5t5r-atory involves paraprofessional and

peer tlitoring. Hoffman (1974) stated that attempts to involve

teadhersn t remediation of child learning deficiencies has

been unsuccessful. 'Hoffman suggested that this failure occurred

because teachers frequently claimed that they did not 1iave suf-

ficient time to offer individual aid to students on a regular

15
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basis: A partial solution to this problem 'is to otillize para-
1

prbfessiohal.and'peer tutors in-this capacUy;

Research hms &monstrated that nvses and hospital attend-
%

ants (Allon and Michael, 195,91 parents (Zdilberger,* Samper,

and Sloane, 1968; Hawkins, Schweid, And.q-ou, 1966) vis4 well as

many other diverse populations, can be trained in a short period)

'of time to effectively-modify the behavior of others. 'Ulrich

and Kent (1966)' have suggested the _use of college s4udents as

,

.

\ii,

-instructors for less advanced btudents in teaching behavior'

change skills. Gra'S7, Graubard, 'and ReSenberg (1974) have re-

ported that junior high schaol students have successfully shaped

the behZvior of their instruciors. Surratt, Ulrich, i.4nd Hawkins

(1969)-found that a fifth grader, serVing as a bellavioral

neer for four first grade students, wais successfu],, in achieving

behavioral change. Fifth graders were also uaed to t,each arith-

metic to Icindergarteners with successful results,pohnson and

Bailey, 1974). In addition, studies indicated that paraprofes-

sionals are dasirable Trom a cost-efficiency viewpoint since'

they require little or ncisalary and the training they re6eive

could be ,p8nsidered an additional contribution to the program'

(Zifferblatt and Yates, 1974).

HambIen.,(1971) wrote that peer tutoring has not been

effectively used by sy(Thologist'S on a wide scale basis. A
A

training program incorporating peer tutors and paraprofessional

coordinators is seen by Hamblen as a valuable asset to the

educational process.

. From these studk's a number of fa ors seem to emerge as ,

the successful components of remedial abademic programs. One

\ 16
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factor ig that of.individuaLized ihgnosis and prescription.

-This enfails the establishin of specific Pretraining baselines,

that clearly deBine the ged ipits of each subjeict. Secondly,

successful treatment programs employ skill-based, programmad

,materials which correspond to the subject's individuftl needs,

1 in conjunction with immeCilate reibforceMent (tangible, point,

and social) for-student accomplishments. A third component is

the self monitoring of progress which provides the strent with

feedbzkk at each stage of his academic development. Lastly,

, paraprofessional and peer tutdLng appears tr)i be a potentially'?

powerft4 factor in academic remediation.

Stailement of the Problem .N

The development of a learning laboratory at Learning Hou0

Was selected as the focus of this project because: 1) The edu-

cational program at Learning House was not designe to remediate

the academic-deficits og eat, child through an indi iLalized-
0

diagnostic-prescriptiye system; 2) College tutors assessed the

child's academia,needs through t a er and Learning House staff
...

recommendations. Since no standardized test scores existed for

the children', diagnosis of reading 4nd arithmetic deficits were

accomplished throlh subjective inference. As these children

exhibited severe behavioral defiN.ts at school, it was difficult

to determine the extent of their academic deficiendies which

were inextricably intertwined with their maladaptive social

behaviOrs, 3) No specified area was assigned for the tutoring

process. This activity often occurAd in a small, oyercrowded

room, utilized as an additional:bedroom. The desk facility was

often cluttered with excess items, stored in the surplus bedroom

'IV
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whpn not in use. Tutbring also took pla& in the teachinl

parents' bedroom, usually at a table replete with clothing,

toil t'articles, and.other accessories. VI bonclusion, n6

physica facility associated with the tutoring process was in

use prior to the initiation of the aforementioned project; 4)

The tutorial program at Learhing House involved the piairing'

of each tutor with an individual child. Since the tutors:

(
were few in number, many cAildren progressed through t1.19 entire

Learning House tiystho without ever receiving tutorial ihstruc-

tion. Since the teachers and principal u4quivocab1y Igreed

that most Learming House residents*ere Sorely in ryeed of aca-

demic remediation, tutorial instruction yor each Ohild w s

seveely needed; 5) The paraprofessional tutors were requ red

to design their own programs for the academic remediation of

the individual child to which-they were assigned. Most of

these tutors were college juniors an& seniors, majoing in

such areas as chemistry, mology, and psychology. Few had any

nstruction in the development of teachirrg technologies

materials. Since Learning House haeno remedial materials

available at.the facility, tutors either had to purchase their

own or utilize makeshift devices. In order to avoid these

routes, many tutors opted to take their charges on excursions

during the tutorial periods. Although the children enjoyed'

these outings, tl(ey prpvided little remediation1f6r those young-

sters wkio were considerably below grade level in reading and

arithmetic; 6) No peer tutoring system was utilized at Learning.

House. Thus a p9wbrful resource that could be used to foster

positive peer interaction, academid skipls, and mortxesp6ilsible

1.0
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and mature beh74or was being ,peglected; 7) Since Learning-House

is one of the few empirically based facilities in the Bay Area,

it serves Nas .a demonstration center and could accommodate a

model 'designed to remediate both the social apd academic defi-'

cits of the child. In this capacity, it could utilize a-cep-,40

0

parable paragon as a corrective agent for both (see Photograph
,

Set 1). 4 .

, 4, -4*

sisl: The Learning House experimental group

posed to the learning laborat.ory during tha 12-week summer

program) will improve significantly more from baseline (mean
ff

of tests 1 and 2) to final testing than the Learning,tHouse

control and the matched controLgroups on the following subtests

of the Stanford Diagnostic Reading and Arithmetic Tests: Read-

ing Comprehension, Vocabulary, Word Analysis (i.e., Syllabi-

Cation, Sound Discrimination, and Blending), Aripmetic ConceptuE

aliation, Ai'ithmetic Computation, and Fractions.

apot.1.12.1: The learning laboratory staff (i.e., labora-

tory-managers and college tutors) will show a significant in-*

crease in score, from pre O'post testing periods'on a) Beh vior

ait9slaa41AL designed to measure knowledge of behavioral

'principle's, learning laboratory materials, and the Stanford

Diagnostic Test, as well as b) a si,gnificantly more positive
0

attitude towards behavior. modification on the Attitude towards

Behavior Modification Scale after the summer program.
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4 CHAPTER II.

SURVEY OF RELATED LITERATURE

The following discussion wiil focus upon eight major

ardas of consideration: 1) tlyi,acquisitiom of reading and arith-

metic responses; 2) the ettio1ogy of reading and arithmetic_dys-

functiOns; 3) the interface between readingand arithmetic; 4)

the indivldualized, diagnostic, prescriptive method_and pro-

grammed instruction; 5) the use of. reinforcement (tangible,

token, and social) and self monitoring of progress as motiva-

tional factorsAn teachidg; 6) successful features of teacher;

consultation, and paraprofessional training progrqms; 7) re-

medial programs utilizing paraprofessi'onal and peer.tutors; 8)
p.

the efficacy of remedial reading and arithMtic programs which
I

utilize the.preceding techniques. .

An 0 erant A roach to the Ac utitition of Readin and Arithmetic.'

Responses

Staats and Staats (1962),Jusing Skinnerian termi-
efr

nology, defined textual behavior as a speech response that is

under the control of the appropriate visually presentled verbal

,stimuli. Textual responding requires the acquisition of fine

and detailed verbal discrimination. These discrim4ationo must

incorporate whole words as well as syllabic units and single

letters. New textual re-sponses are acquired through responding

40 successively to the fetters And syllables of the stimulus'word

(Staats and Staatsv 1962). SkJ,nner (1975) differeniiated between
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,

the beginner for whom textual behavior is predom,inant add the

skilled reader,,,whose behavior in response to written verbal

stimuli may be nontextual (i.e., the_droppinglout of the decoding

phase)(.

Blooin (1973) postulated that there are tw9 major operant
rigs

parameters controlling reading behaviors Winvolved the

attachment of a reading repponRe to a particular textual cue.
-

The second involved the reinforcement process; that is, an

environmental,,donsequence_produced by a behavidr7)hich exerts
P

a strengthening anemaintaining effect upon the behavior.

or

Staats, StaatsSO,hutz, and Wolf (1962) e hasized .,the develop-

ment of a system of, reiRforcers (elf., t ens which could be

exchanged for trinkets and edibles), the use of a discrimination

learning apparAus, and of cumulative recorlp"which would indi-

cate the number of textualaresponses acquired.

Lahey, T.ler, and Brown (1972-73) advocated a three-tep
#

fit

apptroach in the use of applied behavioral analysis for,the (

, teaching of teading. This approach included:. 1) Component

analysis: the analysis of reading in terms of a composite of

many components, e.q., phonics, comprehension, etc.y 2) Sequen-

cing: teachipg the components in a hierarchical sequencq with

each'step building on the next. Each step must be fully mast-

. -

ered before the subsequent step is presented; 3) Maniplalations:

use of learning principles (i.e.( reinforcement after correct

responses and withholding" of reinforcement after,incoriect reb-

ponses.)
941,

Gagn6 (110) concurred with this described analysis of

the reading procesS. Gagat proposed that learning to read



involved the acquisition of a hierarchy of increasingly.com-

'plex skills, from,the dEllity to reproduce singre' sounds and
1

to reconstruct sounds from printed letters, ending with the

_ability to read wordlorally'according to.rules of pronuncia-

tion.

According-to Gagn6 (197), thp goal of ear15e_reading in-

structien is decoding, specifically mastery of the pronunciation

, rules for regularly spelled words. One important segment of

. this behavibr is the testing of trial pronunciations against

familiar syllabic sounds. However, since the most basic ability

required is that of reproducing single letter sounds; this skill,

is definewd as the first step of the hierarchy. Subseauent steps

_in the reading prodess are?1) the identification of sible

letters by their sounds; 2) the pronunciation 9fif.,consonant and

&rowel combinations; 3) the oral reproduction of syllables and

syllabic strings; 4) the prothinciation of printedrwords, 5)

the mastery of rules tor irregularities in the pronunciation

`"*.of printed words; and 6) the acquisition of comprehension skills.

Gagné (1970) stated that he did not attemptsto develop

the learning hierarchy for decoding as.more than a demonstration.
-

of how topibs of school instruction'are hienirchically`tyrdered

and involve prerequisite learnings that grow progressively sim-

pier as one works edown from rules to S-R connections. 6agrl

further poStulated that in learning t9 read, acquisition of word

13ounds and the mastery.of verbal concepts are basic, if learning

at the higher levels is to occur with facility. In terms of

reading, this analysis entails the identif4. ation of reading

skills which contribute to terminal performance. In turn, such

() 4
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lc.component reading skills should ser e as the focus of reading

instruction in conDinction with the application of bonsistent

and adequate reinforcement contingencies through which these

.4.4rAiPar.)

behaviors-.may be' strengthened.

0 Leton (1974) conducted.component analysis of the

Stanford Diaostic (Karlsen, Madden, and Gard-

'ler, 1968) in ordeT telp determine the hierarchical clustering

and interc6rrelations among the various reading skills for

0

learning disabled (LD) subjects. Leton administered the Stant'

Diagnostic Reading Tegt I to 166 learning disabled pupils in the

elementary and intermediate school classes in the Honolulu school

district. Pupils ranged in age'from 9 to 15,--representing grtiOe

levels 3 to 9. A contistent increase in score was found at

succeeding levels only in the auditory vodabulary subtest. One

hundred and ten'of the 166 pupils obtained grade equivalents

between 1.7 and 3.4 across grades on the reading comprehension

subtest, indicating the persistance of the LD pupil's reading

difficulties through the elementary grades. Intercorrelations

of the 166 LD pupils were calculated and a hierarchical cluster

analysis performed,' The authors of,the Stanford Diagnogtic

EsTIL4 2?At. had hypothesized that auditory discrimination, identi-

fication of beginning and ending sounds, syllabication,,sound

discrimination, .and blending are hierarchically-arranged skills

in word recognition and that word recognition and auditory vocabu-

lary are subordinate to reading comprehension. This hierarchical

structure bears resemblance to that postulated by Gagn(5 (1970).

25
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The hierarch ical structure for the LD pupils tested
14,1'

not in the-hypothesizdd order. The hierarchical cluster 0
/

the subtests for the LD subjects (0111 simplest to most diffi-
1

cult) were as follors: reading comprehension, beginning and

ending sounds, blending, sound discrindnation,' syllabication,

auditory discrimination and huditory vacabulary...

A factor analysiS of the corrplation matrix was performed
I

to detertine the.interrelationship betWeen the ....t.2212111iLiltA2s9.-

subtests. Three factors'were isolated.;

Factor I was.defined .as an ability tO-recognize.words-and ana-

lyze their phonetic elementS. Three subtests (syllabication,
0 0 8

k blending, and sound discrimination) received high loadingslpn

,this factor. The s5cond factor was plentified as an auditory-
.V

,

associgtive ability, aNwas based on oral receptive,4skills.1

The subtests reqeiving high loadings cim thiq factor were audi-
,-.

tory vocabulary and auditory-discrimination The third faotior,

i 0 was identified as visual processirig and verbal mediatipn. The

subtests receiving primary loadingb on this factor were reading

comprehension, blending, and beginning and 9nding sounds.

These three factors accounted for 55%,
. Of the totals test

variability. The residual 45% of the variance, however,, is

unreliable for an inclusive diagnosis of the LD pupil's reading

skills., The Stanford Dia nostic Readin Test concentrates on

the testing of word recognition, pkonetic analysis, aural7receptive

skills, visual processing, and oral mediation,skills. Learntng

Alsabres-ubjects appear to have additional deficits in form

perception, Motor association, visual rotation, and transpositional

difficulties which are not tapped by this diagnostic instrument

'Vaeton, 1974)..
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Arithmetic. Skinner (1968) pogtulated an OPerant approach

-to the learning of arithmetiic.behaviors. According to Skinner,

the child initially learns a larie number of verbal reOloonses

colisisting of speaking ax7ilwriting certain words, figures, and

signs which refer to numbex4a and arithmetic operations. Al-

though this initial task involves the shaping of responses (i.e.,

'enabling the chfld to pronounce and write these,responses cor-

rectly), the kimary task,is to bring this behavior under manY

sorts of stimulus control. This prOcess occurs,as the child

learns to count, to recite tables, to enumerate ;while "tickir4
a

. I

off" the items in a group o1-obj9cts, and to respond to spoken

or written numbers by saying odd, even, or prime. The child

also learns an e.laborate repertoire of numerical. behaviors; sub-
." trt

40 sequently, he makes the comp,lex serial arrangement of rftsPonses
%

0

involved in original-mat natical thinking(e.g., t:ranSposing,

leaiiling fractions, et .) whi h modify the order or pattern of ,

the original material so thatthc response, called a solution,

is possible.
4

Gagne (1963) posited thAt the learning of mAthematics

initially involyed the ordering of topics, segregated into dis-

tinguishable principles of knowledge, which govern the perform-

ance to b.wlearned (i.e., as'in adding inegers). This topic

can then be analyzed into a number of subdrdinate topics which

must first be master6d before the final task canbe accomplished..

These topics, in turn, depend upon the mastery of other sub-:

ordinate topips. Thusa hierarchy of subordinate knowledge is

hypothesized to support the learning of each topic in the hier-
-,1

archx. of which it is,a part. That is, yastery of the spordinate

0x.f
e
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knowledge is corderedato be essential to the attainment of

a relatedlihigher level topic. For example, the 'child must

master the use cif zero as the additive in verse before he can

\state and use the definition of addition of an integer and its

additive inverse.

In constructing such a hierarchy,'orie begins

the qdestion, "What must the learner already know

in order 'to achieve the new performanae, assuming

by asking

how to do

that he is

to be given any instruction?" This'question is applied to all

terminal classes of tasks in which learning is being undertaken.

The answer to thid question defines one or more elements of

subordinate knowledge. The questf,on is then applied to each of

these elements in turn, thus identifying the entire hierarchy.

A number of uniqu6 hierarchies can be developed for each class

of terminal responses. Each hierarchy dhould, however, depict

a learning'structure which must be accomplished in a proper'

0 sequence, in order to achieve the desired perfOrmance (Gagné,

1963). Gag/16 prdeled the functionof mathematics acquisition
1

,in the following manner_:1) 'the. learner must be informed of the'

0 nature,of the performance to be learnpd; 2) new symbols or terms

must be identified for the learner (when cessary); 3) the

*
learner must be p ovidyd with relevant subor inate knowledge

if not previously cquired; 4) the direction of t.he learner's

thinking must be properly guided; 5) the learner is required to

emit a response to a task example; and 6) the learner must,re-

peat the task in Other example,s.

Sanduni (1968). further elaborated upon the theoretical

formulation for mathemattcs acquisition. Under this paradigm,
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conceptual learning is defined as the ebili to giv2 common

011

response to any 4140 of a set of stiMuli. To say that a subject
4

No
has acquired the cincept of red, for example, implies that he

is able to give some common response when shown any red stimulus

object, but will know not to give this r;sponse to any non-red

stimulus. Similarly, a chi1d may be said to have acquired the

concept of four If he can say four to any congolmerate of four

objects, but will not say four to any aggregation not containing

four objects (assuming,''of course, that the'child is operating

under the same set of principles in each case). In short,

whereas an association pairs one stimulus with one response,

a concept is a many-to-one relationship.

Sandura (1968) also postulated that mathematics involved

neither associations nor concpts alone, but, in addition, ruled

which imply the ability to give the appropriate response in a

class of functionally distinct stimuli. Then when it is said

that a child has the concept of addition, for example, what is

frequently meant is that he\can give the appropriate suhiwhen

presented with any pair of numbers. Put another way, the learn-
.

ing involved the connection of a large class of responses.

0

a.

Sandura further proposed a theory of Set-Function language which

contained four characteristics (the first three involving rule

specification and tkie final, defining rule application). These

determinants are: 1) the stimulus properties which control the

corresponding response\s; 2) the covert responses or derived

stimulus properties; 3) the tifansform or combining o eration

by which the' covert responses are derived;.4) higher order

contextual properties which identify the rule to be applied.
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Reading. Staats land Stats (1962) postulated a variety

of reasons for children's reading dysfunctions: 1) the onset

of intensive training programs in reading is relatively sudden

and may provg aversive, since a high rate of responses is re-
\

quired before reinforcement occurs; 2) there are onlx weak

sources of reinforcement.for many children in the training

situation (i.e., teacher's approval may not be reinforcing for

some children; learning, itself, mayThot bb reinforcing; child-

ren are taught in groups making it ippossible for the present:-
%

ation of immediate reinforcement contingent upon the behavipe.-.

of the individual child); 3) tile reinforcers which are available

(e.g., grades, special privileges, games, recess, toys, snacks,

etc.) are not made immediately contingent upon the many reading

responses involved; 4) if adequate reinforcement for the child
/

is not availablp_in the reading program, the behaviors which

are rerequisite for the acquisition of read ng may extinguish.

If this occurs, progress in learning to read may cease.

Staats and Staats (1962) further contended that if the

prerequisite behaviors of attending to and irking at the ac(44.-

sition of speech responses to visual, verbal stimuli are not

reinforced, they will extinguish. The more intensive the train-
,

40 ing, the more aversive such .training becomes. This aversiveness

will act as a strong negative reinfOrcer and incompatible be-,

44
haviors, whlch remove the child from the aversive situation

(e.g., .absenteeism, "cutting-up,".daydreaming, etc.) will in-

4 crease in frequency. The use of positive reinforcers immediately

contingent,upon the acquisition of reading could prevent the

1 4

:30
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extinction of these'behaviors and inhibit or reverse the

learning of incompatible behavlors. Reinforcement of read-
*

ing would also make the behavior itself become positively re-

0

0

inforcing. As a consequence of the use of reinforcement for

reading, very rapid learning should occur.

The l'earning of verbal responses to Iyonvisual stimuli

(speaking) and the learning of those Same responses to visual,

verbal stimuli (reading) is thought to 4.nvolve the same piinet-
,

ples of learning (Staats, et al., 1962). Both are essentially

problems of establishing verbal responses under stimulus control.

Yet virtually every neurologically intact individual acquires

- adequate speech behavior, albeit, there fre some individuals

who are seemingly unable to read.) There/are three differences

between speech and r4ling acquisitfon: 1) the process of speech

\cquisition is very gradual (from early infancy over a period
9

of years); 2) there are strong rOinforeers involved (primarily

reinforcers -such as the administration of food when the child

emits food responses and the attention and approval of people in

-his environment); 3) the powerful reinforcers are individually

'applied and.are adMInistered immediately following ''the speech

behaviors involved (Staats and Staats, 1962).,

It has furtherjbeen found that repeated f4ilure (i.e.,

punishment or lack of reinforcement) for reading Nesponses eauspi

inability to acquire reading behavior. 'Rozin .Poxitsky, and

Sotsky'(1971) took over a class of inner-city children with

severe reading'T blems. When these investigators attempted

to teach them to read English, they displayed consistent fai1l6,

just as they had sDown with their regtlar teacher. Rozin, et.al.,

3,1
a
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then brought in a set of, Chinese characters and-told t:he children f

that each one stood fot a spoken English word. Within hOurs,

these ch9dren were reading entire paragraphs in Chinese.

Seligman (J4975), in evaluating the results of this study, the-

orized that the children had learned from repeated failure that

they could not read English. When written Chfnese" replaced

the written English word,_ the children did not know they were

having a reading lesson. Their natural abilities then took

over as they were learning a "new task," reinforced by success.

Arithmetic. Skinner's (1968) hypothesis concerning the

child's inhbility to acquire arithmetic responses closely ap-.-

proximates the rationale of the above authors concerning read-

ing dysfunctions. Skinner's suppositions,about the failure of

many youngsters to acquire arithmetic behaviors are as follows:

1) educational control 1..s aversive (i.e., the child leatns to

read and copy numbers, memorize tables, and per:form 6perations

in order to escape punishment, e.g., the teacher's displeasure,

criticism or ridicule of classmates, etc.); 2) reinforcement

for correct numerical operations is delayed; 3) the lack of

skillful programs which move the child forward through a series
IP

of progressive approximations to the final, complex"1-56havior

desired; and 4) the relative infreqUency of reinforcement de-

livered in the typical classroom.

The Interface between R adin and Arithmetic

A number of investigators (Barlow, 1967; Eagle, 1948;

Earp, 1970; Hater-, Kane, and byrne, 1974; Kane, 19701 Lessenger,'

1925; Pitts, 1952; Stretch, 1973; Wilson, 1922) found that
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improvem nt in arithmetic is either dependent.upon or contig-

-

uous with improvement in reading.

Wilson (1922Y found that specific training in reading of

arithmetic problems resulted in improved performance. Lessen-

ger (1925) analyzed errors in tha Stanford Achievement Test to

determine mean loss in arithmetic due to faulty reading. He

found that in the case of 167 poor readers, the mean loss was

10.1 months of arithmetic age. After one year, in which,em-

phasis w(jas placed on instruction in specific reading skills,

loss, on the average:\was virtually eliminated (i.e., poor

readers only showed one month's loss due to faulty reading).

Stretch (1973) found a high correlation between the ability

to solve arithmetic problems and reading comprehension. Stretch

compared two fifth grade groups. . One group was taught special

techniques in arithmetic problem solving and reading, and the

other was given no special instruction. Results were highly' .

significant, favoring the expaimental group ich also showed

a significant increase in reading.comprehension.

Eagle (1948) and Pitts (1952) both studied the relation-

ship of reading abilities to competence in mathematics, the

former using ninth grade students and the latter, eleventh

grade girls. Even thouqh they used different tests to measure

reading levels and mathematics success, both sets of results

indicated that reading comprehension is positively related to

succe6s in mathematics.

'113arlow (1967), in ftn extensive study entailing the use of

1400 children, found that general reading ability had an effeA

upon problem solving in arithmetic.

33
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Hater (1974) found that the skills necessary for effec-

tive reading (e.g., concentration, ordering, using.the correct

. meaning of words, and finding the main idea) were also nacos-

sary for competency in mathematics. He sliggested that the
11,

ability to combilie reading Skil/s with the actual practice of

reading mathematics should be a goal of remedial instruction.

The Indivi alized-Dia nostia-Predcri tive A roach to the
%

Teachin9,...912:n and Ari9jml.1c

Brooks (1975) proposed the.use of an'individualized-

diagnostic-prescriptive approacOto reading, using the follow-

ing elements: 1) standardized, diagnostic tests to determine

,the students strengths-and weaknesses in various ar,eas;12)

a set of materials designed to remediate student deficits; 3)

paraprofessional tutors to administer the program; 4) an em-

phasis upon phonics instruction utilizing a visual, auditory,

kinesthetic, and tactile approach.

Hafner (1972-73) further elaborated upon two main steps

for continuous progress in.learning to read: 1) basing instruc-

tion on careful diagnosiS; 2) using meaningful ifistructional

material and pacing instruction sO that the pupil masters each

step. 'the essentials of diagnosis involve the identification

of several elements: 1) the pupil's capacity level (as exempli-

fied by auditory vocabulary); 2) the instructional level (charac-

terized by comprehension ability); 3) the actual readability

level o,f materials used in instruction; 4) the pupil's modal

strengths; 5) the basic core of words that the student can

identify instantly; 6) the pupil's visual and audipry skills;

34
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discrimination, memoiry, and blending; 7) the pupil's phonic

skills as manifested by th phonemic options that he identi-/
fies with each grapheme; 8) the words that the student knows

which contain common phonic elementq so that additional phonic

. elements can be taught inductively.0
,. *----

e -4

Meaningfulness of material is a second major factor in

teaching reading respo,kises, according to Hafner (1972-73).
4

Hafner postulated that the instructional devices utilized in a

remedial reading program should possess the following character-

, 1) they match the pupil's listening vocabulary and com-

prehension levels (i.e., capacity and.instructional 19els; 2)

they are ini)eresting to the pupil; 3) they are presen,:ed in

that pupils can handle; 4) they are not threatening;

5) they lend themselves to the use of positive feedback.

White (1972) defined ah individualized:diagnostic-

prescriptive piogram in mathematkcs as:

a situation in which the student is matched to an.in-
structional system such that he is working at his own
speed, learning style, and ability level on appropri-
ate materials in keeping with his goals,rsupi)orted by
adequate assistance in a suitable learning environment
(p. 394).

L.
White utilized the folloWing 4agno9tic schemata to de-

ofto

termine individual needs and implications for prescription: 1)

verbal reading score matched to reading level of text; 2) com-

putational skills; 3) amount ana kind of remedial units needed;

4) leVel of quantitative thinking to discern sophistication of

curriculum to be utilized; 5) general ability; 6) size of units

to be assigned; 7) time and pace to be allowed for completion

of units; 8) degree of structure or support needed; 9) interest

(amount and kind); 10) kind and frequency 6f-human contact
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needed; 11) frequency and amount of time spent in diversified

activities; 12) attitude (signaling: anticipated degree of be-

havioral control required)/ 13) achievement pretest (where to .

sta,rt the student.on the material).

A hierarchical 'flow chart of student activities within

such a system tncluded se1f diagnostic testing, study agree-
,

ments, adiiniitration of materials and orientation guides,

study. sequencing (through texts, programs, and references),

administration of tests, revfew of tess and evaluative feed-

back. Criterion leVels for effective completion of units were

also established in conjunction with the utilization of learn-

ing assistants. These paraprofessionals, students, and teacher

trainees

tutored,

'corrected tests from answer keys, checked out materials,
r-

and monitored the test center (White, 1972).

O'Daffer (1976), at the University Pittsburgh, deveQ.oped

an Individualized-Prescriptive Program (IPI) in mathematics,

similar to that constructed by White (1972). This program con-

tained the following features: 1) the rate of.speed at which

the child progressed depended upon his owm capacities; the

child placed himself on the continuum by taking both p1acement4

tests and pretests; 2) the curriculum material was arranged in

a sequential order called a continuum; the assignments were

given by a prescription, to fit each individual's needs (a

prescription being an individualized lesson for each student

each day); 3) the student's mastery of the curriculum W!as judged
>

by curriculum-embedded pretests and posttests; elach student was

required o perform at a criterion level of 85%; 4) the child,

(!..-
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worked indTendently in most cases, thus building up his sense

of responsibility and alsoNs confidence in his own knowledge,

The goal of t14 program was that the student eventually realize

that learning is-a process dependent upon his own participa-

tion aria initiation.

/
O'paffer (1976) critiqued many individualized mathematics

progNams on the following bases: 1) students often worked as

fast as they could in order to receive the reinforcer; 2) stu-

dents worked virtually in isolation from the teacher and other-

students; 3) little developmental work on arithmetic copceptuali-

zation is learned through such a progranras\improvement in con-

ceptualization requires demonstrations, ascussions, lab activi-

ties, and teaching aids; 4) paraprofessional tutors usually

have had little mathematical education and fail to teach child-

ren mathematical concepts.

O'Daffer (1976) contended that individualized programs

in mathematics should consider the following student needs: 1)

Learning Experiences - a) involvement with manipulative materi-

als, b) interaction with other students, c) interaction with

teachers, d) involvement with audio-visual materials;.2) Content

Emplasis - a) concept development exercises, b) pattern-seeking

experiences, c) fact-recall experiences, d) procedural-practice .

training, e) attitude development pfepairatign; and 3) Rsychologi-

cal Satisfaction - a) security', b) variety, c) opportunitids

for decision-making, d) success experiences, erpersonal recog-

nition, f) evaluative feedback.

3 7
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Clark (1976) further elaborated on this schema by sug-
,

gesting the use of instructiopal objectives via the identifi-

cation and listing of a hierarchy of concep'ts to be taught as

well as the paying.of careft:11 attention to organizational de-

tails for the effective preparation and management of the pro-

gram. Clark.concurred with Nelson (1974), O'Daffer (1979,

Paradis and Peterson (1972), and White (1972) in advocating

the use of preassessment, prescriptive instructional 4naterials,

teacher instruction to reinforce concepts, evaluative feedback

in the form of posttests and iMmediate reinforcement for cor-

rect respqnses and cArection of errors as they occur. The

use of comipterized instruction, standardized diagnOstic tests,

SRA and Distar type programs, fitting the teaching ivode to

the child, and the treating of academic and social behavior

as concurrent targets have also.been proposed as auxiliary

components of an individualized-presriptive-diagnostic approach

(Nelson, 1974; Stevens, 1970).

Prograpmed Instruction as a Conjunctive Element of the Indi-

vidualized-Prescri tive-Dia nostic A 0 roach

Taber, Glaserlrand Schaefer (1965) defined programmed in-

qruction as:

a process of constructing sequences of insttructional
material in a way that maximizes the rate and depth
of learning, fosters understanding, and the ability
to transfer knowledgeto new situations, facilitates
retention and enhances the motivation of the student.
Programming also involves the selection and arrange-
ment/Of educational content based upon what is known
about human learning (p. 2).

Programmed ingtruction contains the following features:

1) bringin.g new stimuli to control the learner's beha4or; 2)
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guiding the learner's response to subject matter stimuli; 3)

arranging for reinforcing consequences of behavior; and 4)

reinforcing approximations of the desireil response (Taber,

et al., 1965).

Skinner (1968) listed four additional components inherent

in the programmed instructional format: 1) a consistvt ilitecihange

between program and student as the student is alert, busy,

and motorically involved; 2) & given point must be thoroughly

understood, either frame-by-frame or set-by-set, before the

student moves on; 3) the studeht is presented with just the

matpriar for which he is-ready; 4) the student is immediately

reinforced by every correct response. This immediate feedback

not only shapj4 his behavior, but maintains it in strength. ,

One criticism of programmed instruction has been that,

although it is satisfactory for the learning of factual material,

it is inadequate for the Ceaching of cohcepts, principles,

reasoning, etc. (Zall, 1969). However, there has now been an

increai3g..in the numberof studies relating to concept formation..

These studies indicate a modicum of success in developing pro-

grammed units to teach conceptual reasoning (Krauser, 125-5376); .

Meconi, 27-2948 A; Terkeurst, 1965),

Krauser (25-5376) investigated the possibility of using

programmed instruction as a research tool in the study of the

thinking of children. Geometric relationsl4ps were presented

in one of three programmed forms: verbal, nonverbal, and a

combination of the twor The verbal and nonverbal'programs
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were more effective than the combination41 approaCh. The mode

of blinking exhibited by most subjects atter training.was re-

lational rather tAan classifactoiy.

Meconi (27-2948 wtilized programs designed to teach

concepts used in derivin kormu1ae for sums oenumerical series.

4

Forty-five'eighth and ninth grade students Completed the'intro-
,

ductory program that taught the.concepts and then were divided

into three groups: rule, guided discovery, and discovery.

Transfer and retention test scores indicated no significant

differences among the three treatments. The discovery method

proved most effective in terms of time, the rule method.the

least.

Terkeurst (1965) found that the intrinsic programmed
t_.

method (as contrastfd with linear or branching programs) was

an effective instructional Aid in the teaching of concepts

of subject matter, not highly structured.

Several stuaes havit-Utilized the diagnostic-prescriptive

approach in conjunction with programmed Znstruction with pro-

mising results (Aaron, Muench, and Call, 1915; Lipso 744

Suppes and Morningsta'r, 1972).

Lipson (1967) presented data on the mathema cal achieve-

ment of.pupils using Individually-Prescribed-Instruction (In),

a program developed by the, Research and 6evelopment Center of
-*

the University of Pittsburgh. Objectives for.such topics as

.addition'and multiplication were determined and tests were

developed to gauge how far into the ordered list of objectives.

a child'could progress. Instructional materials to serve the

needs of each child were prepared or purchased. IPI incorporateis
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a cycle of activitl evapluation, prescription

of work, actual work by pupiis, and then furthe

or '-dssignment

evaluation.

The reported assessment of this instructional program.was

based on data athered at the Oakleaf School during the initial

three years of the proSect. On standardized achievement tests-

administered after one year oft instruction under is program,

almost all first and second grade children scored above the

80th-percentile, the third and fo4Oth grade pupils made average-7--

scores, and large numbers of st ents )4 grades five and six
fr

ranked below the -40th percentile. p on explained that many

upper-grade pupils worked on deficiencies in understanding of

material presented at earlier yrade levels- They sper.t less
vp.

time with new content and this lack of exposure to new material

resulted in lower scores on the-standardized tests. Howeyer,

no control group or preteSts of initial ability were adminis-
.

tered, lowering Oe internal validity of this study..

Computer-based instruction has also been utilized within

the diagnostic-prescriptive-programmed instructional paradigm.

Two representative studies (Aaron, et al., 1975; Suppes, et.al.,

1972) utilized this mode and Alieved considerable success in

, the aca emic remdiation .of reading Lid arithmetic dysfunctions.

Aaron, et al. (1965), used a cOmputer-supported instruc-

tional management system consisting Of five major components:

s:tudents, with teacher asSistance, created their owri program

of study that was.designed to cover a parlod of about two

weeks; 2) each program of study consisted_of teaching-learning

units that listed objectives, materials, and alternatives; 3)

mastery bf obiectives was evaluated to determine-stibseguent
3
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student-learning rautes/ 4) each student was provide With

computer feedback on factors relevant to his performance, as

well as on all opportunities available in planning and pursu-

ing his educational goals; 5) paraprofessional aides, trained

througb the use of microteaching,mkkeling, and.practicer

utili,zed the computerizeerschemata as a support system.

Thirty-six youngsters at the Georgia Youth Development

Center served as experimental subjects and 36 additional yoUth

7 remained as controls. The California'Achievement Tests in

41

11.R1911.ELAILAIJATntic. were used as the pre-post treatment

evaluative measure. The mean time between pre and posttesting

was 140.94 days for the control group and 120.89 days for the

experimental group. However, students only had instruction

on alternate days (mean of 50.34 days faKthe control group,

43.09 days for the experimental group): Differences between

experimental and control groups were significant in comprer

hension, vocabulary, total reading score, problem solving, ,

computation, and total math score.

Suppes and Morningstar (1966-68) descriged the use of a

computer-based instructional matheMAics program (called drill

and practice). Fifteen hlinfted stud6nts in San Francisco Bay

Area elementary schools and 40 students in McComb, Mississippi,

were used as mubjects. The program, which emphasized drill

and practice, provided an intensive review of basic skills and

concepts, and was utilized as a supplement to the 30-40 minute

classroom instructional period. Tif students spent from 5 to

15 minutes per day at the computer terminal. The curriculum

material for each of grades one through six was arranged
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sequentially in blocks to coincide approximately with the de-

velopment of mathematical concepts introduced in several text

series. Each concept block included a pretest, five days of

drill, a posttest, and sets of review drills and posttests.

The artthmetic portion of the Stanford Achievement 1est was

used as the pre-post treatment evaluative measure. .Fourl

California schools participated in the testing program: two

experimental (grades 3-6, schools A and C) and two control

schools (grades 3-r, school Br grades 4-6, school D). In each

case, the control school was in the same district as the experi-

mental school.

The results indicated that in the computation subtest,

an increase in performance level from pre to posttesting for

students in the experimental school was significantly greater

than for students in the control school for grade 3 in school A,

and for grades 4-6 in school C. In the concepts subtest, the

experimental schools performed significantly better than the

control schools for grade 6 in school A and grades 4 and 5 in

school B. These gains in conceptualization were achieved al-

though the program was specifically aimed at arithmetic con-

ceptualization. On the applications subtest, the experimental

classes performed significantly better than the control classes

in grades 4 and 5 in school C.

During the next year, one school divided each class, with

approximately half of' the students serving as experimental

jects, ha.j.f as controls. One school had two grades with

control subjects and four grades with experimental subjects.

Of the othei'five schools, two included experimental subjects
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and three iitcluded control subjects. In the second school

with mixed classes, the experimental subjec gained more than

the control subjects on the computation sect on in all four

grades; the difference was significant in grades 3, 4, and S.

The performance of students in the 471xperimenta1 group with

mixed classes was significantly be ter than for control sub-

jects on the concepts section for grade 3 and on the applica-

tie:41s sectionr grades 4 and 5. Id schools with separated

classes, the expeeiamental subjects gained significantly more
A-

than the control subjepts on the computation section in grades

2, 3, and 5, and on the app.licationb section in grade.6.

A similar study was conducted in Mississippi, and included

grades 1-6 in 12 different schools. Eight of these schools

included both experimental and control subjects, three included

only experimental subjects, and one-iricluded only control iub.

jects. The performance of the ekperimental subjects improved

significantly more than that of the control subjects in all six

grades on the computation subtest. The difference between the

experimental and control groups was largest in grade 1, where,

in only three months, the average incAease in ,gradd.placemant

for experimental subjects was 1.13 gradeb, compared with .26

grades for the controls. The performale of students in the

experimenbal-qroup was significantly better than that of the

'students in the control gr6up on the concepts sca)e in grade

3, and on both'concepts and 4,plications in gras6.

'The Utilization of Reinforcement Procedures aS a Motivational

Device In Remedial Instruction

The conseques of an individual's actions are critical °

for the modification and maintenance of behavior. Behavior is

ft
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acquired (or modified)'under conditions in which a response

produces a consequent stimulus event (such as a reward) that

strengthens and maintains the response. The stimulus event

which the response produces is referred to as a reinforcer or

reinforcing stimulus. In strengthening thp behavior, tte

effect-of a reinforcer is on the j.mmediately preceding b havior.

Therefore, inforcer must imiediately follow the response

to be learno. If the reinforcer is delayed, the response

may never be arned (although other undesirable,responses

may be acquired in the interim). The use of positive reinforce-

ment in the strengthening of verbal responses has peen demon-

strated byrasner 0,958). In reviewing the literature, Kras-

ner found that evaluative comments (e.g., "that's good,"
Vet

"you're right") may exercise strellgthenlng effects on cate-

gories of verbal behavior.

The use of tokens as secondary reinforcers which can be

exchanged for desired objects br activities has been -used to

develop and maintain Appropriate human behavior in a variety

of institutional settings (Ayllon and Azrin, 1965; Birnbrauer,

Wolf, Kulder, and Tague, 1965; Cohen, Filipazah and Bes, 1965;

Lent, 1965). Bloom (1973) found token reinforcement procedures 1

to be effective for a wide range of children varying'in age,

g), and social class. Eviderie furthr Indicates that when

operant reinforcement rocedures are used, childrenevince
k

involvemelit and interest in reading activities which can be

4 tain'tained over several training sessions (B)dbm, 1973).

Staats, Miaer-Finley, Wolfe, and Brook (1964) depiated the
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manner in which a token reinforcement system could be used in

teaching reading ki11s. Other experiments also indicated

that the rate at which subjects learn to read may be accelerated

via token reinforcement with material backups (Busse and Hen-

derson, 1972; Hamblen, Buckholdt, Ferritor, Kozloff, and Black-

<- well, 1971; Pfeiffer, 1961; Staats 'and Staats, 1963).

Heitzmann (1974), Lahey, Weller, and Brown (1972-73), and

Wadsworth (1971) utilized token r6Anforcement with three di-

)0 verse groups of subjects in an attempt to increase reading

skill.

Lahey, et al. (1973-73), used four U.S. Navy recruits

with reading levels of 3.2-4.7 on the Gates-McGinnite Reading

Test in a repeated measures, within subject design. The sub-

jects were initially tested on the discrimination of instances

for the pronunciation of long or short Vowels (e.g., hat-hate,

kit-kite) representing the rule: wherr the final e is silent,

the vowel is usually long. During the baseline period, sub-

jects were asked to pronounce 15 wordswith long or short

vowels. This condition was followed by the presentation of

the silent e rule for'pronunciation of the 15 words initially

administered during baseline. At the next interval, the sub-

jects received points,for correct responding; points were'eg-

changeable for candy bars. This procedtare was continued until

the subject perfermed two consecutiVe trials without error.

At baseyne 2, the conditions of baseline I were reintroduced

for foursubsequent trials. For five additional trials, similar

word sets as mell as points for correct responding yere

instated.

46-
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The total training time was 1 to 1 1/2 hours. The re-

sults indicated that: 1) ,subj cts correctly pronounced words

in set 1. approximately 50% of the time; 2) the introduction

of the.rule improved performance only slightly; 3) performance

on set 1 improved to the criterion of two consecutive Correct

trials after the introduction of response consequences; 4)'

generalization was shown as three out of four subjects pro-

nounced all words in the final set correctly without training

trials; and 5) there was a high degree of similarity between

the performance of all four within-subject replications.

Hei.ezman (1974) used 70 black migrant and 24 primary

school pupils matriculated in a six-week summer Ocogrie as

subjects, randomly assigned to token fuld nontoken groups. Four

teachers, who had received a,slone-day workshop- dealit with how

to dispense token reinforcers, conducted the treatmentl' The

Miami Linguistic Readers Were used-as the instructional v*

hicles and the Gates MacGinite Reading_Teqt, as the pre-post

measurement device. The following behaviors were most frequently

reinforced: application of word attack skills, recognition of

new words, satisfactory and/or improve al reading, correct

answers to comprehension questions, ac rate i6omp1etion of

workbook exercises, relevant and fluent responses during class,

attending study, and work behaviors. Tokens were exchangeable

for material reinforcers, usually penny candies. The results

indicated that token reinforcement significantly affected gain

scores for both ethnic groups, but had a greater influence on

the reading test gain scores of black than white pupi16.

4 7
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Wadsworth (1971) utilithd ten third grade boys diagnosed

as learning disabled (LD) aL having severe reading difficulties,

in a within-subject design composed of four stages. Stage I

involved parent consultation and la ted two months. Stage II\\\

involved tiltoring at a reading clinic for three 45-minute ses-

sions per week. Stage III entailed the use of rules or social
Ca,

c and academic behavioral eypectations, reinforcement with points

le exchangeable for tangible items, in conjunction with praise,-as-

well as igncring, and time-out for rule infractions. Stage III

occurred in the regular LD classroom and lasted over a four-

. month perib Stage IV involved the reintegration into the

regular cl ssroom, withdrawal of points and tangible reinforcers

in the self contained LD rbom, but continuation of the token

It

system in the resource room. Stage III lasted five months.
a

The 21./211.222LpEAL2125.t. was used as the evaluative mea-

sure. The results showed that no significant improvement in

reading level was found between Stages I and II. Significant

differences were found, however, during Stages III and IV. In

the three-month span of Stage III, the group gained eight

months am reading performance. Between the five-month span of

Stage IV, a.gain of nine months in reading level was attained.

Statistically significant 6hanges in kmprovement of 0,chool

behavior was also found between Stages I and IV.

Self Monitorino as a Mechanism for Fosterin Behavioral Com e

tence

It has been found by a number of investigators that

simply keeping track of a behavior,may result in changes in
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that behavior (Broden, Hall, and Mitts, 1971; Gottman and Mc-

Fall, 1972; Johnson and White, 1971; Kazden, 1974; Mahoney,

Moore, Wader and Moura, 19,73; McFall, 1970). Mahoney and

Thoresen (1974) stated that the effects of self monitoring as

a tre tment device are both variable and short-lived. That

%the ef e cts af self monitoring attenuate with time has been

demonstrated by Broden, et al. (1971), Fixsen, Philips, and

Wolf (1972), and Stuart (19 1). Although self monitoring

4pears to have an initial effect on the behavior involved,

that effect seemS to eventually fade and the behavior returns

to its premonitoring level (Mahoney and Thoresen, 1974).

Numerous reports however, have shown that self monitoring

combined with other procedures such as contingent social re-

inforcement, punishment, nonspecific treatment effects, thera-

peutic instruction: and suggestions will affect the behavioral

change observed (Bayer, 1972; Herbert and_Baer, 1972; Kolb,

140 Winters, and Berlew, 1968; McFall and Hammer, 1971; Rehm and

Marston, 1968).

It has been found that self °monitoring alone has not

altered the monitored responses ein a nunber of well-controlled

and carefully executed studies (Berecz, 1972; Hale, 19724 Mc-

Namara and McDonough, 1972; Stollach, 1967). Evidence gleaned

from several studies in.dicatiis that change resulting from self

monitoring does not depend on accurate or reliable recording

on the part of.the subject (Brodin, et al., 1971; Herbexp. and

Baer, 1972). Conversely, highly reliable self monitorii does

not ensure behavior change in the absence of other contingencies

(Powell and Azrin, 1968).
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There is also evidence that self monitoring will r sult

in inbreased socially-approved behaviors (e.g., stUdying ana

dieting), but decreased socially censured behaviors (e.g.,

smoking and nail biting), according to Kanfer ( 971). This

(phenomenon may be due to the fact that.hatural consequences

take over once the new behavior is emitted and either increase-
\

the response through positive reinforcement (e.g., social ap-

proval) or decrease die response, if punished (e.g., social

criticism). Kazdin (1974) suggested that when self monitored

behavior is socially desirable, self monitoring may serve-as

a conditioned reinforcer that bridges the delay between the

,

b h vior and the long term reinforcing consequ6nces. monttor-

ing havior can thus serve to reinforce the target response.

For example, self monitoring study behavior may bring?the

ultimate reinforcing consequences (such as good grades), which /

wourd otherwise be delayed, closer in the response sequence
k

Kazdin, 1974).

Maas (1968) found that reactivity or awarensissr on,the

part of the subject, that he is being assessea can influence

behavior.' Thorp and Wetzel (1969) have referred to the inter-

vention effect of assessment to note that observation alone,

in behavior modification programs, may serve as an 'experimental
d

intervention sufkicient to produce therapeutic dhange.

Despite the methodologkcal issues associated with self

monitoring (e.g.,unreliability, reactivity toward assessment,

confounding by other behavior change procedures) self monitoi-

ing appears .t.0 be a potent addition to behavioral programs

410 3 00
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attempting to increase socially desirable btlhaviors (e.g.,

academic skills). The paramount factor in this treatment

effect is that it provides the subject with a continuous mea-

sure of his progress and accomplishments.

Two representative studies (Brodin, et al., 1971;

Smith, 1969) attest to the success of .salf monitoring in the

increase of academic skills 'and study behaviors,
.....

Smith ,(1969) investigated the' effectiveness of knowledge

of results kin tAlit form of self charting of progress) as a

secondary reinfoi.cer for reading behavior in elementary school
ASS

childten. iI this study, the number of correct reading res-

ponses involving both word recognition,and comprehension was

determined after each instructional session. A programmed'

literacy curriculum utilizing 16books containing 17,000 tasks,

scripts, and frames ia conjunction with immediate feedback,

self pacing, and self selection was used as the instructional

device. Each of six different conditions, using different s.

motivational state, was evaluated. These conditions were: 1)

no reinforcement; 2) work contract with teacher praise; 3)

teacher praise plus work break; 4) work break with monetary

consequences; 5) work contract with monetary consequences plus

progress plotting; and 6) progress plotting alone.. ExtinctiOn

of task behavior tended to occur under conditions of no conse-

quences and of-teacher praise alone. Conditions of monetary

consequences and of progresS plotting resulted in significant

increases in task performance (number of frames completed

during each 45-minute period). The results indicated that
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signifioant incrlases in reading skills wten compared to ex-

pected achievements as measured by the 2nI22_1.2Iirmujiad.

.12229.50.L.tiwere attained from pre to post treatment

periods.

Brodin, et al. (1971), utilizdd 1141.p1e baseline de:

signs with two subje s to determine the effect of self moni-

toring on study skill acquisition. The first subject was an

eighth grade girl enrolled in a history class in which she was.
ardor

performing at an exceptionally low level. The experimental
1,

conditions of the study were as follows: 1) Baseline - a rec-
.

ord was kept for seven days befo?G'experimental procedure

were initiated; 2) self gecording - the subject was given a

slip,of paper On which to record ter. history classroom study

behavior whenever she-thought of it. These behaviors included

tiP

0

facing the teacher, writing down lecture notes, facing a child.

Oto was responding, reciting when called upon by the instruc-
.

tor. Nonstudy behaviors (e.g., out of Eieat, facing the window,

fingering nonacademic objects) were also delineated. The

subject was to record a plus in the appropriate square when,

studying and, a minus when engaging in nonstudy behaviors; 3) 1

Baseline 2 - slips were not issued for five days; 4) Self Re

cordin4 2 - slips were once Eigiin issued to the subject; 5)

.SelflIecOrding plus praise - the teacher was asked to attend.

to the subject-whenevdk.he observed her EIngaging in study be-

haviors. Self recording slips coritinued to be available to,the

subject; 6) Praise Only - no sli-ps were issued to t7he subject.

Teacher attention continued at a high rate; and 7) Baseline 3 -
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1

teacher att(intion continued but slips were withdrawn. An

obs rver attended each class session

f

nd recorded the teacher

and Subject behavior.
i

The results indicated that: 1) during baseline, the

subjett's mean rate of study behavior was 30%; 2) during self )

recording, the(subje&t's average rate of stuayjincreased to 78%;

3) during baseline 2, it dropped to 4t mean of 2%; 4) at the

tilid 6f Self recordin-g 2, her study behavior again role to.a

I

mean Of 80%; 5) during selfyecor ing and praise, study be-.

haviomJ increased to a mean of 88 ; 6) hut.decteased to a mean

of 77% during praise only where these behaviors remained through

baseline -.3. The observer report showed great discrepancy when

compared to the subject's self report. Despite this factor,

the-subject's study behav,ior remained at a high constant level;

The second,subject was-an elghth 4rade boy who constantly

talked out in mathematics class. The multiple baseline,design

utilized consisted of the following conditionst 1) Baseline-1 -

recorded for nine days before initiation'of experimental pro-

cedures; 2) Self Recording 1 the subject was.given a 'slip of

paper to record each incident of talking -out.without permission;

3) .Baseline 2 - slips were withdrawn; and 4)Self Recording 2 -

self recording was reinstated. The results indicated that

duri\.4 baeline the subject talked out a mean of 1.1 times pek

mxnute. During self recording (Session A), talkouts decreased

'\ to a mean of .4 times per,minute. When slOs Were used during
N
Session B, talkouts decreased to a mean of .0.times per minute.

When slips were reissued for both Sessions A ahd Br talkouts

were at a mean of .3 times per minute for Session N, 140 for

t.)
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SesSion B. During baseline 2, talkouts increased to a mean of

1.3 times per minute during Session A, 2.3 times per minute

during Se sion111. At the time of self r'elrding 2, talkouts

were at 1.0 times per Minute for Session Ae 2.2 for.Session B.

Brodin, et al. (1971), noted that no contingencies were

-ever aPplied to differential rates of talking out, thus the

glips loA their effectiveness. It was again found (as in the!,

previously report.0' stud,y) that the subject's self %on ring

responses were not very reliable as compared with an independent

-observer.

Trainin Methods for th Ac uisition of Re ultsite Peda o ical

ahd Consultation Skills

The learning theory approach to the :teaching of peda-

gogical and consultatlon 'skills involves four instructional

modalities: cognitive presentation (i.e. verbal and/or written

instruction), modeling, behavioral rehearsal, and evaluative

feedback. , 1/4

Written instructional packages.have been developed and

utilized in the training of a variety of behavioral Competencies

(Fletcher and Fawcett, 1975; Miller, Rider, Dangel, Lies and

Peterson, 1975; Thomas! and Miller, 1975). Standardized pro-

cedural foraats have proven most effective in this task. Fletcher "

and Fawcett (1975) fOrmulated a standardize4 instructionai pro-
.

gram to teach social interaction skillb and found considerable-

'differences between standardized and nonstandardized,programs.

Thomils and Mil1et41975) described the Use of a standard- .

ized peer-designed curriculum manual utilized at the UniverSity

of Kansas' Experimental Living Project a behaviorally

0
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engineered, cooperative living arrangement for 30 btudent resi-

dents. Thp manual contafned written instructions, a study

guide, practice.situations with hints, practice situations ,

without hints, and a terminal frame designed to give the stu-

dent an opportunity to demonstrate skill mastery. Two sopho-

more psychology majots were used as subjects in a multiple

baseline design. Each subject worked through the manual de-

"'signed to teach the writing of instructional proarams. After

each uni.t, 'a generalization test was administered. This tebt

sampled the acquisition of each of the requisite.behaviors

necessary for construction of the instructional manual.

The experimental conditions consisted oft 1) baseline;

2) introdliction of written instructions; 3) introduction of

study guide; 4) introduction of practice situations with and

without hints; 5) introduction of terminal frame. All. con-

ditions were three sessions in length. Each subject was also

asked to write a complete instructional program before and

after the training procedures.. The results indicated that

prior to the introduction of the.written instructions unit,

the mean writeen instructions baseline was 0%. Following4the

introduction of the written instructions unit, the mean peg-

centage of correct written instructisons inceeased to 8.79.0

Before the presentatibn of the study guide.Urat, the mean per-

centage of corre6t study guide responses(was 42%, This score

Jncreased to 98% after the initiation of' the ltudy guide unit.

Prior to the.introduction of the terminal frame:;':Subjects

completed 83% of the terminal.frame respoTioes correctly; after
.

initiation of the terminal frame units, subjects "completed .91%
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correctly. The instructional programs written during the

pretest period averaged 6% of the requisite standardized in-

structional program behaviors, while the .posttest averaged 95%.

Each subject also rated his instructional program writing con-

fidence.on a 7-point scale following each session of the

multiple baseline. All ratings for both subjlOcts before the

introduction,of the manual were averaged and compared with the

posttreatment scores. The result was an average increase in

confidence ratings from 4.6 to 6.4, or from fairly confident

to quite confident.

A second study, designed to demonstrate that the in-

structional program manual developed in the preceding experi-

ment could be usecbto teach the desired standardized format,

. 1.4as: also conducted. Four university studentst enrolled in an

introductory course in behavioral analysis served as subjects.,

Eachsubject completed the programs designed in the previous

experiment (i.e., training _thecredit recorder to compute and

log work credits earned each week by project members). The

subjects were initially administered a nonstandardized in-

structional format consisting of 'simulated inputs for the job,

required forms for work performance, and, a brief outline of

steps to follow. Before and after the administration of the

above package, the subjects were asked to work the jobs. The

subjects were then given Xhe standardized instructional format

completed .in qxperiment 1.

The Tesults indicated that all subjects increased from

a mean of 83% correct responses with the nonstandardized format
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to 95% with the standardized format'. Previous credit recorders

were then asked to rate each job performance along the follow:-

ing dimension: heT smoothly would the Experimental Living Pro-

ject continue to function if the credit recorder did his job

at this level of competence? Ratings were determined from a

seven-point Likert-type scale. The average rating of the Ilon-
a

standardized training performance was 4.3, which increased to

6.0 with the standardized training performance, or from fairly

smoothly to quite smoothly. Thus the 12% average difference

in job performance noted above was sufficient to produce a

1.7-pointichange on a 7-point scale when evaluated/ by indi-

viduals familiar with both the job and its importance to an

existing system.

Using a similar written cognitive presentation of instruc-

tional competencies, Miller, et al. (1975)/ designed a program

to teach journal writing behaviors to five graduate students

enrolled in a course intended to promote these skills. All

subjects were provided with a manual entitled Reinforcing Re-

search Behavior to assist them in learning to write journal

articles. The manu I consisted of 14 lessons containing: 1)

a textual discussion f the topic; 2) a self'quiz; 3) answers
A
at the back of the book 4) a program consisting of dpscriptions

of four fictionalized exp riments requiring overt responding,

initially with:prompts, s sequently without prompts. At

the beginning of the study, subjects :were asked to write a

complpte manuscript for sub ission to the 22217121_91LAR0121

pLatknioal:sis.. This was designed as an overall pretest
#

.of the subject's behavior. The manual was divided int9 units
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and the subject was required to pass a quiz at the end of each,

,unit before progressing to the next. A generalization test

was also required at four different points in thq,manual: intro-

duction, method, results, and conclusions. Each test served

as a baseline for the subsequent unit.

The results indicated that the average score increased

from 42% correct responding before training to 91% after train-

ing. The multiple baseline data showed that the increase for

each baseline oceturred immediately after the introduction of

the corresponding section of the manual. The wenuscripts were

also judged for acceptability and readability by three frequent

reviewers of the 9.:21=1_21_amlied Ben24.21221yRil. The

mean rating for the pretest articles was 3.5, while tv mean

rating for the posttest manuscripts was 4.5 (on a -/-poin.E

scale). Of the 36 pairs of before and after ratings, *21 ratings

showed an.increase in posttest scores, seven showed no change,

and eight showed a reversal of one point. A further set of

data was gathered on the attitudes of the students toward the

teaching technique.used. Students' confidence about writing

each seittion of the paper increased from a mean rating of 2.0

to a rating of 6.5 on a seven-point scale. The students also

enthusiastically recommended that others should learn to write

journal articles the same way (6.5 mean rating). The attitu-

dinal data further indicated that this teaching modality was

evaluated in favorable terms, would be recommended to friends,

and would te used as an instructional technique by the subjects

themselves.
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In conjunction with standardized, programmed instruc-

tiontil manuals, the use of mpdeling i!is also been found to be
A/

an effective teachin§ methodology. Rdse (1973) stated that a

major means of acquiring new behaviors is through the obser-

vation of the behavior and its consequences. 'Bandura (1963)

cited extensive research demonstrating that one can acquire

intricate motor responses and emotional reactions or exting-

uish fearful or avoidant responses through such observation.

These response classes include dese:IrTatization of phobic res-

ponses (Bandura, 1971), acquisition of moral judgements (Ban-

dura and iv-ihald, 19k3), the learning of rule goverAd be-

haviors (Zimmerman and Rosenthal, 1972) and interpersonal

affective responses (Brody and Zimmerman, 1975). This form of

learning involves an observer and a model. A modeling pro-

cedure is a set of teaching activities designed to increase,

the observer's.probability of matching behavior (Rose, 1975).

Having observed the model, the subject must imitate his

behavior. But before he attempts to utilize a complex sequence

of responses in the target sitUation, he must ,rehparse these

modeled behaviors in a supportive envirenment. Here,: other

subjects play the role of significant others, while the giVen

subject plays his own role-(RoSe, 1975).

Behavioral rehearsal is usually preceded by a simple

description of what the subject should do in a given situation

and subsequentlyr.model presentation: The advantages of be-

havioral rehearsal as a training technique have been discussed

by Sturm,(1965) who suggested that behavioral rehearsal in
A

comparison fb other techniques has a far greater potential to:
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1) generate vivid, life-like behavior and cues
thereby maximizing the utility ef fesponse and
stimulus generalization;

2) condition a total behaVioral response - physio-
logical, motoric, and ideational, rather than
one merely verbal; and

3) dispense the powerful reinforcing of enacted
models and other characters who in real life or
in fantasy have already dispensed reinforcement
(p. 57).

Underwood and Schultz (1960) stated that:

other things equal; thereforer the more frequently
A verbal unit has been experienced, the more quickly
this will become a response in a new association

.

connection (p. 86).

Researchers have found that behavioral rehearsal aided

in the acquisition of social,and interpersonal skills (Lazarus,

1966), paired with:reinforcement, resulted in an increase in

the expreasion of anger among mildly inhibitld hospital paaents

(Wagner, 1968), and increased the assertiveness of nonassertive ,

subjects when behavioral rehearsal and feedback were utilized

(McFall and kiirston, 1970).

Both microcounseling and microtetwhing (Iveyi4 1971), in-
.

corporate videosped feedback in-a multistep process designed
.,r

.to present verbal and behavioral models of specific-inteviewer

or teachinq stills and to reinforce these behaviors as they

are emitted by the learner. It has been tuggested (Ivey, Mor-

mington, Miller, Morill, and Haas, 1968) that the microcounsel-

ing ankmicroteaching processewowe their potencyto several

sources siach as the identification of specific target behaviors,

the exposure to expert verbal and behavioral models, practice

and supervisory experience, and differ'ential reinforcement of
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apprbpriate learner behavior. The use of this technique as

an effective teaching modality has been suggested by Catterall,

1970; Goodwin, 1971; Ivey, 19731 1974, and Kurpuis, 1974.

A number of investigators have utilized the microcounsel-

ing Ind microtea6hing models in training subjects from diverse

populations in requisite pedagogical and consultation competen-

cies s(Boyd, 1972; Clark, Macrae; Ida, and Smith, 1975; Kirigen,

Ayala, Braukman, Brown, Minken', Phillips, Fixsen, and Wolf,

1975; Madsen, Madsen, Saudargas, and Edgar, 1970; Lauver and

Brody, 1975a; b; Mathews and Fawcett, 1975; Rutherford, 197

Boyd (1972) assessed the effectiveness of two micr

counseling models and a no training control group in t.eaching

a counseling-like verbal response set to 20 introductory guid-
*

ance students. Micromodel 1 consisted of assigned reading of

a Verbal 75 minutes simulation dx-

perience, and 75 minutes counseling superVision. The last

step divided half the group into a recall-integration session

and half into a behavioral supervisory, roleplaying, feedback

'group. Micromodel 2 consisted of giving trainees a practice

interview and 48 hours learning integration time. The results

inaicated that the greatest gains oc.curred in micromodel 1

with behavioral supervision, although micromodels 1 and 2 did

not produce'a significantly different effect.

Lauver and Broden (1975a) investigated the use of mic-

consultation, self modeling and a no treatment control in

fostering verbal interviewer skills. Thirty graduate students

enrolled in a beginning counseling ahd guidance course were
Ai

used as subjects. The general procedure for all three groups

1
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involved a five-minute videotaped interview in which the sub-

ject was instructed to liget to know the person," a 30-minute

instructional period for the microcounseling and self modeling

groups; control subjects were told to return in half an hour,

and a final five-minute vid otaped follow-up interview a-week

,later. The microcoundeling group .received an attending skills

manual which focused on basic interviewer%kills. The subjects

then viewed (with supervision) a vic3eotaped model of,an expert

and the subject's own initial intervieW. The self modeling

procedure required each subject to conduct a second interview

with a different interviewee immediately after the first inter-

view. The subject was then told "to get to know this neXt per-

son." The subject was subsequently instructed to wear earphones

in which verbal responses to the intTiewee's statements were

administered-at an expert level. He was then told to use just

those tes?Aal statements that were heard, through the earphones.

This l'ideotape'of the subject as an expert model was then re-

viewed and commented upon by the supervisor. Lastly, the sub-

ject conducted a final five-minute interview. The four dependent

measures were: duration of pauses preceding interviewee utte;-

ances, proportion of open versus closed interviewer questions,

frequency of interviewer utterances, and introduction of new

topics into the dialogue. Interrater reliabilities across three

A

to five 3udges ranged from 83-98 percent agreement.
,,,A40111111

The results indicated that both modeling-based instrue-

tional procedures were significantly more effective than the

control group in acquisition of the response patterns measured.,

Post-hoc analysed indicated that the microcounseling procedure

62
_
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was slightly more potent than the self modeling condition.

The retention levels of the two treatment groups did hot differ

significantly from either .the level of performance attained

during acquisition or from the initial baseline levels of

performance.

Ladver and Broden (1975b) also conducted a similar study
1-

utiliiing four counselor training modelsmicrocounseling,-self

modeling, And verbal modeling. The same four dependent measures

as the previous study were used. Thirty-two gradwtte students

enrolled in a beginning counseling and guidance course were

used as subjects. All treatment procedures were equally ef-

fective in causing significant changes in the dependent vari-

ables from pre to posttesting periods.

The experimental conditionp,in the three studies just

described were too similar forp-frgerential effectiveness to

be readily discernable. However, the effectiveness of the

microcounseling model in its multiple forms can'be clelaQeen

from these investigations.

Kirigin, et al. (1975), described a training package for

teaching parents at Achievement Place, a family-style, resi-

dential treatment center located in Kansas. The residents at

the treatment facility include predelinquent, dependent-neglected,

or emotionally disturbed adolescents. Six couples who had

applied for the position of teaching parents, the sole staff

of the treatment center, tesponsible for the retraining of the

-youngsters in more acceptable behavior patterns, were used as

subjacts. Four of the couples (the experimental group) attended

R"-\- 63
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the initial 4five-day workshop designed to teach the skills n9eded

to become successful teaching parents. They were also given a

packet of reading materials (e.g., the LTeachiElnalallInt-

book, a study guide for the handbook, and The Achievemen't Place

Book). The two controk couples received the reading matekW,

but no formal initial training. Pre, nd, and posttraining

-eValuation consisted of five role-playing situations (i.e.,

greeting an adult, a good school report, cleaning a table,
(

swearing arguing and fighting between a teaching parent and

youngster).

The training involved an initial workshop consisting of

five days, (50 hours of intensive training) in the basic skills

needed by the teaching parents. Thes kil1s included: 1) the

giving of initial praise for appropriate behavior; 2) the giving

of a debcription of the inappropriate behavior; 3) the giving

of a rationale for learning the new appropriate be4avior; 4)

the solicitation of a request for acknowledgement 6r verbal

feedback from the youth, indicating that he thletstands the

instructions; and 5) giving the youth final praise-for perform-

ance of the appropriate behavior. The.teaching of these skills

consisted of the following instructional components: 1) a brief

introduction to behavior modification, detailed descriptions

of the major components of the program, Management of the moti-

vational system, implementation of the self government pro-

cedures, teaching the youth more appropriate- behavior; and

working wi0 parents, teachers, and community agencies; 2) the

teaching of the interaction skills mentioned above through

Moailling and rehearsal, a description of the behavioral components

6 4
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and the viewing of videotapes of correct and incorrect inter-

actions; 3) practicing of teaching interaction skills through

the role-playing of typiT1 situations, utiliiing a graduate

student trained to play the youth, the trainee, and an evalu-

ator who providd feedback to the trainee as to his performance;

4) a practicum experience in either the Achievement Place home

for boys or girls which consisted of observation of the current

teaching parents, interactibns wi-01 the youth, tyainee role-
.

playing in preplanned situational interactions with the youth,

and feedback from both the current teaching parents and the

youths on their performance; 5) pre and posttraining criterion

measures.

The results indicated that prior to training all six

couples displayed comparable skills. They engaged in 30% of

the teaching interaction objectives. After the wokkshop, the

trained couples' skills increased to 70%, while the untrained

couples' skills remained at 30% of criterion level. The teach-

ing interaction behaviors, practice, and feedback'reached the

100% level for the trained couples, while rationale and re-

quest for acknowledgement were consistently emitted from both

pre and post situational performances, at the 30% level for

this group.

Rutherford (1973) tested the effects of Several modal. and

videotape variables on training teachers in the use of positive

feedback responses.to children's behavior. The results suggested

a trend favoring the combined model and feedback tape interven-

tion. A significantly greater increase in the rate per minute/

of positive feedback responses from pre to posttesting was

65
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demonstrated by this "combined"- group over teachers who viewed

eithersthe model tape, the feedback tape alone, or the control

teachers who viewed a commercial teleVision,show., The teach-

ers who viewed the Model tape alone showed a greater increase

in the rate of positive feedback responses than did either

teachers who received the feedback tape alone or the control

teachers,

In a similar stuk, Rutherford (1973) studied the effects

of four levels of videotape training on a specific class of

teacher behavior. The.experiment analyzed the effects of: 1)

a combined model and feedback tape intervention; 2) a model

tape intervention; 3) a.feedback tape intervention; and 4) a

control condition upon the amount of positive feedback used by

20 teachers in the training xE a block design task to pre-

schoolers. The results-indicated that the combined-model And

feedback videotape technique and the model videotape technique

alone were effective, while the feedback videotape intervention

was ineffective in training the requisite pedagogical response.

Madsen, et Eli'. (1970),*described a study in which 32 ble7
\

mentary teachers in Florida Attended a two-week preschool-in-

service workshop designed to teach the use and application of

behavioral principles. Role-playing, videotaping, and feed-

back were utilized to each the use of rules, approval (i.e.,

80% positive teacheT'verbalizations, 20% negative verbalizations),

ignoring inappropriate behavior, and disapproving of high kate

disruptive behavior. A comparison between trained ana untrained

tpchers indicated that trained teachers decreased the inappro-

priate behaviors of their students, increased their amount of

GG
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approval to students, and decreased to 2drp the number of in-.

appro0Aate approval and disapproval.behaviors.

t
Clark's, et al. (1975), studyvolved the training of

six undergraduate students from Appalacia State University in

the classrbom teaching of educably retardad pupils. Each intern'

participated in 11 one-half hour training selrons over a six-

week period. During each.teacher training session similar

410
forms of teaching skills as described in the expimen*by

Madsen, et al. (1970) were taught and recorded by nonparticipant

.observers. A teacher training package including written in-

structions, modeling by the teacher in the actual classroom

setting, rehearsal, and verbal and graphic feedback was utilized.

The percentage of occurrence of teaching skills was graphically

41. recorded and raised from baseline by small incremeipts depending

upon subject acquisition. Grades of A through D were given for

reaching approximations of the criterion percentage level.

Written quizzes, covering study guide questions, which had to

be passed at 90% accuracy, were also administered. A multiple

baselinv analysis for all six subjects indicated that the in-

terns acquired the teaching skills taught and also increased

th e amount of praise emitted. The contingencies (graphic feed-

back, grades, and quizzes) utilized for acquisition of skills

411, -appeared to be necessary for the teaching of some skills, but

not others.

Mathews and Fawcett (1975) developed an in4trtctiona1

package for the training of paraprofessional trainers in the

administration of written instructional systems to other para-

ik

s

professionals. e subjects were two low-income community
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volunteers from Penn House, a neighborhood service center de-

signed as a training site for the U.S. Department of Labor's

Work Incentive Program. Instructional trainins packages were

devised to .teach specific skills (e.g., how 'to arrange trans-/

portation 891-vices, how tb greet clients, how to answer the

telephone, how to take donations, etc.) to the, paraprofessional

staff. Thirty-six Individual instructional packages were de-
.

veloped. Each package consisted of the following standardized
A

elements: a set of written instructions, a study guide, a situ-

ational examples with and without hints, answer keys, ca-
d

terion.test, a behavioral checklist, and a target behavior's

definition section.

The standardized instructional package format required

a trailer to administer each of the sections of an instructional .

package to the traineer'while Providing feedback on performance.
4

A paraprofessional trainer's manual was developea to teach the

trainer how to administer each element bf the Atandardized

package fOrmat. The manual was comprised of a series of pro-

grammed sections for each of t'he categories of trainer behaviors
. -

(e.g., how to administer the gui'zzes, how to run role-playing,

evaluation sessions, and how to rtin behavior rehearsal s'essions).

Behavioral rehearsal.consisted of an opportunity.to practice

the trainer behaviors associated with administering the in-

structional package ,ed by fe6dback on trainer p rform-
A,..

ance.' The material' ssooiated with the behavioral rehearsal
A

"component comprised dample instructional packages, 'ripted

.confederate trainee statements (containing the ccir ect and

68
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incorrect trainer responses) and behavioral checklists (allow-

ing for the scoring of specific trainee'tehaviors).

Treatment evaluation was determined through the present-

ation of instructional packages designed to train a confederat'e

trainee by the pactprofessionak'trainer. Two independent ob-

servers used a checklist to s6ore the occurrence or.non-
rt'

occurrence of each of the trainee target behaviors for all

.krAiner evaluation sessions. A staggered, multiple baseline

design containing the following conditions was utilized: 1)

baseline - the trainer was, asked to administer-the standardized

instructional package (no training had been given); 2) written

instructions baseline - the trainer_read th& written instruct-

ional manual and study guide; 3) the tritiner was administered

the instructional package for administering written instruction

and quizzes; 4) the trainer was administered the entir instruct-

ional package for how to run role-playing evaluation sessions;

5) the trainer was administered the instructional package.for

how to run behavioral rehearsal sessions. After e ch training

session, the trainer was asked to administer an inWuctional

.package. Two generalization tests were also presented to'the

pubjects tO measure the effectiveness of the procedures under

different stimulus conditiorks. The first generalization test

was designed to examine generalization of trainer behavior to

a novel instructional package. The second generalization test

was designed to test for the generalization of trainer behavior -

to actual, unsimilated.trainer sessions.
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The results of the study were that the overall mean

data for the two subjects showed that the combination of all

trailer behavior averaged 7% during request only sessions, 17%-

during written instructions only, and 89% durixig the sessions

after completion of the entire trainer instructional package.

In the first generalization test, the'overall mean occurrence

of all specified trainer behavi6rs was 3% befoe.training and

94% after completion of the trainer instructional package. In

the second generalization test, the overall mean occurrence of

all specified trainer behaviors ger both trginers was 11% be-

fore training and 90% after compl6tion of the trainer instruct-

ional package.

'A second study (Mathews 'and Fawcett, 1975) was designed

to indicate the efficacy of traihed trainers in teaching skills

to other paraprofessionals. Two additional low income-Penn

House volunteers were used as trainers and two others were

utilized as trainees.

manner as those in the

The trainers were trained in
!7

previous study, and required

the same

a mean

total of 4.5 bours to complete the instructional training pack-

age. Scripted role-playing with confederate trainees set.the

framework for the observation and evaluation of standardized

interaction situations by twoindependent observers. The

actual administration of the instructidnal package to the

trainees served aa the.evaluative measure trainer perform-

aAbe. The trainers were asked to administer one of the pack-

ages prior to training and one package following _training.

Thus the experimental design utilized was of the simple pre-

posttest variety counterbalanced to control for order and

I
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instructional package difficulty (i.e., two different tasks

were taught). Each traine6 wa6 adninistered an instructional

package by an untrained trainer for one task and a trained

trainer for the subsequent task.

The results indicated that'for the instructional pack-

ages administered by trained trainees, there was an increase

in trainee performance from a pretraining mean of 17% to a

posttraining mean of 42%. After the trainees completed the

trainer instructional package, trainee F;erformance inäreased

from a pretraining mean of 12% to a posttraining mean of 100%.

Trainer performance was also observed during these train-

itg sessions. The mean perc4ntage ot occurrence of specified

trainer behavior for untrained trainers was 20%. For trained

trainers, the mean percentage of ttainer behavior was 95%.

A trainer rating scale was administered to the parapro-4
fessionals in the above study. Each trainer was asked to rate

how Confident he was as a trainer on a 7-point Likert-type

scale. The rating data showed an increase 'from a pretraining

mean of 3.0 (slightly confident) to a posttraining mean of 6.5

(between moderately and very confident). .Consumer satisfaction

measures were also obtained. After completi6n of the trainer

instructional program, each trainer was asked how happy he

was with the training program. All staff members indicated that
4

they were -rery-happy with the trainer instructional package

(7.0 on a 7-point scale).

These instructional packages' (Mathews and Fawcett, 1975)

are consistent with Thorp and Wetzel's (1969) triadic model of
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behavioral intervention. According to the triadic model, a

trained researcher teaches a mediator to implement intervention

procedures with the client. The mediator has usually been

someone from the client's natural environmerit. Mediators .have

been trained as "peer behavior managers" to supervise small

study groups in programmed. mathematics (Greenwood, Sloane, and

Basken, 1970), peer behavior manageri3 to consequate the be-

havior of peers in a home for predelinquent bol;s (Phillips,

Phillips, Wolf, and Fixsen, 1973), student proctors to adminis-

ter instructional material in a university level Personalized

System of Instruction. (PSI) course (Weaver and Miller: 1975),

and paraprofessional trainers to teach public speaking skills

to low income paraprofessionals (Fawcett and Miller, 1975).

The Use of PaxlIpx.29onal and Peer Tutors for Remedial In7

structional ProgLA!

The efficacy of the utilization Of paraprofessiael and.
peer tutors for remedial instruction has been supported by a

nunber of inves.tigators (Allen and Feldman: 1973; Cloward, 1967;

Frolow, Charry: and Frelish., 1974; Grice and Wolfe, 1972; Horan,

Girolomo, Hill, and Shute, 1974; Herzig, 1974cLevenkran,

Santagrossi, and O'Leary, 1974; Renfro, 19757 Shaver and Nuhn,

1971).

Levenkraw,-et al. (1974), studied the ettett of contingent

-tutoring on mathematics improvement.. Sixteen second grade stu-

dents deemed in need of remedial math instruction were used as

subjects These pt.ungsters were matched on the concepts tpd
4

computation subtests of the California Achievement Test and
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divided into two groups. Group I was tutored in .sight recog-

nition and Group 2 was tutored in mathematics concepts. Eight

undergraduate students received academic credit for the admin-

i.stration of tutorial instruction. ,gask performance included

simple one-,and two-digit addition and subtraction problems re-

quiring neither carrying nor'borrowing. Each tutor was assigned

to work with a group of four subjects/ two mornings a week, for

three hours. A multiple baseline design containing the follow-

ing experimental conditions was utilizedz 1) Baseline 1 - sub-

jects were given test materials and told to complete as many

problems as possible; immediate"feedback for correctness of

responding was administered. The tutors, however, worked alone

on some nondistracting activity (e.g., reading) during this

period. This procedure lasted for eight-days; 2) contingent

tutoring during this condition eaCh subject was informed that

if he could correctly complete a predetermined number of prob-

lem (his criterion level), he then could dd sbmething special

afterwards (i.e., receive tutoring)'.' The criterion level was

baaed upon the mean numbor of problems completed.during.base-

line and was subsequently raised each.day if criterion was met.

All stbjects who reached thdir criterion level engaged in

tutoring activities for 10 minutes, while those who did not,

immediately returned to their classroom:s This procedure lasted

for 10 days; 3) Reversal - return to baseline conditions (i.e.,

no contingent tutoring was available). Thig procedureL-lasted

for 10 days.
r-

Thb results indicate"g1 that Group i subjects' total mean

number of problems correctly completed during baseline increased
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from 36 to 49 during the contingent tutoring phase. A de-
.

crease in number of problems correctly completed was observed

during reversal. rIn Group 2/ performance increased from a

mean of 32 correct problems*to a mean of 44 problems from

baseline to the contingency period. A decrease in number of

problems correct was also seen during the reversal period.

Combining the data from both groups, it was seen that 15

16 subjects increased in number of correct problems during

the-experimental period. It is important to note that access

to tutoring alone (both verbal and arithmetic) seemed to be

responsible for improvement in correctness of responding even

though the tutoring itself did not relate to the task items.

Trelow, et al. (1974), operated a Title .1.project at the

Greenburgh New Yerk Ceneral school district which assigned

paraprofessional aides to first, second, and third grade ttiach-

ers w)_th the objective of facilitating individual attention to

low achieving children. Data on 76 second graders and 57 third

graders were used to test the significance of differences in

reading and mathematics achievement during pre and post-

* intervention periods. An analysis of n._troou.t.aiLLoiayallmt
Test data indicated that first, second, and third grade students

in the lowest quartile made significant progress in readings

and arithmetic skills compared to previous expectations after

the introduction of paravofessiollal assistants. No control

group was utilized in this study lowering the internal.validity

of'its findings.4i

Renfro (1975) dkascribed a student services program in

which high school students assisted in primary grade classrooms

4
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under the guidance of the regular classroom teacher. Res-

ponsibilities included tutoring a primary studer4 using commer-

cial materials, sUpervising children in interest coriters, help-

ing with seatwork, providing small group instruction with

ma rials prepared by the teacher, helping students read

orally, or reading a story to a group of students or to the

enkire class. Renfro stated that_the program is_ in its fourth _

year of operation and has been successful in its endeavor.

However, valuative measures and a control group should have

been utili?ed by this investigator to provide stronger support

for his programs.effectivenesh.

Grice and Wolfe (1972) studied the effects of peer,cor-

reci--1- of reading worksheets on increases in reading skills

as measured by the PrimarilipalE9111.211. Experi-

mental and control groups were each composed of 72 first graders

from a suburban elementary school, matched on variables of

reading ability, ntL.02211.trest scores, and 'sex. For pur-

poses of the experiment, the children were either aesignated

as high or low ability. For a three-week period, the teacher

continued to correct and return fhe reading worksheets of the

control group, while the experimental students corrected papers

for one another. The EFirtlarReadinPx.tsjaysWpit
Artwas administered at the conclusion of treatment.

The results' indicated significant differences between

experimental and control groups on reading test scores for

word recognition and word attack skillb. The groups aid not

differ significantly in reading covprehension.. When the
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treatment effects compared between high and low ability

groups, the low ability students appeared to be more affected

by the treatment of peer correction than the high ability

groups. No significant differences were apparent between high

-ability children in either group. The results of this study

may indicate that low ability subjects are more sensitive to

peer'approval and thus will achieve at a higher level in order

to receive this type of social reinforcement.

Herzig (1974) described a junior high school mathematics

labonitory utilizing 30 eighth and ninth grade students'to

assist seventh graders. Herzig stated that the program wms

successful in fostering greater mathematical skill,as'well as

the responsibllity and maturity of the peer tutors. Notwith-

\standing, no standardized tests were utilized to g uge-student

performance, weakening the experimental evidence he ein ofered.

Horan, et al. (1974), demonstrated that peer participant

modeling could be effective in improving student mathematics

, ability. Forty eighth grade students who had failed math during

the third quarer of the academic year were randomly Rssigned

to experimental and control conditions. Twenty twelfth grade

math tutors were trained in participant modeling and were

assigned to assist the experimental subjects. The tutors were

expected to perform in class, had the subjects attempt to dupli-

cat9the skills and provided feedback on the student responses.

The experimental group met with the tutors for .45-minute periods

twice 'a week for the last six weeks of the nine-week final

quarter. The results demonstrated a significant improvement

in teacher assigned grades, teaclier determined ratings of pupil
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attitudes and behavior, and mathematics achievement (as deter-

mined from experimenter constructed tests).
. No significant

differences in student attitudes toward mathematics or toward

school in general was seen.

Shaver and Nuhn (1971), conducted a study determine

the short and long term eff4cts of tutoring on underachieveri

at three different grade levels. Forty-six underachieving

student froin fourth,'seventh, and tenth grades were used as

experimental subjects, while twenty students were utilized as

controls. Underachievers were identifed on the basis of dig-

crepancies between thipir performance.on the Sequential Tests

9122...ucatiorpro9L912. (STEP) and their expectancy scores on

the California Test of Mental Matur t . Tutoring was arranged

on,a one-to-one or one-to-three basis and was conducted one

hour per day for an entire school year. Control subjects re-

mained in their regular classes while tutoring occurred. The

tutox's were in the same grade level as the tutees and were

selected on theieown STEP performance and other criterion.'

They were provided with a two-week training workshop before

/-the tutorial period was initiated. Data was collected from

the STEP tests that were administered before and after tutoring

as well as after a two-year follow-up period. Grade point

averages were also monitored during these periods. Mean-scores

favored the tutored group at all three levels, and were sus-

tained two years later ior _the subjects tutored at the seventh

and tenth grades. At all three levels, the °experimental sub-

jects attained significantly higher frequencies of ptudents
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who reached their predicted potential or better than did the

controls. This difference was sustained two years later.

Studies also indicate that peer tutoring not only in-

creased the achievelInt level of the tutee, but was also effect-

ive in assisting the tutor in bettering his own academic ac-

complishments (Allen and Veldnan,1/73; Cloward, 1973).

Cloward (1967) found that over a seven-month period,

tenth add eleventh graders who had tutored younger children

showed a signifintly greater increase in reading achievement

scores than a comparable control group. Furthermore, the

tutor
8

gain in reading scores was even greater than the tutee's

improvemmt,

Allen and Feldman (1973) conducted a study to determine

the effect of tutoring on both the tutor and tutee. Ten low

achieving fifth graders whose reading scores were at least'one

year below grade level were utilized as tutors. The tutees

were 10 randomly selected third graders. Both tutors and

tutees participated for 10 consecutive weekdays over a two-

week period. On alternate days, the fifth graders either taught

the same third grade tutee for 20 minutes (the tutoring con-

dition) or spen,t an equivalenCpbriod of iime studying the

J

material alone (study alone condition). Both groups of sub-

jects learned the same material which was adapted from texts

and workbooks at the third and fourth grade le'srels. Each day,

both tutees and tutors werd administered a 10-minute objective

test on the day's lesson. st
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The results indicated that at the end of the two-week

period, tutoring resulted in significantly better performance

than studying alone for the fifth grade low achievers. For the

third graders, no significant differences were found between

scores during the study alone or tutoring conditions. This

study indicated the beneficial effect of tutoring especially on

the enhancement of academic achievement for the tutor. It

also important to note that the third graders serving as tutees

were average performing students, whor-4t is seen, could .function

well under multiple learning conditions.

From this investigatkon and others previously mentioned

(p.g., Gric end Wolfe, 1972; Shaver and Nuhn, 1971), it appears

that tutoring by peers and paraprofessionals is a potent insttruc-

tional modality for low achieving students who have difficulty

learning through other means.

C._.911L121 TII?..9.1"12.21121.2j112iLaklalosti.S!:2122.9IARIA.Y.2_..IPstruc-

tion Pro rammed Materials Para rofessional and Peer Tutorin

Student Folders, Reinforcement and Self Monitoring of Pro ress.

A number of remedial pro4rams have use0 the aforementioned

instructional modalities in various c8mblnations and haye re-

ported significant res.ults in remediating reading and arithmetic

deficits (Baumann and Cater, 1976; Ellson, Barber, Engle, and

Kampwerth, 1965; Feshback and Adelman, 1974; Gormly and Nittall,

1971; Hamblin and Haniplin, 1972; List, 1970; Staats and Butter-,.

field, 1965; Symula, 1975; W6ber, 1971).

Ellson,'et al. (1965), 'described 10 experiments in which

"prograMmed tutoring" was administered by college tutors and
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retardekl peers in the teaching of comprehension, vocabulary

and word analysis skills. Programmed reading materia. was use

in conjunction with teaching machines which provided immediate

correction units for incorrect responses with each section of

frames. The tutor dispensed reinforcement in the form of a light

flash 'and verbal approval. The results of these experiments in-

dicated that p/!Logrammed tut ring was significantly more effective

than a control condition in eaching rea'ding vocabulary; 2) that

retarded children could tach vocabulary skills effectively

utilizing this approach; 3) that contextual reading could be

taught to slow learners through this instructional technique;

4) that programmed tutoring was most effective in the classroom

when used alternately with regular classroom instruction; and

5) that 400 children tutored with this method learned sight

reading and comprehension skills.

Symula (1975) utilized an individualized assessment program,
,

pr9grammed materials, and paraprofessional"4itors in the teaching

of reading skills to slow learners. The EL.7_21nRitis,12121-

tna__E9Atit.zi was used in conjunction with the Random Rouse Criterion

Reading Program, Ein individualized-diagnostic-prescriptive pro-

gram which is performance based and criterion referenced. The

program consisted 'of a hierarchy of approximately 450 reading

skills and was designed to identify the,basic abilities that the

child needed to acquire or strengthen. The children also utitized--iv

such instructional methodologies as oral reading, tutor-made

materials, games, and reading in the content areas. Paraprofes-

sional tutors organized and instituted the tutorial protgra.
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Prom 1973-74 (after nine months of instructions from 1/2-1

hour per day five days a wek), the average growth of 250 child-
,.

ren was 1.4 years with a maximAm growth of two years. Again,

the experimenter employed no control group in this study, allow-
.>

ing for the.possibility of maturity alone k being responsible

for the reading gain achieved.

Baumann and Carter (1976) described the use of a 36-w4ek

individualized Mathematics program which included programmed

and teacher designed materials in conjunction with peer tutoring.

Baumann and Carter's program utilized 14 projects to cover the

basic Mathematics areas (e.g., fundamental arithmetic operations,

0

geometry, and 'practical applications-rnormally taught in ninth

grade general mathematics courses). The materials utilized were

homemade kits (with catalogs, maps, and tax forms), workbooks,

varied texts, SRA kits, and practice drill sheets. Student

assistants corrected assignments and provided immediate feed-
*

10 back to the subjects involved. .Teamlteaching in the laboratory

was also utilized. No evaluative measures of student progress

had been established. However, lab supervisors' subjective im-,

A
40 pressions indicated that disciplinary problems decreased While

classroom grades had noticeably improved. The internal 4and ex-
,

ternal validity of this study is methodologically unsound, al-

beit, it does describe an instructional paradigm that is supported
A

in its efficacy by more scientifically Valid research.

Hamblin and Hamblin (1972) studied the independent and com-

bined effects of token reinforcetent and peer tutoring in ac-

celerating reading skills wi.th inner city black and white pre-

schoolers. Of the children testable by the California Mental
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Maturity Test, the testable children learned to read more quickly

than the untestable ones. High and medi& IQ children read to
%V

criterion over the eight-week fieriod (an average of 1.4 books)

when reinforced for attending and when tu red by adults. When

these children were tutored by peers, their reading achievement

rose to a mean of 3.0 books. If administered tokens for reading

(with adult tutors), their reading increased to'a Mean of 4.15

books. However,"the high to medium IQ children's reading per-

formance increacsed to 5.5 wen involvc;d.with peer tutoring and

given'tokens for reading. The\ilow IQ children with adult tutor-

ing and with tokens for attending read no bo8ks,to criterion

level. However, they did read 'a mean of1.39 anc11.1 books re-
.

spectively if peer tutoring or if administered tokens for reading.

If these subjects received peer tutoring as well as tokens for

reading, the number of books read increased to f69.

Gormly_and Nittali (1971) conducted a Atudy utklizing struc-

tured self instruction4 high interest material, and'reduction in

opportunity for failure (i.e., success experiences) to increase

reading achievement in adolescent delingupwLs.---The imbjects"

1.

were 20 bo s between the ages of 14.6 and 16.6'who were óommitted

to the New Jersey State Home for Boys for antijocial behavioral

repertoires. These boys had a mean IQ (on the Wechsler Intelli.-

atpsisEtiti2ESU.14Ess of 86. The 20 boys-were nominated by A,

teachers within the institution aD,needing remedial instruction.

The all2p_apini-gla_Rtalcilia_alLvas utilized as the pre-post

treatment evaluative meagure. Subj.ects'were then assigned t61

the Reading Attainment System accoraing to the, 'grade levels-

attained 6 this test. TheReading Attainment System contains

a set-of high.interest, graded reading se)%ectIons to be used

8')
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in conjunction with comprehension and skill cards, progress

charts, and self correction answer keys. The boys were told

that they would be acting as their own instructors and could

not fail becadse only succesA was being recorded. The boys

were free to choose their own stories within each unit. Each

boy also determined when to take the test,assessing his under-
,

standing of the, story. 'All boyt kept a record of the ptories

they read and their performance on the tests. In addition,

a progress chart was kept on the wall in the classroom. Stu-

dents had to complete five stories with,in each unit with 70%

correct responses on the reading comprehension check before they

could advance to the nftt unit; 'The students completed an

.average of 24 fifty-minute sessions. Significant alfferences
0

-were foupa between pre and posttesting on the vocabulary, ac-

curacy, and speed btests of the Ea_t_q_q_tIi_LeReadincGinr instru-

ment. The diffdrences were 1.047.1.55, and 1.73 grades res-

pectively. No significant differences in comprehension were

. found. Since no control grOup was utilfzed, Gormly and Nittali

suggepte0 that a novelty effect may have been instrumental in

producing pe expeO.mentel outcomes. It was al,so tbund that
/

readEng imprOvemen't was not related toIQ scores,: indicating
-r

that: IQ is another indicant-of acadeMig 6chievement, not.capacity.'

This study also illustrates that acadenic sued,ess.an be used

as-a reinforcer' for academic behavior.

'Staats and-Butterfield (1965) r'eported a case stully in:Which

..proqrammed 'materials, token and tangible reinforcets, and self-
.

'91Ionitoring.of progress *ete 4.ntermixed in A-program designed
VP11. et, S V

to%remedi,ate reaAng deficits 'of a..14 year old.Meicican-American
.

4
R

5") fl e.
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boy. This youth had a long history of school failure and de-

linquency, and was reading on a second grade level. The pro-

gram consisted of 140 hours of remedial reading instruction

extended over a 4-1/2 month period. The investigators selected

material from the ScJence Research Aisociates (SRA) reading
7+

kits which consisted of stories developed for and grouped into

grade levels. Each story included a series of questions which

assessed the.reader's comprehension of the selectiCh. The in-

structor placed vocabulary words from each story on 3x5 cards,
4

abridged paragraphs, silent read.ing, and comprehension questions

(consAting of the entire °Story and its questions) on 8-1/2"x13"

0

01

tor, .presented each of these reading segments to the stibject4
3

who received tokens exchangeable gor tan'gible reinforcers for

correct oral responding, attending to the material, and correct'

wriften responses to comprehension. questions. The number of

tokens earned by the bul4pct. was charted eaáll aaiy so that he

would be made aware of hIsgarogress. At the end of training,

the subject had made 6490 reading responses, learned and retained'

430 new words, incrased hip reading achievement to 4.3, passed

all hi; courses :6r the 'first time, and decreased his school
a

misbehavior to ro.

List's-(1r()) Study% is .noted for its use of pupil folders

.to,Monitor each student's academic progress. List assigned 112.

sub)ects; from 'first through seventh grade, diagnpsed aseeding

mmedial or) corrective reading instruction, to a clinic activity

program lasting 3-1/2 hours per day, five days per Week, for
,

four INeks. Twenty-eight teachers and four aides were involved

a
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in the program, designed to develop reading .skills, provide

gross motor outlets, and to offer recreational stimuli. Each

teacher taught three one-hour periods each day, having three

or four pupils. A folder was:kept for each child. It con-

sisted of test materials, daily lespon4wilans, supervisor evalu-

ation of lesson plans, and a.anal,.. prO4ress report. The aides

and teachers utilized interials, e.g., typewriters,

chalk boards, spelling,games, et.c, 'as their major teaching

devices. Pre and post instructi 'nal levels were determined by

the SPACHE Informlna_Taytit_Em. A mean gain of six months

was shown from pre to posttesting.. Again, the lack of a control

group weakens the internal validity of this study.

Weber (1974), conducted a study in which he sought nonselectivt

inner city, Title 1 public schools in which reaping achievemdnt

in the early grades was at the national average or higher. Weber

used an independent evaluation of reading achievement which he

developed from Cohen's Basic Test of Readin Com rehension.
.10

Scores were standardized and ecjuattld to national norms. All

third grade children from 17 big city schools were tested. four

schools met the criteria for study inclusion. The factors(that

seemed to account for the success of the four schools were

-stEong ieadership, high expectations, "good" atmos here, -strong

emphasis on read g-i-additional reading personnel (e.g., para-
( vit

professionals) use of phonic and'programmeA Materials (e.g,,

SRA Reading.Laboratories, the Sullivan Reading Series, etc.),

individualized instruction, and careful evaluation of pupil

progress. The age of itiatioii 6f th'e fou reading programs

ranged from 3-9 years, indicating that any of dthe subjects

85
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tested had been in the program from kindergarten through third

grades This factor also indkcated th'e greater amount 6f time

necessary for a reading program to develop successful instruct-

ional components. Somecharacteristics often thought of as im-

portant to school improvement were not essential to the success

of the four schools (i.e., small class size, achibvement grouping,

high quality of teaching, school personnel of the same ethnic

background as the pupils, preschool education, and outstanding

physical facilities).

Feshback and Adelman (1974) described a well designed study

utilizing two treatment modalities and a control condition to

examine the effects of reMedial instrudtiOn on aidvaltage-A and

disadvantaged ,learning-disabled youngsters. . The subjects con-

sisted of male elementary and junior high school students, of

at least average intelligence, who 'were 1-1/2 yearb or more be-

low grade level in basic school skills. The disadvantaged sub-
.

jects had family incomes below $3,000 per year and approximately

90% were black. The advantaged subjects were all selected from

the tuition paying clien.ts enrolled at the Fernald SChOol, a

facility of the Psychology Department at the UniVersity of

California, Los Apgeles, utilized as a research and training

laboratory-for the treatment of learning disabilities. All

. advantaged subjects were middle and uppe'r class whites. During

the first academic year, 30 elementary and 30 juniar, high dis7

a vantaged subjects partictpated in the studyl during the glib-
..

equent year, 50 elementary and 30 junior high disadvantaged

subjects participated.. The subjects lasere matched for age, ig,

, rate, and severity of learning deficrt, Ohe disadva,ntaged group
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was assigried to;the Fernald School, another was assigned to the

home school enrichment program, and the third wab assned to a

control condition. A folUrth matched group (i.e., advantaged

subjects) from the Fernald School was also Selected.

The two remedial programs, were the Fernald"Schoorand the

enrichment,program. The Fernald Sc.hool had a highly individu-

alized prograrti, extra classroom supports; relatively low pupil-

rto-teacher ratio, an atmosphere of experimetation, positkve

l'einforcement, and reduction of 'school anxieties throUgh succiesti

experiences. The sehool enrichment program wad a'comPensatory

intervention progv.am,fodusing on reading'aficLlanguage arts.skill0
. --)

,

for three to fiw,mornings per week.' A number of evaluative.
-'i

,
e

measur4s3

were utilized,l'but emphasis win be placed here on

, the California Achl'eveMe'nf. Test ancYthe
-

Scale for Children--(WISC).,;%The results indicated that at

'both the elementary and junior high school'level, for both-ad-

vantaged and disadvantaged subjects 'the increase in grade pidce-

ment was about a:year or more in reading achievement on the

California Achievement Test'which was significantly greater than

for bo-pl the enrichea 'and control groiap's. 'This pattern-of "find-

ings held for many of the subtests on the over ll achievement

Scale. However, the difference in rqading ach eyemeht was

largely'due to the great gains made by the Ferndld childrep in

reading'compiehension. No significant gdins in reading vocabia-
%

ldry, as measured!by the California Achievement Test was 'shown.

The teacher's stated that this.subtest tended to saMiale middle
'43 0

class rather, than lower class linguistic ter nology. This bkas

.

bould be'particularly'acute_in, this study because the individualized
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method used for r adlng vocabulary included the words employed

in the child's speech and story writing.

The,experimental groups made the least gain in spellifig,

but the increments in the other groupt were not significantly

larger.

With reference to arithmetic aehibvement totals, there were

very little differences atthe elementary level between the

Fernald disadvantaged group and the oth'er two groups in-cht*es

on the arithmetic re --Ling subtest, while differences in arith-

metic fundament4were large and .consistent with the overall

trend. At'the junior high,school level, the gain in arithme'tic

fundamentals in theAenrichMent and control groups'were negltgible

apd significantly smallgr than'..the Pernalddisadvp.nta,ged which

showed A year's growth:1The change in arithltietic teagoningtor

, the Fp;nald disadvantaged group was,significan

the advantaged, enrichment, and cdntrol

score of 1.3 as opposed to .7,,And .6 'grade&

greater-

mean improvement

respecti*Ily.
.

Since higher conceptual order is required in arithmettc( reasoning
-

than in rote learning, this change is of special significance,

However, thp enrichak group did not keceive tpecial traininv in

ahmetic.

*On the, vocabulary .subtest of the WISC, the advantaqed sub-

jects performed-sign icany.bett9,r than the disadVaptaged

skibjectslon the prtest...On_the posttest, vocabulary fluctua--

tioAlb were vei'y

found: In'this
.4

variable and no significant differences were

, Tstudy both advantaged and UipadvantklOd sUbjects

t

(1 r
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shoWed the same learning disabilities; howeVer, the advantaged

group performed significantly higher in this area. The possible
,t

cultural bias of the vocabulary scale may make it relatively

insensitive to vocabulary increments in-disadvantaged popula-

tions. On the arithmetic subtest of the W1SC, the Fernald dis-

advantaged"subjects increased signifia'antly over the other three

groups. Despite the elaberate attempts at the creation of a

valid experimental design, different teachers in the experi-

mental conditions (i.e.,. the Fernald School and the dnrichment

program) may have manifested differential skill in teaching

,which could conceivably have accounted for the changes observed.

However, the results of this.study are-comparable with those of
-

previously reported studies substantiating .t-e--teritability of'
..,

JD

EA
i?its results.

. ,

t:'

,

1

0

.

many of' 1>mr'gxpgrimental,studies, reported in this review
-

have unerous defeets in experimental de.sign. These include:
%,i ,

absenc, of statistical analyses, lack, of control groups, conl-.

fdunding of teacher and school or method .of instruction, no.

evaluative Measure, htilure td .,est. for-significance of re

sults, weak designs'or almost: a lack. of desWn.in some cases,'

and failurq to control for.Many inttitvefking variabletr.,-- Johnson
a .

' .. :kr .. '

(1974) contended ,th'zit thA9 deSign flaws pxe.relative,iy.,00impA ;\

. :-
1 *

in reading (and arithi6tic) research. Howeyer, 'a,large bopy
,

, . , ,

4# '4i No . '',.
of research haS been.ftcouMulated and most-indicate the efficacy ,

thc.af6reientibned .cempone.nts. 'Thei.studir to

he described; althoUjh contalin'st e very small sample sic4i'.4.s
, .

: ..,
..1

not faulted with many, óIe above' men'ttonedmethoaoiogical,;.* :
,

difficulties.

-

-



Anbther factor on which the following study differs from'

the research previously described is that it combines all of

the features previously Mentioned (i.L, the individualized-

diagnostic-prescriptive apprbach, programmed and experimenter

designed materialm, a microteRthing model in tutorbtraining,

peer and paraprofessional aides, point and tangible reinforcets,

pupil folders, and self moni.tollhg of progress). No other study

to date has combined all of the above features in a remedial

learning package designed for school and institutional settings.
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CHAPTER III

METHOD
4

EM12.12.2I!

The exp6rimenta1 subjects were five youngsters between

the ages of 10 and 13 (grades 3-6) who resided at Learnil

House during the 12-week summer session of the learning labora-
P

tory's initiation. The Learning House control subjects con-

sisted of four youngsters, matched to the experimental sub-
,

Aects by age and grade, who had previously been Learning House
or

i

residents but.had left (r.placed by the experimeDtal subjects)
,k,

h
4

before the initiation of e learning laboratory. The second
A

control group consisted-of tour youngsters matched to the

experimental subjects by grade and Score on the Lorgi; Thorn-

. clijc..elnt_11.3.2.12994.1. (Lorge, Thorndike, and Hagen, 1964).

.These subjects also attended the same local elementary school

as the experimentamikroup. The mean grade level, for all three

groups was the 'dame, allowing for comparability of vin scores

across groups. AllIsubjects resided in the'bay area during.

0,

the, 12-week treatment period. Two controrsubjects (one from

the Learning House tontrol group and one from the matched

c6ptrol group) were deleted from the study due to the fact
-

'theit their initigal test scores on Elle Reading ComPrehension
.,

. --4,ubtesst, of the Stanford Diagnostic Reading Test (Karlben, Mad-.-
=-

.p...,..

0 - , . !- -; derr and ''Grattiner, -41I66) feil at stanine 7 or a ove, Since
_

/the authors of the test stated that as a diag ostic instrument,

9
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the test is designed to gauge below average performance,
.

scores of stanine 7 or above are unreliable due to the scar-

city of iteum at4the upper range of ability. Thus, scores'

at thilltivel may rile and fall randomly if the child is re-

Lasted.

The parentslof the Learning House control subjects were

contacted and orally agreedito allow their children to be

tested during eachNsi the three ex Mination periods. The

parents of the matched control gro p signed a written agree-

ment voluntlering to allow their clildren to participate in
0

the aforementioned study. (See Appendix to for letter of per-

mission sent to each matchescontrol subject's/liarent.) Parents

were told that at the conV.usion of the testing periods, they

would receive their children's scores, interpretations of re-

sults, and recommendations for remediation. 'They were also

informed that their children would receive a bite-sized candy

after each subtest and a small toy at the completion(of each

testing session.

This matched group design provided more stringent con-

trols than that of a random group design, which was impossible

. to conduct because subjects are preassigned to Learning House.

' k.Thiailkatc'hed group design.weighs more heavily in favor ok the

control groups 'showing greater academic improvement than the

experimental group. The reasons for this are as-follows: 1)

the Learning Ho se control group had returned to.their,own Or

joster homes and hus a remediation of their'sociaCdeficits

(as indicated by progresqion up the promot ladder-and a

92
pp
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higher frequency of appropriate behavioi will have occurred

2) Schuster eind Sanborn (1969) stat that children with be-

havior problems are usually more academically handicapped than

"normal" children, indtatingthat the bAavioral problems of

the learning House\experimental gioup would be more inhibiting

to the learning of new academiciskills than the control groups

(who do not,display such academic deficits); 3) the Learning

House cont:ro\group had undergone an intensive program of

academic arliOcbocial remeaiation in the sdhool as well as at

Lear:ning House. The liaison between the Learnil?.g-Ilfuse staff

and teachers at the local elementary school was designed to

facilitate an increase in scholastic achievement and appro*

'priaO social behavior. The only academic remediation for the.

expetimental Learning House groxip during the treatment period'

was the learning laboratory; 4) the small number of subjects
4.

(five, four, and four) in each group weighed heavily in favor

of differences between groups not proving statistically signifi-
,

cant.

The matched group design presupposes an extremely power-

ful.treatment effect, which, if not.present, will prevent the

results from achieving statistical Significance.' This attempt

-to design a'valid experimental procedure is also the rationale, .

for the use of a combination of effective teaching components,

rather than just one, which, ff shown to be successful, can-

'later be ana1f6d for relative efficacy.

The staff delineation consistO of one projbct director,

five laboratpry managers, four collegeetutors, four teaching
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parent supervisors, a reading specialist, and a statistical

consultant.

The project director (the author of this paper) was a

graduate student at San Jose State Uhiversityi who already

possessed a Masters degree in counseling psychology and was

also a candidate for a Masters degree,in general psychology.

She has had considerable experience with appliAid psychology,

experimental design, and statistical analydis.

The four laboratory managers o were instrumental in

the construction, drelopment and mai tenance of the learning-
,

laboratory, Iconsistild of two graduate' saldents in psychology

(one in counselinp, one in general) at San Jose State and

Santa Clara Universities, and two undergraduates (both majors
6

in psychology) from Stanford University. The combined skills

of these staff members consisted of exaiience in child develop-

ment, curriculum design, teaching, programmed instruction, peer

a;nd paraprofessional training, and an extensive knowledge of

-the Learning House program gleened through at least three

quarters of participation in.the student involveient course.

The four part-time college tutor positions were held by

undergraduate students at San Jose State and Stanford Univer-

sities, majoring in such diverse areas as cheMistry, philoso'Phyi

industrW.,and general psychology. each student-had spent one

quarter 'in particrpa on as a Learning House observer or was

assigned to the obgervational system for his first five wepeks

of the summer program. In'order tp be chosen 45 a college

tutar, these,participants were obliged to si. contract stating

t.hat they would continue in the learning lab program through the

'

9 4
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Fall Quztrter. Since the primary pur:)se of these staff mem-

-bers wat to receive training in learning laboratory procedures

and to take over the manning of the lab during the fall, this

stipulation was deemed necessary.

The reading specialist, who served .as a part-time cur-

riculum advisOr, receivedkher Masters degree in,remedial

reading from Santa Clara Untversity. She also pbssesse

broad backgrinind in behavior change skills and self-managenent

techniques. .The reading specialist assisted in curricula
7V=I

planning, especially in the area of phonetic skills,- and was

instrumental in the constructioloof the word blending ahd y

IIP

labication exercises.

The Teaching Pdrent supervisors participated in the

physical construction of the learning laboratory, in assuring

regular cHild attendance, in reading observer reports of child

behavioral functioningland in makin4 suggestions for child

behavioraf improvement.

.The statistical consultant, who possessed a doctorate

in ppychology (with emphasis on experimental design and sta-
.

tistjcs) assisted ih the use of appropriate statistical tech-

niques and in the codipg,of data 'f6" computer analysis. (See

Table 1 on the.follpwing page for list of salaries received
Vow

by learning 19)staff.)

4P
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. Table 1

Salaries Receivtid by Learning Lab Staff

for I2-Week Summer Session

Position

Project Director (f -time)

Laborittgry Managers (full-time)

College Tutors (part-time)

Reading Specialiit (part-time)

Teachitg Parents - Couple 1 (part-time)

Teaching Parenta - Couple 2 (part-time)

Statistill Consultant (part-time)

. 4

i,(12141/41Laj,.nab2I:21.

Total

Stipend.- $960

Stipend - $960

Salafy - $480

Salary - $272

Salary - 000
Salary -.$600.

Salihry -1185

The learnini lab's physical facillty was an 8 foo,t by 8

foot room, pieviously utilized as the.surplus bedroom. All

stora0 items we'l) removed and the room was carpeted, curtained,
, 2

air oonditipned, and coVered wIthi?osters. Two double study

carrels4'V'stu4ent desks, four 6ulletin boards, and a'teacher's

desk wer'e installed. .Reacling and arithmetic areas, containing

materials covering these diiA;line\b," were designated at two

adjacent corners, of'he romp'. (dee Photograph Set 2.)

Materials.
k

en

%a) adi (karia'ent
A

Ma ddn and Gardner, 1966).alla Arithmetic (lpaatty, Madden, and
. %

Gardner,°1966)Nscipted as the evalvation instpAmpxyt. _Both testb

3are available in two ieIels aria iwarterraite -forms: Level I
In 4

enconpasses grades 2:5 to 4.5 and Lev.,9 II encompasses grades
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4.5 to 8.5. The reading

prehension (12ytera1 an

cabulary, and word r

sound discriminatio

rate of reading

tional subtests:

est,yields separate.score ih comr

infVrential for level II only), vo-

ognit.ion skills including syllabication,

and blending as well as a subtest for

vel,I only). -Level II.cOqains two addi-

auclitory discriminatiori and beginning and

ending sounds. The arithmetic test yields scorep.in number -

concepts, =DI utation, and number facts. Scores on both the

reading anca Arithmetic tests are interpreted in terms of

within-gra e stanines and grade equivalents. Subtest reli-

abI4.ities/for the Stanjord aregenerally,stitis-

factory/.1 Spl,it half reliabilities within singld-gracte groups

cluster/in the high.80sand.90s. The mediap intelcorrelations

/of s ests are in the %40s and .13. When considered together

! with he reliability coefficient"si'these intercorrelation4

cate that the subtests should discriminate reasonably well

ng the indiviqual's reading and arithmetic skills. /This,,'

ature'indicates that the test permits effective pr4ceLptive

/am

f

rogramming to belachieved through its.use. /

/ e

In the standardization program, the Stanford Diapostic

Tests i reading and arithmetic were administered Ito,approxi-
// . ,)
Y
0 so tookmately:12,000 children in gix school systems,

the rOading and arit4metic subtests of the St qlford Achievement

Test The normative sample Is also select iil.terms of the .

b / I

1.at r scores lAlich was,repre'Sentat4.ve Of e,ptandardization
%

/
, ,

sam le of.the Stanford ACrhievement Tes ( na4asi', 1966) (see 1

Apl4enetix 3.for test sample,p) (see 'Apendx 11, .Gilide to Leaining

,leibloratory Mateiials for further in ormatlon concerning all

/

I ei
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kits _to be described and Table 2 for price list of standardized

kits).

)

Table 2
0.

Price List for Standardized Kits

Kit School' Price

Drstar Reading II '$99.75

Complete set of student Materfal . $12.10

Grolier Reading Attainment System I & II $199.00

SBA Reading Lab 3A $94.50,

Student Record Book - .69

SRA Vocabulab $89.00

Student Record Book

Eniich Consonants and Vowels Kit - $148.00

Telor Class Rack
(Blank.Button Learning Aids)

$23.70

SRA Spelling Lab 2b $92.85..

Student Record Book .59

SRA Spe1119g Lab 20 $92.85

Studdnt Record Book .59

-SRA Spelling Lab 3a $92.85

tudent Record Bobk . .59'

.Enrich ArithmeA.0c Involvement Series $138.00

Enrich Baeic Math Concepts $48.00

Enrich Understanding Decimals $5.O0 b

Enrich.Máthemagic . .$20.03

Telor Class Pack\\(ABCD Buttoo'model) $23.70
\

SRA Computational Skills Development Kit $93.85

Student Record Book \ .64

Sullivan MatheMatics Sies
N,

6

A.
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4

b) Distar Reading 11 (Engelmann and Bruner, 1974)1.1)

designed for youngsters in.kindergarten through-t!econd grade;

2) stresses domprehension, following directions, and word

attack skills; 3) pontents:.Teacher's Guide, Teacher Presen-

tation Books, Student's Take Home Book, Teacher's Take Hpme

. Book, and four,readers.

c) Reading Attainment System (Crowell and Mosenfeld,

1974): 1) System r designed for grade levels 3.0-4.5; System

11 designed for grade levels 4.6-6.5; 2) each system contains:

.120 graded reading selections, a ten7question multiple.choice

reading comprehension check following each reading.selection,

0

0

0

120 skill cards-testing vocabulary and word attack skills,

anAwer keys for reading comprehension and skill'cards, an

instruct.or's yanual containing full information on the use of,

the system, a reading shelf with compartments and color keyed

divrders for stora,ge of all *the above material, a classroom

sA of Reader Record Books, containing pages on which a child

enters h.l.s answers to the reading check and skill card exer-

cises, and a Progress Plotter chart that records a student's

progress in the Reading Attainment System.'

d; Enrich Sports Series - Motivations to Read (Blanchard

and .Ball, 1974): 1)\for 'students reading at grade levels .3-4;

%.
2) contents: visual cartridges detailing'basi'c facts about

football, baseball:, soccer,*trackior field; 3).the kit inoti-
.

vat@s students to.improve such reading skills as wore recog-
.

nitibn, vocabulary, word attac4, and use of visual and context

Cues.

S.
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e) SRA Reading Laboratory 3AAParker, 1973): 1) designed

for y9ungsers in grades 7-9, but contains coldr coded reading-
, .

'levéls from 3.5-11.0; 2) contentrt 150 power builders which

are illustrated stories' that provide pkactice in reading,

comprehension, voc.abulary, and ckeativexpression; power

builder key cards; 150 rate builder bootlets designed to hkp

students read faqter and with -greater ,o6ncentration; rate

builder key cards; student record bo9k4Ncohtaining record

pages, a starting level guide and graphs to start the student's

progress; a teacher's handbdbk, and colored pencils.

f) SRA Vocabillab (Parker and. Walker, 1973): 1) designed

for youngstprs in grades 7-9, but contains'graded material at

levels 4-9; 2) contents: 60 vocabubuilders for ten interest

areas, each vwcabubuiider.contains a sto'ry and accompanying

0

word building exercises; a teacher's handbook.; 1.6 1\.!y booklqs;

one phonograph'record; student record booklets containing a

. -

starting and ending level guide,' record pages, and a program

pattern chart for recording'progress; explorawheels, which are

mdnipulative devices that enable the student to put together

woFd parts to fom whole words.

g) Telor Phonics Multi-Media Reading'Lab,(Niemann, 1974.):'

1) designed for grade levels 1-3; 2) this compkete audio-visual

kinesthetic pcogram.provides an .dpproach to reading throuvh

phonics. It provides recorded 6asset,es 'and visual cartridges,

as wp11 as performance checkp on duplicating masters. The

complete lab consists of a consonants and vowels sounds kit.

e.
t

v
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h) 6itssette Player
,

i) SRA Spelling Word gpwer Laborlftory 2b, 2c, 3a: I) de-

sigrfed for grgde levels 4-9 (2b - levels 4-5, 2c - level 6,

3a - levels /-9); 2) content . a studellt record book cOntaining v

a placement guide, progr4 Chart, spaces 'for the recording of

responses, alphabetkzatlo

ferent learning'wheels di

and wokd usan exercises; 60 dif-
\

4ed among 11 color coded levels -

each wheel resents spect ic spelling problems, elements of

phonics, and Word analysis akills; ch'eck tests which are taken'

by the student after completion of a color level; check test

key cards; and spelling achievement surveys (forms X, Yr and

Z) - designed to.examine acquisition of spelling rulep covering

ability levels.in kit. .

j) Word Blehding Exercises:. 1) experimenter-designed.skill

cards .utilizing wordi frOm the ResslinAttaintsLm..4.

II; 2) th6 student.must blend the souqd-of a wyd after it has

been divided:into meaningful elements and the sound of each

element has been ddtermined. The child must find the elements

of .the Trd withim the distractors without verbal cues.
4

xample2 b du th

d au bt
..,

.k) Syllabication WorkshOet: 1) experimenter-designed,

semi-programmed worksheet illustrating elementary principles

.of syllabicfation, providing sample exercises in their use, and

examining.thp acquisition'ef rufes
.
thrpugh final test of all' 4 A4

principles presented (included in:Appendix 5).

1) AtithmetA Inwlvement SysteM (Baldwin, 1974): 1) de-
.

..\

signed for grerde levels 1-9; 2) pretients basic'erithmeti9 facts
e\
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and metshods in a meinner designed to encourage participation

and prectfce; 3) series is compoSed Of 70 visual dartridges,

st.dderit activities, 6osttests and teacher's manal; cartridglas

consist of addition, subtraction multiplication, division;

fractions, decimals conceptuarization, an'd matheMagic (beginninq_

algebra).

, m) Computatkonal Skills Development Kit -(Proctor and

Johnson, 1973): 1) designed for grade levels 2-9; 2) helps stu-,

dents discover weaknesses And strengthens skills in addityion,

subt&ction, multiplicatton, and Aivision'of whole numbers,

fractions, decimals, and percents; 3) survey tests reveal'stu-

40

40

dent's problem areas and direct him to diagnostic tests that

lead to.specific exercise cards and prov de progress tests

arp us*to evaldate sk'll mastery.

n) Sullivan Nathe4iatics Serie.s (Sullivan, 1970): 1) de-
RI

,

Etignea for grade levels 179; 2) coneentb: programme.d work:books

in the kollowing iireas,Qt,mathematics: a) basic addit:ion, .1:0

..

advanced .additidn, c) subtraction, d)0 multiplication, '0 divi-

sion, f) fractions, g) decimals, h) measurement.
a.

wo) CommercialSold Flashcards - addition, subtraction,

multiplicatIon, and division.

p) Conceptualization Workpheets: 1) experinienter-designed

wprksheets that correspond to the Arithmetic Involvement Con-

ceptualization units and contain additional exercise in use ofi

the number line, abacus, mixOd operations, number systems, and
0k 6

decimal placb value in a semi-programmed format (included in-

AppenAix 6).

40
J.
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q) Four bulletigi boards

..r) Gr.aph paper '

s). Two double.individual study cubicles, two Student
d9sks, teacher's desk

t) ShelliRp f(;)r sorage of material

S.

u) Bite-sized cayidpreinforcers'(e.,g., chocolate, licOr--
ice, °peanuts, and cookie\s)

, op

v) Air conditioner

w) Attitudes Aoward Behavior Modification Scalp (Mus-

grave, 19.74).. This Scale asessed the..parti-Cipaht's 'Pre to
#

posttreatment attitudes towards-the mar theoreticai frame-.
('-

ikvork under W.hich thiey fahctioned. This test cs, designed as a

.26-item Likeit type scale kndicating level of agreempnt with

statemente relating to behavior, modification. The scares range
/

fram 20 (negVve) to 100 (positive) with a score of.60 -depict-

i g a neutral 4ttitude. The standardization sample forthe

scala consisted(of 280 teadhers from the cpptral Florida countY

public school system, representing 35 of the.49 elementary.

school+ Breakdown of subject demographic data by sexi indi-
it I

cated that there were 256 females, 24 males, by age, evidenped
A

a sban from 21-66 years and by educational level, connotated a

;P range trom the.Bachelors degree tar5 units beyond, the Mast-ers

degree. This sample/yielded. a mean Of. 64.281 a"nd a Standard

de.viation of 13.308.. The standard error Oif. meabuitment Was

3.252,.the Kuder Richardson .reliability coe icient was .94,

and thf intpr-item, correlation was 0441. Theaata indicated

that the scale ascriminate0 varng attitudes and showed a

high degree or internal conklistency. An item 'aCalysiO.of'the k

individual stateinents on the sc5I1e was attained by comparing

4

II
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the scores of the top 27% with those of the lowest 27% ot the ,

,sample. Each item showed discrimination'between the two groups

fit a highly significant level (p < .001). (This -Scale is

'cluded in Appendix 7.)

x) Behavioral.Criterion Test of Requisite Learning Lab

Skills. This instrument was utilized as a pre-post evaluation

measure which tested the efficacy of paraprofessional training

on the acquisition of behavior'management principles, concepts

necessary for the adminiitration and utilization -a- the Stan-
4

Tord Diagnostic Tests, and Arl;Wledge of Lea'rning laboratory*
ed.

4,

materials. Th.el items concerning behavioral pr'inciples were

adapted from ari-adjunctive workbook bI;Mailott (1973) and a

text by Becker't-(1971). These items were previously utilized

as portions Of a criteriOn eference test for a graduate course

,in fundamental behavioral consultation skills,at San Jose State

University. Three parallel forms of this test wer; constructed

and students had to perform at criterion level on this instru-

ment Al order to pass .k.he course. The ktems concerning the

Stanford 'Diagnostic Tests and the learning laboratory materials

were tapan from the espective'manuals associated with these

devices, and the questions themselves, were designeebythe
/ I

:project director. Parallel forms of this instrument were con-

structed for use &wing pre ahd port testiag periods. All
(

items were multiple choice and'included three distradtors and

one correct answer (pre and pgst test* forms are included in

Appendix 8).
r

4

y) Participant Training:Matekials. .A set of written

°training materials was design by the project directoli. It
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included: 17.Learning Laboratory pul'esY 2) Teaching Irderaction

components ('Kirigen, Ayalla, Braukman Brown/ Minken,

Fixsen, and Wolf, 1975)r 3) vignettes conderhing.potential

child misbehaviors; 4) an orlina of task responsibilitieb for .

two levels, of summer participants; 5) a description

Stanford D4gnostic Tests taken directly from .the test mantals;

6) a compendium ofmultiple cboice,itemb concdrnj.ng. behavioTal

principles abstracted from the criterion reierehoe test mentioned
.. .

. .
,

above; 7) d gUidd to the Tearning.l.aoratOry Materials.which
,

. -.. ..-

.

- :. ..,,A

contained a Iisting'of th:e qOntent;.:tprocedure, and j)ibitlii*. 4"
rt

.. .
.

criterion to be utilized,with ach klt in-tte*leaining 1*'

(Participant-Training Mate-rials are indluded in Appendices
.

,

3 and 9).

z) PeirehIrConsent Forms for Matched-Control Subjects

(included in Appendix'10).

zz) CAtract for College Tutors stating that they would .

continue_in the Learning Laboratory program during the. Falk,

Quarter (1..nc1.Uded in Appendix 11).

Procedure

1

Labore.tory All prolect participants

attended ah initial thAee:-hour presession briefing workshop.

At this time, the format of the summer progiam was intipduced,

the 13.21-12y12saLszL.Leal2p....LEqeuisiteLearinLabs)am_c_Litia

and tJleULI-129..LLIallavid...1112.a.acalasth. (Mns"

grove, 1974) was administered and a11,required forms for .

National Science Foundation (NSF) participation were,completed..

eet

08
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A subsequent three-day workshop,was conducted- for all

-40 full-time personnel,(the pi.oj,pot-d

(.0

.0:

40

qctor and laboratory .mana-

gers) prior,to the initiationpf the summer tutoring sesdion.

.At thijs time. tlie participant training materials were dissemi-

neqed, provtding these personr614with a cognitilTe presentation

of all requisite laboratory 'procedures. ,These materials con-
.

sisted of: plaEhlp5_1.,aboratayAu1es, Teaching Interaction
.1 .0;

. .

Componentd ((irigen, et al., 1975), which instructed the
a

participants as to how to use praise and correction procedures

in child management, vignettes cdpceFning potential child Mis-

behavierst an outline of task responsibilities for the two

levels of summer participants, a description of the Stanford

piagnostic Tests taken directly from the manual, a compendium

of multiple choice items concerning behavioral principles, and

a guide to the.learning 1abora-e6ry materials (includekin

Appendix 1). Each st,Aff member rehearsed methods of handling

potential child misbehalrior and received feedback on his per-

formance. Alternate techniques for managing these behaviors

-were then role-played by other staff members. The Teaching

Interaction Components (Kirigen, et al., 19751 weie also

modeled'by the project director, then role-played and evaluated

by the participants. The two kits to be usedinitially: the

Reading Attainment System (Crowell and Mosenfeld, 1974) and
J.-

. the Arithmetic Involvement Series (Baldwin, 1974) were also

modeled by the project director. The laboratory manages then

role-rpluyedthese skills and were evaluated using a `behavioral .

0

checklist, in order to determine the degree.of acquisition of

109
p.

Pt
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requislte skills.. All participants role-plaYed the proce-

dures for the aforementioned kits until 100% criterion level

was reache46. The. 'second day of the workshop entailed the. use *.

of.the praject director as mode.1 in demonstrating the use of

the aforementioiled kits with the childr'en. On the third day,

the laboratopy-,-mana§ers rehearsed the use of the kits with

the children and received evaluative feedbdck from the other

staff member;.

Subsequently, a 90-minute meetind was held each week for

the purpose of discuss,ion and reinforcement of the use of

behavior Management skills; introduction of additional learning

' laboratory materials through a cognitive presentation which

elucidated the content, procedure, and behavioral criterion

for each kit, modeling role-playing, and evaluation; discussion

and modification of general laboratory procedures; review-of

learning laborat9ry methodology;- training of iellege tutors;

and posttesting of participants. See Table 3, on the follow-

ing page,.for project meeting addendum. During weeks 1-4,
47,

college tutors attended a separate one-hour meeting each week

for the introduction and discussion of the observatiOnal sys-

t9m. These meetings were.conducted by one of the laboratory

.managers who was to assume the role of Student Involvement

/
Director during the Fail Quarter.
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Table 3

Addendum of Topics Covered at Project Meetings

Week-

during 12-Week Summer Session

Attendes

Pretutoring 1 Project Director
Lab Managers

. College Tutort
I.

Pretutoring 2 Project Director
Lab Managers

Pretutoring 3 Project Director'
Lab Managers

Pretutoring 4 Project Director
Lab Managers

Week 1 Project 'Director
Lab Managers
College Tutors

gee".

1

lii

Time It To ics
511i a

3 hrs Intro...to sumer pro-
gram. Completion' of
requisite forms for
National Science Found-
ation. Administration
of attitude question-
naire,and behavioral q

criterion tests.

Intro of learning lab
rules, teaching-inter-
action components, and
learning lab folders..
Role-playing of vig-
nettes of potential
child misbehaviors.
Mod4ing, role-playing,
and feedback of initial
lab kits utilized: Read-
ing Attainment System
and Arithmetic Involve-,
ment Series.

'8 hrs

6 hrs

6 hrs

1 1/2
hburs

Modeling by project
director of behavior
management skills, kits,
and procedures with
subjects.

Role-playing and feed--
back of behavior manage-
ment skills, kits, and
procedures by lab
managers with subjects.

Intr o. to observational
system for college
tutors. Lecture by
project director: the
use of behavioral con-
sultation with a TMR
teacher and microcephalic
cnild.



1
Week

Week 2

Week 3
4

Week 4 .

Week 5

Week 6

Attendees

Project Director
Lab Manager4
College Tutors

Project Director
Lab Managers

Project Director
1,ab Managers

Project Director
Lab Managers'

. College Tutors

Pr9ject Director
L'ab Managers -%

College Tutors

Time

1 1/2
hours

ics
Discupiiori of gbneral
lob procedure add
weeM.y problems. Lec-
ture by project'direc-
tor: principles of
operan,t and respondent
conditioning

1 1/2 Discussion of general
hours labsprocedure and

weekly problems. Intrg.
of kite: 'Enrich leonso-
-nants and Vowels\SRA
Spellidg Lab.through
cognitive presentation,
modeling, role-playing,

/ and feedback.

1 1/2
hourls

1 1/2
houes

1 1/2
hours

Discussion of general
lab procedure and
weekly problems. Intro.
.of kits: SRA Compu0-
tational ki11s Develop-7
ment lat through cogpi-
tive presentation, '

modeling, role-playing,
and feedback\

'*Discussion of general
lab procelfures and .

weekly problems. Intro.
of kit: SRA Reading
LABORATORY AND SRA
Vocabulb through cogni-
tive present'ation,
modeling, role-playing,

..pd,feedback. Intro.
of blending exercises.

Discussion of general
lab procedure and
weekly problems. Intrcw
of Reading Attainment
Series kit: through
cognitive presentation,
lmodeling, role-playing,
and feedback by lab
manager.



Week

Week 7

J

v

Week 8

- 1

Week 9

Week 10

sr

Week 11

A

Week 12

-101 -/

Attendees

ProSect Director
Lab Managers
College TrItors

Project Director
Lab Managere
Collede-Tutors

Lab Managers
College Tutors

Project Director
Lab Managers
College Tutors

Project Director
Lab Managers
College Tutors

Sc

Project Director
Lab Managers
College Tutors

Time

1 02
hours

1/4

Discussion of gerleral
lab procedure and
wdekly problems. Intro
'to peer moNniPring.
Intro.of k.ifl Arithme-
tic Involvemene Series,
by Lab Markagert.

1 1/2 Discussion of general .

hours lab procedure'and.
weekly probgems,. Intrda#
of kitq Enrfch Conso-
nants and Vowels, and
SRA Spelling-Lab,' by
Lab Managers. Intro .

to conceptualization
worksheets. J.

1 1/2 ,Discussion -of gdileral
hours lab proàedures and

weekly problemsecture
by laboriAory mahager:
the use of self manage-
ment skills in modifying
exercise behavior.

14.

1 1/2 DiScussion of general 1,

hours lab procedures and
weekly problems. Review

0)f behavioral princi-
Stanford DiagnOstic

Test, and learning lab
materials . -Intro, of

a syllabication. worksheet./
. /

1 1/2 Discussion of general'
hours lab procedues and

weekly problems. Roler.
playing of all kits' by.
college tutors. Eval4.- *

ation by project 41170(17
tor and lab'managerB. .

1 1/2 Completion of final stu-
hours dqnt participant.foxMs

for NSF. AdminiStration
of posttreatment 4Ati-
tude scale ancl.beha-
vioral criterionitest;
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Tpe college tutorvere initi ted into the learning lab

program Lthrough an initial observa ion program. All college,

tutors spen't weeks 1-3 observing e general LeArning House

treatment procedure. This'entail .d the observance of one

child per session for two 60-min te blocks of time.per qeek.

The observation forms ?onsisted of frequency data concqrning

:target behaviors as. well#as An ecedent-Rehavior-Consequents-

(ABC) information observatio forms are included in Appendtx

9). The two co1le0 tutors w o were new.to the Learning House

Student Involvemen Sy* em 8 ent an additional two weekss)b.

serying in this cpeir. The thrqp col.lege tutors Who had

previously spentAone q arter as Learrling HouSe observers began

their observation of.the learning laboratory beginning,at week

4. They were hgaip aSsigned two 60-MinAt?.blocks per week bf

observation and wdre Instructed to record.the ABCs of the

subject-tutor interactions. A modified semantic differential

scale was Also/Utilized to rate the Child's behavior'from "ex-

cellent" to ".lioor" as compared to previoUS,bbservations of the

given 4ild. (Observatien forms are included in Appendix 5.)

These observation.forms weie also used to provide the tutors'

with feedback as to their performance with:given youngsters.

The new college tutors began similar obserVations irethe
r

,learning, laboratory from weeks 6-7. '

'During.weeks 6-47/the three "experienced" colle.ge tutors

ANyere assigned to assist the laboratory managers in their task
J.

of manning the'learning lab. The laboratory managers modeled

the requisite skills and progressively allowtaZ the' cgllvage

tutors to take more responsibility Inassuiningthe learning '

114
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e,-
lab tasks. By week 8, K.:Ich of the c0.1ege tutors wbrm

,A' .

. assigned to time blocks with a lab manager and each wotkeei 7 *

,

1, I.
. 41 '4( V ,

.

with an individual .c41d during -5hese intervals. The. neW
.#.

college tutors began-their observation of the learning kW
..1
,w

during 11,19eks 6.and 7, apsisted in the kaboratory.tWough
0

guide.d participation during weeks 8 and7-9.1 ,and assumed full
,

responsibility for laboratolitasks beginting at week' 10 (see .

4.

Table 4; below).

Tabl9 4

College Tutors.Initiation into

Learning Laboratory Program

1!Experienced" College
. Tutors. tOne Prior Qtr.

Weeks .at Learning House)

1-3 Observation of'general
Learning'House.prograth

4-5 ObserVation at Learn-
ing Laboratory

6-7 Guided participation
in Learning Laboratory

8-12 Pull assumption of'
Learning Lab responsi-
bilities

I.

l'Inexperienced" College
Tutor (No Prior Work at.

Weeks Learning.House)

1-5 Observation of general
Learning.House program

.6-7 .Obs.ervation at Learning
Laboratory

8-9 Guided participation in
Learning Laboratory

10-12 Full assumption of
Learning Lab vesponsi-
bilities ,

Administration of Stanford Dia nosClc Tests. All sub-

jects received alternate forms of the Stanford Diagnostic Test

ilaaa1tara4a1.2rithE2I12 during three .time geriods. The mean

time interval,between t4ts 1 and '21 and 2 and 3, were two



I

months fin(.3 thve months respectively., The mean time period
L,

bEtween the'c6mbinqd baseline(Tests 1 and 2) and final test-j ing*Wtks0.5'inonths. Utilizing two pret'reatmet thstings pro-
'

vided tfte e'..itamilei with a more stable Vaseline score. This,If

* testing proceeture was cessitated by the mood swings and

environmental conditiOns that often affect' the achievement

of comparable samples of youngsters with severe social defi-i
cits.° The test administrations occurred at Learning House,

at school, and in,the children's homes, as the stpdy transpired

during the summer months and it was impossible (due to logistic

considerations) to test all children at one location, and at .

the same point in time. The project director administered

the 'tests to all subjects.

4Each child received a bite-sized chocolate after each

subtest and a small,toy at the end of each testing session.

One foster mother of a Learning House controlsubject insisted

that the toy was not an appropriate reinforcer,for, her preado-

lescent son. Thus, after the first tesAing session, the boy

received a five dollar bill for each subsequent:t9sting session.

Subjects were administered all subtests contained in both

the Stanford'Dii nostic Tests in Reading and Arithmetic. How-

ever, only eight of the subtesa were utilized as dependent

measures. These included: Reading Comprehension, Vocabulary,

Word Analysis (combination of Syllabication, Sound DiscriMina-

tion, and Blending), Sound DiscrAmination, Syllabication, and

Blending, Arithmetic Conceptualization, and Common Fractions

(see Table a for,pecription of subtests and Appendix 3 for

samples of Stanford4Diagnostic Tdsts).

1
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Table 5

Subtests of Stanford Diagnostic Test in.Reading and

Arithmetic Utilized as.Qependent Measure's

p.

4
v Subtest: Reading. Comprehension

Levels.I &

,DescriEtion (taken from Test Manual)

This test establitqhos the general reading level
.(instructional level) of the pupil th terms of
his ability to understand the printed word as a
form of communication.' The paragraph contains a
wide variety of subject matter content including
science, social studies, health, etc. The questions
require understanding of-stated content, perceptio
of important details, or drawing reasonable infer
ences ktrom the parAgraph. In levei II, literal nd
inferenlial comprehension are examined. flIca sub-
ject is required'to provide'an appropriate closure
statement for gitren sertelices to be chosen from
one correct item and fob' distractors.

Subtest: Vocabulary

sa4 Levels I & II

Description (taken from Test Manual)

The,items of theevocabulary test are taken from a
-variety of subject matters. .The iems 41c1ude f%

sentences and four choice8 'to be read to the pupil,
one of which is corredt.. Thus the test examines 4
auditory vocabulary. The (capacity level) items -

assess cOmmon meanings of each word tested and the
distractors are judged to be of equal or lesser
ifficulty than-the correct word.

Subtest: Syllabication

Levels I & II
P

Rataialm (taken from Test Manual)

Syllabication refers to thp ability to See the.
component syllables or parts of words.: It is tested
here by aSking the pupil to find the first syllable
(out of a choice of four possible choices) in each
wore.
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Subtest: Sound-Dtscrimination
\

'N' LeVels I II

pe_scrtatLaa (taken. from Test Manual)

V

re.

This test assesses the pupil's ability to determine
the more fundamental Units of sounds formed by a
letter or combination of letters within words, and
his knOwledge of the,Rommon and variant spellingsa . of these sounds. Itls testdd here by having one
sound in a sample word underlined and asking the
pupil to choose one word out of four whiah contains
the zame sound as th one underlined.

Subtest: Blending

Levels I & II

)22.2.2.11.21.12n (taken from Test Manual)

Blending refers to the ability to blend the sounds
of a wordiagter the'word has been divided into
meaningful elements and the sound of eack element
has bpen determined. Since it requires-both the
skill-to qvide the word in a 'useful way and the
phonic skill of knowing how each element sounds,
it is one of tho most complex of the word recog-
nition skills. Injevel I, the child 'is read the
word and must mark the elements of the; word given
within the diStractors. In level II, the child
must find the elements of the word within the dis-
tractors without verbal cues.

Subtest: Concepts of Numbers and Numerals

Level I

111222,ELEtipla (taken from'Test Manual)

Part A: Number Systems and Counting - measures
a-SIIIty to identify the cardinal numbers of sets
of dots and write appropriate numerals; to complete
counting Sequence, and write the numerals, to
associate whole mnd fractional numbers with points
on the number lisle.

Part Bs-Operations - measures ability to' use prop-
-67-erwg of the whole numbers in the operations of
addition, subtraction, multiplication, and division.

Part_C: Decimal Place Value - measures ability, to
aPply the principles of decimal-place value numeration
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. , in reading, interpreting; and writing numerals. (

. Both fill-in ankatultiple choice items. are.util4ed.
/

/I
.

Subtest: Concepts,of Numbers and Numerals
4

1

ft

eh

0

Level II

122±.211ELLari (taknn from Test Manual)
TN,

Part A: Number Systems'.and Operations - meadures
5EITITy to associate whole'and fractional numbers
with points on the number line and to write appro-
priate numerals, to associate numbers with plane
regions, toruse structural properties of numbers
in the operAions of.addition, subtraction, multi-,
plication, and division, and to interpret number
sentences'.

Part B: Decimal Pldce Value - measures ability-to
apply principles of decimal place notation in read-
ing, interpreting, and writing numer ls. The use
of expon nts in notation is include . Both Till-in
and mult le choice items are utili ed.

Subtest: Computation

Level I

Description (taken from Test Manual)

Part A: Addition -.includes examples with and without
renaming (regrouping, carrying),-column addition,
and copying-numerals in ragged columns and completing
the sums. Zero 4ppears in different positions in
the examples.

Part B: Subtraction - includes examples without
renamrng (regrouping, borrowing), without zero, and
with zero in different positions.

Part_C: Matiplication - includes examples with alld
without zero, and with'zero in 'different positione.
The examples increaae in Complexity from the type

.

a to the type

Part .D: Divfsion invtudes examples with and with-
out 'zeros and with zros in different positions.
The examples increhse in completity from the type
ail) to abi-def.

11 9
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Subtest: Computation with Whole NII'mbers

Level /I --
q

1. 7

pmcilat_loa (taken from-TeseManual)

Part'A; Addition and Subtra4ion - includes example's
'Jr-a-4i various typeq that are sources of difficulty
for pupils; for examtle, re.naming (regrouping,
carryilig, and borrowing), ragged columns,,and zero
in different positions'are'included.

,
Part' B: Multipliàation'- fpcludes examples that
Ancreimse-in-complexity from mult-iplying by a singld#
digit to multiplying by a number expressed as a
three placp numeral. Renaming (regrouping, carry-
ing) is xequired in various _positions and'abJaity
to handle zero is measured.

-

Part C: Divliion
. includes examples with one, two,

and three digit divisors,rwith and without remafnd-
ers, and with zero in different positions in divi-
dents and quotients.

Subtest: Common Fractions

Level II

22.2211-tionp._ (taken.from Test Manual)

A

Fart A: Understanding - measures ability to asso-
ciate fractional numbers with fractional parts of
regions and of sets of objects and w'th the number
line.

Part BL Computation -'inCludes examples in addition,
iVi-agction, multipTication, and division of frac-
tional numbers.

'CT)

12 ü
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Two third grade subjects, from the experimen9.and

Learning House control groups, were 10 years old and'had prie-

viously repeated a grade. Thus'they were initially adminis-

-etired the Jevel 11 forni of the Ltarif.21.cTes_ts. Both-,

subjects floored on most of the subtj6sts and At appeared thgt

this,level was too difficult to tap their actual abilitips.

They were thus a'dministered the level I form for their subse-

quent 'testings.

atatr..aliztea_mia_g_La12(_?27aLary_23,2gedies. Afi.er the ex-

perimental subjects were administered the baseline Stanford

Diagnostic Te'sts', they were assigned to an appropriate set of

materials corresponding to sub-test areas l'equiring remedi,ation.

The materials chosen as corrective agents were specifically

correlated with.the subtests of the Stanford Diagnostic Tests.

Thus a curriculum plan, in which diverse scorings on the evalu-

ation instrument could be paired with materials that corres-

ponded 'with each ability level attained, was devised (see Tables

6 and,7, bel.ow, for Curriculum Prescription).

The materials consisted of standardized, programmed kits

which contained the following features: graded ability levels

which allowedgthe child to progress at his own pace, programming

of small increments, the mastery of material prior to proceeding

to the next step, appropriate sequencing to provide success

experiences, high interest presentations, immediate feedback

regarding the adequacy of response, and posttests to designate-

learning acquisition (see Guide to Learning Laboratory Materials

for.further elaboration of kits utIlized, Appendix4). Makeshift
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Table 6

Curricul4mvPrescription

lacivalaa ;.

I). bistar -11Pading II
. w/ ..4 .. V.

A) -Kindergarten through second gradetyoungsters
.

1

i

B) Subjects scoringt grade equivaldnts below 1.0-2.0
on Reading Comprehension subtest of atanford'Diagnos-
tic Fbading Tent (SDRT) ,

11) Readinv Attainment System I

A) Subjects scoring be.tween 3.0 and 4:5 on R
toiehension subtest of SDRT

Above third grade subjects scoring between 2..0 .and 3.0
0 on.Reading ComGreh9nsion subtest of SDRT

III) Enricht Sports Series -'Motivations to Read

A) Supplementary sedi..ies for.subjects scoring between
3.0 and 4.0 an Reading CsmpreheYrion,sUbtestof SDRT

IV) Reading Attainment System II

A) Subjects'scoring betWeen 4.6-6.5-on Reading Compre--
hension subtest of SDRT.-

V) SRA Reading Lab 3A

A) Subjects scoring,a)pdve 6.5 in Reading Comprehension
subtest of SDRT

VI) SRA Vocabulab

A) Subjects scoring,above 6.5 in Reading Comprehension
subtest of SDRT

!2,1112-11121!

VII) Telor Phonics Multi-Media Reading Laboratory

A) Subjects in grades 1-3 receivi4-a mean stanine score
of 1-5An Word Analysis (Syllabicatiori,.Sound Dis-
crimination, and Blending) 'subteste of SDRT

B) Subjects in grades 4-54eceiving a mean combined sta-.
nine score of 1-3 in Word Ana1ysis subtests of'SDRT



VIII) SRA Spelling Lab 2A iatz"

A) Subjects.in grades 4-5 receiving a mean stanine
score 0 4-6 in Word Analysis subtests of SORT

411t

0

IX) B), labjects in grades 2-3 rceiVing 'a mean stanine
score of 6 gnd above in Word Analysis subtests of
SORT

C) Subjects in grades 6 and above receiving a mean
stanine score of 3 or below in. Word Analysis sub7
tests of SORT

.IX) SRA Spelling,Lab 2B .14

A) Subjects in grade 6 receiving a mean stanine scare
of 3-6 in Word Analysis subtests of SORT .

B) Subjects in grades 4-5 receiving a mean stanine..
score .04.7 and above iri Word Analysis subtests of
SORT

%SP

C) Subjects in grades 7 and above receiving a mean
stanine scgre of 3-or below in Word Analysis sub-
tests of SORT

SRA Reading Lab ah
#

A) Subjects in grades eceiving a mean stanine
score of 4eand ab ve in ord Analysis subtests of
SORT'

-B) Subjects in grade 6 rece ving a mean stanine score
of 7 and Above in Word A lyiis subtests of'SORT

XI) SWord Blending Exercises and Sy labication Worksheet

A) Subjects in 'grades 3-6 re eivihg a mean) stanine
Score of 5 and below in Word Analysis subtests of
SWIT

Arithmetic .

XII) Arithmetic involvement eries

A) Addition and Subtractign
4

1) Subjects in !grades 1-3 receiving a stanine.score
of 3 and below in kddition and Subtraction sub-
test of Stanford Diagnostic Test in Arithmetic
,(SOAT)
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B) Multiplication
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1) Subjects in grades'3-9 receiving a stanine score
of 4 or below in Multiplication subtest of SDAT

C) Division

0

1) eubjects in grades 5-9 receiving a stanine score.
of 4 or below in Division subtest of SDAT

D) Fractions

1) Subjects in grades 5 and above receiving stanine
scores of 5 ahd above in Multiplication and
Division subtests of SDAT

2)..Subjects in grades 5 and above receiving a
:stanine score of 4-7 in Fractions subtest of
SDAT

E) 6ecimaIt

1) 'Subjects in grades 5 and above receiving stanine
scores of 6-7 in Multiplication, Division, Frac-
tions, and Decimals subtest of SDAT

F) Conceptulkzallon

-
1) Subjects in grades 3-9 receiving stanine scbres

of 6 and below in Conceptualization subtest of
SDAT

G) Mathemagic

1) Subjects in grades 7 and above niceiving Compu-
tation and Conceptualization grade equivalents
of 8.0 and above in SDAT

.XIII) Computational Skills Development Kit

A) Addition and Subtraction

1) Subjects in grades 4 and above r-eceiving a sta-
, nine score be16* 4 in Mdition and Subtraction

subtest of SDAT

B) Multiplication

1) Subjects in grades 3-9 receiving a dtanine score
of 5-7 in Multiplication subtest of SDAT

C) Division

a

I 24
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1) Subjects in grades4'3-9 receiving a stanine score
ct 5-7 4n Division subtest of SDAT

D) Fractions

vj1) Subjects in grades % and abo receiving a sta-'
nine score of 8 and above in Fractions subtest
of SDAT

E) De6imals

1) Subjects in grades 5 and above receiving stanine
scores of 8 and above dn Fractions and Decimals
Aubtest of SDAT

F) Percentage

1) subjects in gkades 5. and aboVe receiving stanine
scores of 7 and above in Fractions, Decimals,
and Decimal Fractions, and Percentage subtests
of SDAT

XIV) Sullivan Mathematics Series

A) Supplementary series for subjects in all grades re-
ceiving stanine scores of 4 and below in Addition,
Subtraction, Multiplication, Division, Fractions,
and Decimals subtests of SDAT

XV) Flashcards
*

A) Supplementary series.for subjectsein all grades re-
ceiving stanine scores of 4 and below in Addition,
Subtraction, Multiplication, and Division subtests
of SDAT

XVI) Conceptualization Worksheet
-

A) Subjects in grades 3r9 receiving stanine scores of
6 and bplow in conceptualization subtests of'SDAT

,
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Table 7

Individual Programs

(Dav6)..
Subj--ct 1 - Grade 3

Readin Com rehension and Vocabular
Rea ing Atta nment ystem &

nI4_21r2.11.1Yakk
Phonics Reading Laboratory

SRA Spelling Lab 2A
Syllabication Worksheet And Word Blending Exercises

Arithmetic--
---KETEREgtic InvolvementsSeries - Addition, Subtraction,

and Multiplication
Co utational Skills Development Kit - Addition, Sub-

action, and Multiplication
Arithmetic Involvement Series - Conceptualization
Conceptualization Worksheets

(Maria)
Subject 2 - Grade 5

Reading Com rehension and Vbcabular
Rea ng Attainment System an II

Word Analysis
SRA gpellIng Lab 2A
SyllabicatiorY Worksheet and Word Blending Exercises

, Arithmetic
7-Tii.TEriiiietic Involvement Series - MultipliCation, Division,

. and Fractions
Computational Skills Development Kit - Addition, Sub-

traction, Multiplication, and Division
Arithmetic Involvement Series - Conceptualization
Conceptualization Worksheet

(Chris)
Subject 3 - Grade 5

Reading Comprehension and Vbcabulary
Reading Attainment SysteM I anA ri

Word Anal sis
Te or Phonics Multi-Media Reading Laboratory
SPA Spelling Lab 2A
Syllabication Worksheet and Word Blanding Exercises

Arithmetic
---XiTaiaic Involvement Series - MultiPlica.abn, Division,

and Fractions
(

Computational Skills Development Kit - Mu tiplication
and Division

Arithmetic Involvement-Series - Conceptuali tion
Conceptualization Woraheet

its



0

10

(Brian)
Subject 4 - Grade 6

Readin Com rehension and Vocabula
Rea ng tta nment ystam
SRA Reading Lab 3A
SPA Vocabulab

141244111111pe ng Lab
Syllabication Worksheet and Word Blen ing Exercises

Arithmetic
Involvement Series - Multipli tion, Division,

and Fractions
Computational Skills Development Kit_- Addition/ Sub-

tratiOnl-Multiplication, and Division.
Arithmetic Involvement Series - Conceptualization
Conceptualization Worksheet

-115-

.64

(Tamny)
Subject 5 - Gradd 6

Readin Com.rehension and Vocabular
ng ta nmen ystemA

8RA Reading Lab 3A
SRA Vocabulab

Word Analysis
tYA kpelling Lab 28
Syllabication Worksheet and Word Blending Exercises

Arithmetic
----KETEaitlic Involvement Series - Multiplication, Division,

and Fradtions
Computational Skills Development,.Nit - Addition, Sub-

traction, Multiplication, Division, and Fractions
Arithmetic Involvement Series - Conceptualization
Conceptualization Worsheet .

44,0
3

I0
J
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materials in word blending, slillabication, and arithmetic

conceptualization were constructed in order to provide more

Foncentrated +exercise in these areas. (See Appendix 5 and 6 for\

samples of these materials.)

The children received social reingorcement, 1500 points'

for completion of work, and an additiopal 1000 points for
4

reaching 90% criterion level on Um, assigned posttest. Edible

reinforcers were also paired with the adlianistration of pointS

an'd verbal reinforcers. However, these consummables were

gradually decreased throughout the summer session. Thus, from

weeks 1-6, an edible was administered each time the child com-

pleted his task and reached criterion on the posttest. From

weeks 7-8, the child only receied an edible reinforce( for

reaching 9Q% criterion level.' Starting at week 9, the child

received peanuts, licorice, of a cookie reinforcer for reach-a

ing criterion level at three out of his four daily sessions.

Chocolate reinforcers.(which had previously been used and were

highly desirable) were admiastered randomly dmring the third

or fourth session per day if the child reached the 90% criterion

level. Since the program was struCtured to insure that the

Oildren would be successful (i.e., rea.ch criterion), they

almost always received the chocolate reinforcer. This use of

verbal, point, aAd edible reinforcers, first continuously, then

holding verba,1 and point re4nforcers constant, but varying the

edible reinforcers (in kind and amount), conditioned. a ,high,

stable rate of,work behavior.

In order te increase the probability that the.children

would be successful in their task endeavors, an additional

126
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correction procedure was instituted. Thus, after correctidn

of worK, if criterion level was not reached, the child was

given a second chance to-i:ectify his error and achieve criterion

level on his next at.empt. The lab manager or college tutor

assisted the.child, when necessary, in providing pronunciations

of difficult wotds, explanations of assignments, procedural

formats for attacking problems, and a rationale for correct

answers.

A sequence of steps, analogous to a modified branching

program, was litilized to further locate the child within the

curriculum-Materialsv after his initial placement.-7hus, when

posttests were-passed at criterion level, the child proceeded ,

to more advanced ability levels within the specific kit assigned.

However, when criterion level was not reached, the child either'

redid the previous exerciser'remained within the same ability

level, or completed alternate exercises containing similar

components as the unsuccessfully-comIgleted unit. WhIth of

/ these steps were taken depended on the correqtion procedures

within the kit being utilized.

Some of the kits (e.g;-,.,the SRA Computational Skills

Development Kit and the SRA Spelling Word Power, btboratories)

contained their own diagnostic.:and,progress tests which directly

determined the child's placementr'remediation, and advancement.

In these cases, the built-in branching system was utilized,

while in otlier kits (e.g., the Er.zrich Arithmetic Invedvement

Series and the Enrich Consonants and Vowels Kit), the child's,

placement, reMediation, and advancement were artificially deter-

mined.



A branching system was also formulated to allow for pro-
.

gression from one kit to another .(sefs Table 6, on the following

pages). Thus, after completing, at criterion level, a given

\ number of exercises within a kit, the child would proceed to

a more advanced kit within the giVen ctirricular area.

In order to provide the child with an awarenctss of his

progress as well as to arrange a public display of his suc-

cesses, each youngster charted his percentage correct on each

posttest, on a bulletin board under his name.

The children were instructed by a different tutor at each

session, thus exposing them to varying styles and personal

chlaracteristics of adult supervisors. This procedure also

set a precedent for subsequent quarters when fewer tutors than

children might be available.

Folders were kept for each child and contained a sheet

detailing hls scores 6n the ,Z.Itisrlfa.1.Wayaor.sticia as well

as the initial materials to which he was assigned. These

folders also contained daily reportEng sheets on whiCh the lab

manager or college tutor recorded the following information

% after each tutoring session: date, session number, time,'length

of sesbion, mIterials, task completed (yes or no), score, number

of poiats received, academic and social behavior, and further

programming. The project director utilized t.his data in con-

structing the children's programs f9r the following-week.

.Besides being utilized for curriáula planning, the daily re-

porting sheets provided feedback to each tutor concerning the

child's performance at each session (see Appendix
IL
fot samples

.of curriculum prescription and daily reporting sheets).
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Table 8

Curriculum-Branching

LEELLUzE

Distar Reading 13

Reading Attainment
System

Rea*ng Attainment
System 11

6TA'

Enrich Sports Series

SRA Reading Lab 3.A 'SRA ocabulab



I 0

1

Telor Phonics Multi-Media Reading Lab

SRA Spelling Lab 2A

Syllabication...SRA Spelling Lab 2B.1...Word plending
ExelkpisesWorksheet

SRA Spelling Lab 3A
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Arithmetic

Arithmeti'0 Involvement Series
(Babic Skills)

Addition, SubtraCtion, Multiplication,
D vision, Fractionsl.Decimals

.

Sullivan Series

Computational Skills Development Kit
,(Advanced Skills)

Addition, Subtraction, Multiplicatiàn,
. Division, FractIons, cimals, Percentage

Arithmetic Involvement S
(Conceptualization)

Mat emagic
(Beginning Algebra)

tualization Worksheets
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There were three types of assignments avOlable for each
. reading, word analysis,-hnd arithmetic. Dukng weeks 1

and 2, each child received one reading and one arithmetic

assignment per day. F;om(weeks 3-r6, each child was assigned
.14

one reading, word analysis, an arithmetic exercise each day.

From wwks 7-10, each child regeived one reading, one word
. .i. .

;. analysis, one arithmetic exercise plus aniadditional.word_

"sal.

analysis or arithmetic task depending on the child's progrdbs

and needs in these areas. For dxample, a child who was very

slow in completing his arithmetic assignments would receive

half of his assigrment duri.ng one, session and the other half

during the next's,pssion. Or, a child who had severe deficits

in.phonetic skills would be assigned to two word analysis exer-

cises per day. During weeks 10-12, emphasis was placed on the

gaining of arithmetic conceptual skills and the majority of

sassions were geared to the completion of the conceptualization

units of the Telo Arithmetic Involvement Series and the con-

ceptualization Worksheets (see Appendix.6).

EtsAmitasim. During the eighth week of instruction,

peer monitoring was instituted. Three steps were entailed in

the peeni.monitoring process. ,From the aecond week of the

summer session, two children were instructed in the learning

lab at any one time. The first step in the peer monitoring

process involved having each child observe While the lab mana-
.

ger or college tutor corrected and charted another child's work.

This obseivation occurred during each tutorial session over a

two-day period. This process included an explanation as to how'

-434
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to correct the exercises and an illustration of the manner

in which the child was given a chance to rectify his errors

if he did not xeach 90% criterion level,on the first try.

Since the children were extremely familiar with the learning

lab materials and procedures by this time, these skills

were-easily acquired.

The second step entailed allowing the child duals to

correct each other's work while the lab rnager -or college

tutor carefully observed the peer monitor's accuracy. If

the child did not reach criterion, he went back and corrected

his work '(the.child being tutored was not allowed to see the

answers to his test.while it was being corrected). The lab

manager or college tutor provided a rationale for the correct

answer if the child was unable to deduce it himself. The

peer monitor again correctd'd the child's work, then assisted

in charting the child's percentage correct. The lab manager

or college tutor usually aided in computing percentages. The

third step consisted of the administration of praise, 500

additional points, and.a chocolate to the peer monitor. Start-

ing at week 10, the chocolate was eliminated as a reinforcer

for this task. (See Photograph Set 2.)

Amount_of.'411§pePt.in Learning Lab9ratory.

Dupiag 'weeks 1 and 2, the children spent two 30-minute bleCks -

of time per day in the learning laborAtory; thiS-increased to .

two 45-minute blocks per day during weeks 3 and 4. Subsequently,

during weeks 5 and 6, three 30-minute blocks of time per day

were utilized. Starting from week 7, each child spent four.



30-minute blocks of time in the learning lab which continued

through the end of week 12. At the termination of the treat-
,

ment period, each child had 92 hours of tutorial instruction.

The spacing of tutorial blocks and the use of rest periods

between sessions reflected the research that indicated that

spaced rather than massed practice provided for more efficient

learning (Lorge, 1930).

Some children missed varying numbersADT sessions due to

scheduling conflicts between the tutorial prt4gram and the

general LearnIng House treatment procedure. Illese sessions

were made up at times conVenient gor 'the child, but entailed

the use of larger dcheduling blocks than were otherwise hoped

for (see TAble 9, below).

Table 9

Schedule of Time 4)ent in Tutorial Instruction

for 12-Week Period

Number Amount
of Blocks Amount of Time of Time

Week' Dates _291_12taic in Each Block

1 6/11-6/13 2 30-min. blocks 60 Min. 3 ours I,
2 6/16-6/20 -,, 2 30-min. blocks 60 van. 5 ours '
3 6/23-6/27 2 45-min.flocks 90 min. 7 /2 hrs
4 6/30-7/4 2 45-min. blocks 90 min. 7 1/2 hrs
5 7/7 -7/11 3 30-min. blocks 90 min. 7 1/2 hrs
6 7/11e--7/18 3 30-mino blocks 90 mit. 7 1/2 hrs
7 7/21-7/25 4 30-min. blocks 120 min. 10 hours
8 7/28-8/1 4 30-min. blOcks. 120 min. 10 hours
9 -8/4 -8/8 4 30-min. blocks 120 vin. 10 hours

.- 10 8/1 4/15 4 30-min. blocks 120 min. .10 hours
11 8/18-8/22 4. 30-min. blocks' 120 min. 10 hours
12 9/2 -9/3 4 30-min, blocks 120 van. 4 hours.

Total sount
of Time for

We

-

Totalt 92 hours of
Tutorial
Instruction

1:16
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CHAPTIM IV

RESULTS

_

The results of the difference bcores between
_-

bat:feline and final testing indicatedsubstantial gains on most sub-

tests for the experimentAl-group. SAnning the improvement scores_00

the Stanford Dia nostic Test in Readi -one can see that in

Reading Comprehension, the experimental group/improved a mean

of 1.64 grades as compared to the control groupS which improved

. 56 and .33-grades. In Vocabulary, the experimental group im-

proved a mean of 1.0 stanines, while the control groups improved

. 63 and 1.1.- In Word Analysis, the experimental group improved

a mean of 1.7 stanines, the control group improved .42 and .75.

Appraising each of the word analysis skill's separately, it is

seen that in syllabication, the experimental group improved a
,

mean of 1:4 stanines, the control grchip .63 ane 1.74. Infound'
%

Discrimination, the experimental group improved a mean of 1.2

stanines, the control groups 0 and .7 . In Blending, the ex-

Iiill0 \ perimental group improved a mean of .5 stanines, the control '

\\\4groups improved .63 and .5.

0

40

In Arithmetic, even larger gains for the experimental

oup were observed. In Conceptualization, the experimental

gr up improved a mean of 3.1_ grades while the control groups

impr ved .76 and .51. In ComputatiOn, the experimental.group

impro ed an average of .1.61 grades while-the control groups ,\

impr6v d .2 apd .3. Upon assessment of the Fra6tions subtest,
.

,

it should be noted that the two third grade subjects. (one from



_

0

a

the experimental group ana one from the Learning Holl-econtrol

group) were 'deleted, since the lower leivel of :Ulm Stanford

amlat4L.ICat etic,122rithm,..... which they received,-did not,

contain a Fractions sUbtest. In Fractions, the experimental

group improved 1.75, stanines, while one control group improved

.36 and the other decreased -.25. (See Table 10 for tividua1 .
a.

'subject data and means for all testings.)

1
A simple one-way analysis of covariance was performed on

the baseline scores (mean of tests 1 and 2) and the adjusted
0

final test for all groups and each subtest. This analysis

statistically controlled for tiw initial differences in learning

ability through an adjustment of the dependent variable. Fbur

subtests showed significant differendes between groups via this

analysis. These were: Blending - F (2,9) = 4.348, p < .05;

Arithmetic Conceptualization - F (2,9) = 20.612, p < .001;

Arithmetic Computation - F (2,9) = 9.33, p < .01; and Fractions -a

F (2,7) = 8.969, p < .025. -(See Table 11 for summary-of Analysis

of Covariance computations.)

'sr

Or

I.
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Table 10

Descriptive Data for Cpmparison of Experimental and Control Groups

on Nine Subtests of Stanford Diagnostic Test in

Reading and Arithmetic

EVERIMNTAL GROUP

Grade Level

6

6

5

3

5

means 5.0

*Below 2.0

§.L.112.1Ess.t.1

Tammy
Brian
Maria %

David 11

Chris
,

(Grade Equiyalen$s)

1

Testings
2 3 Base

6.2 4.3 9.0 5.25
5.0 4.6 5.8 4.80
3.2 3.1 5,1 3.15
2.0* 2.1 2.9 2.05
3.2 2.3 3.9 3.25
3.92 3.28 5.34 3.700

LEARNING HOUSE CONTROL GROUP

Final

46

Difference
Scores

9.0 3.75
5.8 1.00
ail 1.95
2.9 .85
3.9 .65

5.34 1.64

Grade Level aihiesta
a

.1
Testings

2 3 Base Final
DifferInce

Scores
. \

3 Tom 3.1 3.0 3.2 3.05 3.2 .15

1
5 Roy 7.2 6.0 6.9 6.60 6.9 .30
6 David . 8.2 6.0 7.5 7.10 7.5 -40
6 Lester 3.1 3.1 4.5 3.10 4.5 1.40

means 5.0 3:4 4.525 5.525 4.963 5.525 .563

MATCHED CONTROL .GROUT

Tastings Difference
.. grade Level 1 3 Base Final Scores

5

.auj.2.12..csa

'Theresa 6.0 5.7 4.6 5.85 4.6 71.25
6 Hector 3.8 4.6 4.3 4.20 4.3 .10
6 John 4.2 4.8 6.9 4.50 6.9 2.40
5 Eric 6.0 5.5' 5.8 5.75 5.8 --,-----,, 45

means 5.5 5.0 5.15 5.40 5.075 5.400 .325
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*a

Arithmetic Conceptualization

(Grade Equivalents)

EXPERIMENTAL GROUP

Testings
2Grade Level

§.1.11219..SLE

6 Tarnow 2.0 4.2
6 Brian 6.6 6.7
5 Maria 2.3 2.5
3 David 2.0* -2.-3
5 Chris 3.3 2.5

means TZ-4-5.0 3.24

*Below 2.0

LEARNING HOUSE CONTROL GROUP

2misLIT/s1 Jcts
4
3

5

6

6

theans 5.0

*Below 2.0

Tom
Roy

David V.
Lester

MATCHED CONTROL GROUP

1

2.0*
5.3
4.3
4.5

4.025

Grade Level Subjects 1

5 Theresa 2.9
6 ,Hector 3.8
6 John 6.7
5 Eric 0.1

means 5.5 4.875

Difference
3 Base Final Score

6.7 3.10 6.70 3.60
8.6 6.65 8.60 1.95
6.0 2.40 6.00 3.60
4.5 2.15 4.50 2.35
6.9 2.90 6.90 4.00

6.546.54 3.44 3.16

Testings
2 3 Base Final

Dffference
Score

1.9 2.7 1.95 2.70 .75
5.4 6.3 5.35 6.30 .95
4.0 4.8 4.15 4,80 .65
4.3 5.1 4.40 5.10 .76
3.90 4.725 3.963 4.725 .763

Difference
3 Base Final Score

1.

3.8 3.0 3.4 .80
.4.5 5.4 4.15 5.46 1.25
6.0 6.4 6.31 6.4 .05
5.2 5,6 5.05 5_4'- -.05
4.70 5/30 4.787 5.300 .513



a

0

- 1 2 9 -

Arit___..:hmt_c_i_lq.211

(Grade Equivalents)

EXPERiMENTAL GROUP

Test4s
( Grade Level 5mbitELE 1 24

6 Tammy 4.40 3:40
6 Brian 5.00 4.70
5 Maria 4.80 4.00
3 David .* 2 10
5 Chris 4.00 5.00

means 3.15- 4.55 3.84

*Below 3.0 unscorable
-*WO'

LEARNING HOUSE CONTROL GROUP

Testings
Grade Level Subject! 1 2

3 Tom 3.0 2.7a
5 Roy 4.10 4.30
6 David V. 5.60 4.80
6 Lester 5.10 4.80

means 5.0 4.45 4.15

MATCHED CONTROL GROUP

Grade Level _§.21212sqw. 1 2

5 Theresa 4.20 3.90
6 Hector 5.30 4.60
6 John 6.90 5.80
5 Eric 3.70 3.90

means 5.5 5.025 4.55

I.

,

3 Base

6.10 3.90
6.70 4.85
5.30 4.40
.3 40. 2.10
6.30 4.50
5.56 3.95'

3 Base

3.10 2.85
4.30 4.20
5.40 5.20
5.20 4.95
4.50 4.30

3 Base

Final
Difference
Scores

6.10 2.20
6.70 1.85
5.30 .90

3.40 1.30
6.30 1.80
5.56 1.61

Final
Difference

Scores

3.10 .25
4.30 .10
5.40 .20
5.20 .25

4.50 .20

Difference
Final Scores

4.50 4.05 4.50 .45
5.10 4.95 5.10 s.15
5.90 6.35 5.90 -.45
5.00 3.80 5.00 1.20
5.125 4.787 5.125 .338
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Fractions

(Stanines)

EXPERIMENTAL GROUP

Testings
Grade Level ..S.uhject 1 2

6 fammy 1 1
6 Brian 2 2
5 --0-----0----
5 Chris 0 0
3* David*

means 5.5 .75 .75

_

Difference
3 Base Final Score

2 1 2 1'

4 2 4 ' 2
2 6 2 2

2 0 2 2

2.5 .755 23

*Subject deleted as Level I of SDAT does not have Fractions subtest.

LEARNING HOUSE CONTROL GROUP

Grade Level !mhX91;

5 Roy
6 David V.
6 Lester
3* Tom*

means 5.67

1 2 3 Base Final
Difference
Score

1 1 2 1 2 1
2 2 2 2 2 0
1 1 1 1 1 0

1.33 1.33 1.67 1.333 1.667 .333

*Subject deleted as Level I of SDAT dos not have Fractions subtest.

MATCHED CONTROL GROUP

Grade Level 11110.4

5

6

5

means 5.5

1 2 3 Base Final

Theresa 1 1 0
Hector 2 1 1

'John 3 3 3

Eric 0 1 1

1.5 1.5 1.25

1 .2

1 0
1.5 1

3 3

.5 1_
1.50 1.253

Difference
Score

-1.0
..5

0

.5

-.256
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A EXPERIMENTAL GROUP'

Grade Level jectta 1

means

6 Tammy 4

6 Brian 3

5 Maria 4

3 David 1

5 Chris- 1

5.0 2.6

LEARNING HOUSE CONTROL GROUP

Grade Level kte_sIsz 1
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Yoesbois

(Staninias)

2 '3

5 4

4 4

1 4

2 5

1 1

2.6 3.6

2 3

*

3 Tom 1 4 5

5 Roy 5 4 4

6 David V. 3 4 4

6 Lester 2 2 2

means 5.0 2.75 3.5 3.75

,0 MATCHED COliTROL GROUP

1 2Grade Level Subjects

5 Theresa 3 3 6

6 Hector 3 2 3

6 John 2 3 ° 4

5 Eric 5 6 5

means 5.5 3:2.5 -3.5 4.5

Base Final

4.5 4.0
3.5 4.0
2.5 4.0
1.5 5.0-

Base

L 5 1i...
4.5
3.5
2.0
3.125

Difference
Scores

-.5
.5

1.5

3.5
0

1.0

Final
Difference

Scores

- 5-.0 2.5
4.0 -.5
4.0 .5
2.0 0

3.75 .63

Difference
`13a9,e_ Finai

3.0 "6.0
2.5 3.0 .5'

2.5 4.0 1.5
5.5 5.0 -.5

3.375 4.500 1.13
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Word Analysis

Syllabication, Sound Discrimination,
and Blending (Stanines)

EXPERIMENTAL GROUP

Grade Level Sukjcts Base Final
Difference

Score

6 Tammy 4.00 5.33 1.33
6 Brian 3.50 5.67 2.17
5 Maria 3.33 5.00 1.67
3 David 2.00 4.33 2.33
5 Chris 1.67 2.67 1.00

means 5.0 2.90 4.60 1.70

LEARNING HOUSE CONTROL GROUP

Grade Level Sul_21essil Base Final
Difference

Score

3 Tom 2.17 3.67 1.50
5 Roy 3.83 4.33 .50
6 David V. 3.83 3.67 -.16
6 Leilter 3,50 3.33 -.17

means 5.0 3.332 3.750 .418

MATCHED CONTROL GRO

Base Final
Difference

ScoreGrade Level Subjects

5 Theresa 3.33 4.00 .67
6 Hector 2.33 3.00 .67
6 John 3.83 6.00 2.17
5 Eric 3.50 3.00 -.50

means 5.5 3.247 4.00

gs.

144
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MERIMENTAL GROUP

Grade Level .S11,Uscla

Syllabication

(Stanines)

Testings
2

6 Tammy 3 3

6 Brian 2 2

5 Marla 5 3

3 David 1 3

5 Chris 2 2

means 5.0 77 2.6

LEARNING HOUSE CONTROL GROUP

Testings
Grade Level Libisstg 1 2

,

3 Tom . 2 1

5 Roy / 3

6 David V. 4 3

6 Lester 3 3

means 5.0 2.75 2.5

MATCHED CONTROL GROUP

Grade Level
Testings

EutisEM 1 2

3 Base Final

5 3 5

5 2 5

6 4 6

2 2 -2

2 2 2

4.0 2.600 4.00

Difference
Score

3

2-

-0
0

1.4

p

3 Base FIJ
3 1.5 3.0
4 2.5 4.0

3 3.5 3.0
3 3.0 3.0
3.25 2.625 3.250

3 Base Final

Difference
Score

1.5
1.5
-.5

0 .

.63

Difference
Score.

;I.

means

5

6

6

5

Theresa
Hector
John
Eric

1

2

1

2

2

1

3

2

2

2

7

3

1.5
,1.5

2.0
2.0

2.0

2.0
7.0

3.0

.5

.5

5.0
1.0

55 1.5 2.0 3.5 1.750 3.500 1.75

4 145



EXPERIMENTAL GROUP

Grade Level

6

6

5

3_

5

means 5.0

1'112512

Tammy
Brian
Maria

David
Chrit?
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Sound Discrimination

(Stanines)

'

1

Testings
2 3 Base Final'

Difference
Score

5 8 7 6.5 7.0
5 6 6 5.5 60 .5
3 4 4 3.5 4.0 .5

3 1 5 .

1 2 3 1.5 4.0 1.5
3.0 4.2 5.0 , 3.0 5.00 1:2

LEARNING HOUSE CONTROL GROUP

Testings
2 3 Base Final

I.

Difference
ScoreGrade Level 1

3 Tom 4 1 5 2.5 5.0 2.5
5 Roy 5 '4 4 4.5 4.0 -.5
6 David V. 4 4 4 4.0 4.0 0
6 Lester 3 5 2 4.0 2.0 -2.0

means 5.0 4.0 3.5 3.75 -3.75 3-../5- 0

MATCHED CONTROL GROUP

Testings Difference
Grade Level

§.111212.9.IE 1 2 3 Base Final Score

5 Theresa 4 6 6 5.0 6.0 1.0
6 Hector 3 4 4 3.5 4.0 .5
6 John 4 6 6 , 5.0 6.0 1.0
,5 Eric 3 6 5 4.5 5.0 .5

means 5.5 .5 5.5 5.25 4.50 5.25 .75
,

146
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ELPERIMENTAL GROUP

Grade Level

means

§,±12.511

6 Tammy
6 Brian
5 Maria
3 David
L... 1 Chris
5.0 I

..

-1 35-

Blending

(Stanines)

1

Testings
2

2 3

3 3

2 3

1 3

1 2

'1.8 2.8

3 Base Final

4 2.5 4.0
6 1.0 6.0
5 2.5 5.0
6

3 1.5 3.0
4.8 2.30 4.80

LEARNING HOVSE CONTROL GROUP -

Testings

r

Grade Level Subjects 1 2 3

3 Tom 2 3 3

5 Roy. 5 4 5

6 David V., 4 4 4

6 Lester 3. 4 4

means 5.0 3.5 3.75- 4.25

MATCHED CONTROL GROUP

Grade Level
.§..11111S-C3..

, .

5 Theresa-
6 Hector
6 John
5 Eric

means 5.5

Difference
Scores

1.5

3.0
2.5
4.0
1.5

2.5

Base Final
Difference

Scores

2.5 3.0 .5

4.5 5.0 .5

4.0 4.0 0
3.5' 5.0_ 1.5
3.625 4.250 .625

Testings

? Base Final
Difference

Scores

3 4 4 3.5 4.0 .5

3 1 3 2.0 3.0 1.0
4 5 5 4.5 5.0 .5

5 3 4 4.0 4.0 0

3.75 3.25 .4.00 3.50 4.00 .5

14 7
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Table 11

wt.

.Analysis of Covariance Table for

Nine Subtests of Stanford Diagnostic Test

in Reading and Arithmetic

ItetadiCP.

Grou N

1/4

(Prade Equivalents)

Mean X SD X Mean Y SD Y

Eleperimental 5 3.700 1.308 5.340 2.329 6.158

Learning Rouse

0 Control 4 4.963 2.18.9 5.525 2.021 5.070

Matched Control 4 575 .847 5.400 1.192 4.832

Source SS DF F-Ratios

Between Treatments 3.745 1.872 2 1.167 n.s.

Within Treatments 14.440 1.604

1.221Ltior ..1_9212139.2.Es

:Df (Num.) 2 Df (Denom.) 0,- 7 F 2.065*

*p < .25

0

148

4N,

iss
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VocabulAa

(Stanines)

Group
.._
N Mean X SD X Mean Y SD Y Ism_LAILL

ap

Experimental .
5 2.600

1

Learning House
'Control 4 3.125

.

Matched Control 4 3.375

Source SS

1.432

.

1.109

1.436

3.600

3.750 ,.

4.500

MS

-.497

1.753

1.517

-1.258

1.291

Df

2

°

.s

Between Treatments- .994

Within Treatments 15.775

Df (Ntim.) 2 Df (Deno-.) 7 F .0065 rA.s.

or

9

1 49

o

3.768
.

3.698.

4.343_

F-ratio
---t-----------.

, .283 n.s.

-
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Word Analysis

abication, Sound DiscriminatiOn, and BlenAing

(Stanines)

Grou N Mean X SD X Mean Y SD Y

ExpertMental

Learning House

MAtched Control

5 2.900 .1.010 4.600 148.7

_4. _3.332_ . _.790. _3.750 ,419-

4 3.247 .6,46 4.000 1.414

SS. MS Df.

6

Between Treatments k . 3.488 . 1.744 2 2.382 n.s.

Withinereatments 6:590 .732 9

4.811

V-
3.905

F-ratio

Tee eneit

Df (Num.) 2 Df (Denom.) rft 7 F 1.066g n.s.
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1

a

Experimental

Learning House
Control 4 -2.625 .854' 3.250 .500 2.935
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Syllabication.

(Stanines)

N Mean X SD X Mean Y

5 1.600 ..894 4.000 3.713

NAtched.Control 4 1.750 289---- 3.500 2 380 4.174

Source SS NS Df

Between Treatments 2.646 1.3.23 2
0

Within Treatments 24.541 2.727 9

leit °If Slope

Df (Num.) 2 Df (Denom.) 7 F P. 2.2529*

*p < .25

Si

F-ratio

.485 u.s.

04,
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'Sound Discrimination

(Stanines)

E.12a..------ N Mean X SD X

2.168

.866

Experimental 5 3.610

Learning Nous,
Control 4 3..750

_Matched_Control _4.500 ____

Source SS

/
Between Treatments 3.757

Within Treatments 10.845

0
t fo HOMO

.307_

Mean Y SD Y Mean Y MIL

5.000 1.581 5.109

3.750 1.258
*
.3.886

__5.250 .957 4.978--

VS Df

1.879 2

14205 9

eneit of Slo e

Df (Num.) u2 Df (Denom.) 7 .

*p < .25

F 3.0304*

1 2

F-ratio

1.559 n.s.
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Group N Mean X

Experimental 5 2.300

Learning House
Control 4 3.625

Metaled Control 4 3.500

,

Source SS

Between Treatments 5.888

Within Treatments 6.093

*p < .05

(Stanines)

SD X Mean Y

.570 4.800

.854 4.250

1:080 4.000

SD Y Mean Y Adh

1.304 5.487

.957 3.766

.816. 3.626

NS Di F-ratio

2.944 2 4.348*

.677 9

Test for HomoglatityclElale_

Df (N7.1) 2 Df (Denom.) 7 F .2646 n.s.

-133
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Group N

Arithmetiq Conceptualization

SD Y ,Mean Y Aqi,

4 (prade Equivalents)

Mean X SD X Mean, Y

Experimental 5 3.440 1.834 6.540 1.488 6.988

Learning House
Control 3.963 1.438 4.725 1.497 4.766

Matched Coatiol 4 4.787 1.504 5.300 .1.089 4..699

Source SS MS Of F-ratio

Between Treatments 14.234 7.117 2 20.612*

Within treatments, 3.107 .345

* p < .001

Df (Num.) 2

0

Test for Homogeneity of Slope

Df (Denom.) 7 F .7542 n.s.
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Arithmetic Callputatim

(Grade Equivalents)

Mean X

Experimental 5 3.950

Learning House
Control 4 4.300

Matehed Control 4.787-

Source SS

Between Treatments 4.635

Within Treatments 2.135

*p < .01

SO X Wean y SD Y YAdj

1.089 5.560 1.311

1.056 4.500 1.049

-1.153- 5:125 -.580

5.875

4.513

115 Of F-ratio

2.318 2 9.333*
a

.248 9

Test for Homoini.ticialiji_me

(Mutn.) ... 2 Of (Demon.) 7. F 3.0360*

*p < .25

at
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Experimental

Learning Holye
Control

Matched Control

Fractions

(Stanines)

N Mean X SD X ngoll SD Y Mean Y A411.

4 .755 .952 2.500 1.000 2.893

3 1.333 -- .577 1.667 .577 - 1.529

4 1.500 -1:080 -1.;253 "1.255 -.962-

Source SS NS Df F-ratio

Betwein Treatments 6.649 3.325, 2 8.969*

Within Treatments 2.595 .371 7

*p < .025

Df (Num.) 2 Df .(Denom.) .., 5

tt

er yeit of Slo e

F .1417, n..s.

6,,
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Table 12

Sign Testkfor Related Pairs for Nine Subtetts

of Stanford Diagnostic Test
/"-

in Reading and Arithmetic

$ubtest
n X ..T2,1121.121.E.j2LTAL

Reading Comprehension

Vocabulary**

Word Analysis

Syllabication

Sound**

Discrimination Blending

Arithmetic Conceptualization

Arithmettd Computation

Fractions

*Control groups were coMbined fOr Sign Test analysts.
**In some cases, no direction of difference occurred, and pairs
were dropped from the analysik.

8 1 p < .035

7 3 n.s.

8 1 p < .035

8 3 n.s..

6 1 n.s.

8 0 p < .004

8 0 p < .004

8 1 p < .035

7 0 p < .008
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Due to the small sample size, the fact that four subtests

(Reading Comprehension, Syllabication, Sound Discrimination,

and Arithmetic Computation) did not meet the assumption,of homo-

geneity of slope (p < .25), and the large within and between

subject variability, a nonparametric statistic (the sign test

for related pairs) was utilized to confirm or disconfirm the

covariance analysis. Using thks statistic, two additional sub-

tests ,reached statistical significance: Reading Comprehension

(x 1, n 8, p < .035) and Word Analysis (x 1, n = 8, p < .035).

The sign test also confirmed that the differences between groups

on thei four aforementioned subtests (which proved to be statis-

tically significant via the covariance analyses, were also sta-

tistically significant as indicated by this latter analysis.

Only one of the subtests not satisfying the assumption of homo-

geneity of slope (Reading Comprehension), differed in results

from the covariance statistic. Because of the factors previously

06 mentioned, the nonparametric test may have been a more appropriate

statistic to measure differences between groups op this subtest.

Both statistipal tests confirmed that no significant differences

between groups were indicated on the Vocabulary, Syllabication,

and Sound Discrimination Subtests. (See Table 12, on the ire-

viouspage, for'sign test results.

Maginnus (1970) sUggEArted that reading and arithmetic

gains could be ealuated by dete6ining typical pupil gains prior

to the beginning of remedial teaching made over comparable in-
,

tervals'of tiretwas the treatment period. One meth9d of arriving

0

at an estimate of a student's typical performance is to'dividl

his grade placement Score (on a-standardized test instrument) by
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the number of years he had been in school. The resultirig figure

would indicate the student's average gain per year since he

entered the educational milieu. The figure thus attained could

be divided by 12 to find the_student's average gain per month.

.This analysis was performed on the aforementioned subject's

grade equivalents in Reading Comprehension, Arithmetic Conceptu-

alization, and Computation, and a depiction of these results is

9 seen in Tables 12, 13, and 14, and Figures 1, 2, and 3. The

tables and figures basically speak for themselves. Some vari-

ability exists in scoring on the reading comprehension subtests

for the experimental and control groups, yet considering the ex-
.

pected gain scores as compared to the actual gain scores s a

whole, the experimental group is seen to have made ample gains

as compared to the two control groups.

4,

159
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Table 13

Comparison of Typical Student Performance

in ReadIng_Caerehension

with Performance after Treatment Period

for Experimental and Control Subjects

Average Gain after

S.1/

Average Gain for 12-Week
Years in Gain-per -3 Months Treatumnt-Period

Subject School Nbnth aAA91

ELT±EIT.T.ltal Group.

Tammy* 7 .063 .19 3.75
Brian 6 .067 .20 1.00
Maria 5 .053 .15 1.95
David* 4 .043 .13 .85
Chris* 6 .045

Learning House
Control Group

Tom* 4 .064 .19 .15
Roy 5 .11 ,33 .30
David V.* 7 .085 .25 .40
Lester 6 .043 .13 1.40

4111.

Matched Control
Grou

Theresa 5 .098 .29 -1.25
Hector 6 .058 .17 .10
John 6 .063 .19 2.40
Eric 5 .096 .29 ..05

*Had previously repeated a grade.

0 160

.
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Table 14

Comparison of Typical Student Performance

with Performance after Treatment Period

for Experimental and Control Subjects

Sub ect
Years in
School

Experimental Group

Tammy* 7

Brian 6

Maria 5

David*
,

4

-Chris* 6

Learning House

Tom* 4

Roy 5

David V.* 7

Lester 6

Matched Control
Grou

Theresa 5

Hector 6

John 6

Eric 5

*Had previously repeateea grade.

Average Gain after
Average Gain for 12-Week
Gain par 3 Months Treatment Period
Month (Grades)

.04 .11 3.60

.09 .28 1.95

.04 .12 3.60

.04 .13 2.35

.04 .12 4.00

,04 .12 .75
.09 .26 .15

.05 .15 .65

.06 .18 .70

.05 .15 .80

.06 .17 1.25

.09 .26 .05

.09 . .28 -.05

lGj
:k
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Table 15

Comparison of Typical Sutdent Performance

in Arithmetic CoTgulltkm

with Performance after Treatment Period

for E2cpMmenta1 and Control Subjects

Average Gain after
Average Cain for 12-Week

Yeats in-- Gaidpor 3-Mbhths Treatment Period
Subject School Month ...0.114AR/

acppllasnIALIple.

Tammy*
Brian

7

6

.05

.06
.

.14

.20
2.20
1.85

Maria 5 .07 .22 .90
David* 4 .04 .13 1.30
Chris* 6 .06 .18 1.80

Learning Roust'
'11

__Cala7ELg.P222.

Tom* 4 .05 .38 .25
Roy 5 , .07 .21 act
David V.* "*.-

.

7 .06 .19 .200 Lester 6 .06 .21 ..25

Matched Control

Theresa 5 .07 .20 .45
Hector 6 .07 .21 .15
John , 6 .09 .26 -.45
Eric 5 .06 .19 1.20

*Had previously repeated a grade.

0
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a

In order to depict the degree to which the student parti-

cipants were,trained In the learning lab procedures, three
vOs

criterion measures were utilized. First, a written test of be2

havioral principles, use of learning laboratory kits and know-

ledge of the Stanford Diagnostic Test, was administered as a

pre and posttreatment measuYe. Alternate forms of the test

were" utilized and a one-tailed T-taat for dependent m ans per-

formed on the number of items correctly answered. The pretest

mean was 12.44, while the posttest mean was 21.33. The results

indicated that 4-(8) 6.52, p < .01. Thus a significant in-

crease in score was obtained from pre to posttesting. The

Attitudes toward Behavior Modification Scale (Musgrove, 1974)

was also administered as a pre-post evaluation measure. The

test is designed as a 20-item Likert-type scale indicating

level of agreement ;with statements relating to behavior modifi-

cation. The scores ranged from 20 (negative) to 100 (positive),

with a scdre of 60 depicting a neutral attitude. The results

indicated a mean pretest score of 76.55 and a posttest score of

73.55. A orle-tailed T-test for dependent means irOicated that

-1-(8) .'619,.n.s. Thus agnificant inCrease-in positive

attitudes towaid behavior modificatiOn was .not obtainedafter

staff members had participated in the sumMer program.. In fact,

the standard error of measurement for the scale is 3.3, and the

difference between pre and posttesting was 3.0, indicating that

the diversity between test ppriods was clearly duo tr t) chance

factors.

The third measure, designed to gleen the efficacy of staff

training, was-a behavioral criterion test ih which'the participarits

169
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role-played ,tihe specific responses desired. This test was
e

designed to examine the staff's abilitrto utilize the kits

and materials available at the learning laboratory; Due to

time constraints and the fact that all participants were

totally unfamiliar with these materials before the initia-

tion of the project, no pretest evaluation was performed.-

The laboratory managers were given an oral and written

presentation of.the content and procedure of each kit, which

was subdequently followed by modeling, rehearsal, and fey-

back (conducted by tlhe project director). The laboratory

maAigers were then required to reach criterion on a set of
Jo

behaviorai measures designed to test the subjec 's ability

to effectively utilize the kit in question. All laboratory

managers reached criterion (1-00% correct responding) on all

kits. The lab managers then trained the college tutors,

utilizing :the procedures specified above. Each college tutor

performed a series of specific behavioral tasks until the

project director and lab managers had determined that 100%

criterion had been met.

-1 70
r
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CHAPTER V

DISCUSSION

The toject results indicated that considerable gains

were achie d by the experimental group in reading and arith-

metic as compared to the control groups. However, although
.

improvement occurred in both of the above areas, less gain was

shown on the reading subtests (i.e., vocabulary, syllabication,

and sound discrimination), indicating that the'program was not

.particularly effective in the remediation of these skill defi-

cits for the experimental subjects.

There may be several reasons for these results. Leton's

(1974) analysis of the Stanford Dia nostic Reading_ Test (Karl-

sen, Madden, and Gardner, 1968)-,with learning disabled young-

sters indicated that the reading skills tapped by this instru-

ment were not arranged in the hierarchal structure of Aifficulty

suggested by Gaga) (1970) and Karlsén, et al. (1966). These

skills were arranged as follows (from simplest to acquire to

most difficult): auditory discrimination, beginning and ending

sounds, syllabication, sound discrimination, blending, vocabu-

lary, and reading comprehension. The hierarchal structure found

by Leton indicated that reading comprehension and blending
0

skills were easier to acquire than decoding skills (i.e., sound

discrimination and syllabication) and auditory,vocabulary for

lealning disabled youth. Also, the reading subtests of the

Stanford Dia nostic Test clustered'into tlirpe faptorb which

IC
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accounted for only 55% of the total test variance. Thus, 45%

of the variability was unaccounted for according to Leton's

analysis. These results indicate that youngsters diagnosed as

learning disabled may have perceptual deficits in reading not

covered by the Stanford Diagnostic Readin Test.

Although attending regular classes at the local elemen-

tary schools; Learning House experimental subjects achieved

scores similar' to that of learning disabled youth (e.g., two

years or more below grade level in reading and arithmetic),

indicating that the Learning House youngsters may possess visual

and auditory perceptual difficulties which were not appropri-

ately tapped* the f.talf_o_r_Lpiaanas.q.2.1.12212.29. Also,

the materials utilized to' remediate reading skill deficits

during the treatment period may not have been the correct rec-

tification for long standing perceptual pr6blems.

Another consideration for the lessex effectiveness of

thiS program in reading remediation entails the length of'time

utilized for the project's elapsement. Since,reading requires

a complex set. of skills, which, if not' acquir-ed during the

early years, necessitates Much relearning as well az unlearn-

ing of poor'reading.habits and-mispronunciations, the 12-week

summer session, which intermeshed the learning of bOth read-

ing .and arithmetic deficits, left too short a--time for this

highly elaborate skill to .be totally accomplished. Keppel and'

Smith (1975) suggested the use of lon0.tudina1 studies to deter-

mine the effect of experimental'reading programs as compared to

traditional, control conditions. Keppel and Smith postulated

that gains be tapped after students had been in the progrmm

1
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from 1-6 years. Weber's (1971) findings also indicated that

successful inner-city school reading programs had been in opera-

tion from 3-9 years, denoting that many children had been in

the intensive reading program offered by thetchools in ques-

tion throughout their early academic careers (i.e., up to four

years).

'A number of difficulties inherent in :the vocabulary sub-

test and in the instruction received by the experimental sub-

jects in this area seem to account for the relatively small

gain achieved.

Milner (1951) postula4ed that there is limited language

facility in the slum child s\ince lower class life, both in the

home and in the community, fosters the development of a linguis-

tic code which is different from that of the middle class cul-

7.. .

.

ture. The acquisition of a limited linguistic code provides

the child with a-language structure which militates against the

development of an extensive vocabulary.

Other investigators (Packer, 1969; Peterson, 1974; Packer,

1969) have suggested the use of an experience-based approach to

the teaching of vocabulary to the disadvantaged student.

Peterson (1974) simulated the child's process of learning

,to read by teaching adults toassociate Chinese characters with

spoken words. When subjects chose the words to be learned,

'learning was significantly more rapid than when Ards were

selected by the experimpnter from a basal reader. From this

study, Petbrson concluded that meaningfulness and applicability

were extremely important id vocabulary development-.
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Stauffer (1970) found that the best way to introduce

children to functiorial skills was to use words that had been

selected fEom their own speaking-meaning vocabularies. Stauffer

suggested the use of the Ashton-Warner experience-based language

approach (Packer, 1969) in teaching vocabulary to the dis-

advantaged.

As all Learning House experimental subjects would be

classified as disadvantaged (i.e., lower class or welfare),

it appears that from the aforestated-research, they would have

benefited considerably more, as far-as vocabulary instruction

was concerned, from an experienced-based approach. Since com-

prehension and word analysis skills were stressed during the

"ssImer program, vdcabulary remained to Ve learned incidentally.

A more concentrated effor-L to teach the child lexical items

related to his daily life experiences would have,eventuated in

greater vocabulary acquisition.

There, is also some,question as t. the appropriateness of

the vocabulary subtest for the given popu tion of youngsters.

Feshbach and Adelman (1974) found that alt ough both advantaged

and disadvantaged subjects displayed the s me degree of learning

disability, the disadvantaged subjectd70er ormed better on both

the vocabulary subtest of the California Ach ent Test and

the iAlechsler_Intelligence Scale for Children. No s gnificant

changes were seen on the vocabulary subtests for e -116r .group

after treatment. Feshbach and Adelman concluded that the lin-

guistic terminology required on the standardizn tests utiiized

were biaSed towards middle class living, rendering the scales -
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insensitive to gains'achieved by lower class youngsters. The

results of the present study indicate that the matched control

subjects who were,from middle and upper class homes performed

better in vocabulary (but not significantly) before and after
,

treatment than both the Learning_House experimental and con-

trol subjects (who came from similar familial environments as

the former group). These results are interesting to note since

the matched control group did not perform better than the

other two groups on most of the other subtests either before

or*after treatment.

Some experimental evidence suggested that redundancy is

necessary for the tjeaching of sight vocabulary to slow learners

(Blake, 1975; Deckle, 1975; Hosford, 1975).

Blake (1975) found that sight vocabulary involved a dis-

criminative response. Discrimination, in turn, was learned

through the practice of redundancy.

. Hosford (1975) studied the effect of redundancy on the .

acqui&ition of sight vocabulary by normal and leaping disabled

subjects. Learning disabled subjects were dened as youngsters

in special classes, reading two or more years below their ex-

pected Irade placement, and below avertge on the Wechsler Intel-

secpencp triad, i.e., Digit'Span,

Picture Arrangement, and Coding. Hosford found that normal

subjects exceeded the performance of the learninr.disabled on

all trials. Both groups, however, showed significant progress
`,/

over trials and both groupsr'showed a higher degree of learning

under medial redundancy.
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Deckle (1975) studied the relationship of amoudt of
0

practice for learning of synonyms between disabled and normal

learners. He found that learning disabled pupils, after re-

ceiving the most practice, performed similarly to normal subjects

after receiving the least amount of practice. Deckle stated

that(this study illustrated the importance of drill, practice,

and of reduction in-size of task for learning disabled pupils.

In the present study, the experimental 'subjects were

Initially introduced to new vocabulary throu0 their comprehen-

siOn selections. However, after reading each selection, they

moved on to another (either from the same level of ability or

a higher level, if criterion was met) and every selection intro-

duced a relatively new set of vocabulary. Thus, no redundancy,

drill, or praetice was utilized as.a teaching technigueNn this

area.

Regarding the results in reading comprehension, it is

interesting to note the great inter and intra group on this

subtest. The experimental group improved over a year more than

the control groups during the threel-month treatment period.

'However, the gains attained by the experimental group ranged

from .65-3.75 grades. The gains attained by the Learning House

control group spanned from .15-1.40 grades, and for the matched

control group ranged from -1.25-2.40 grades. The motivational

state of the subject appears to have some effect on'the com-

prehension score achieved. This phenomenon was indicated by

the fact that one Learning House control subj.ect initially

scored 3.1 on both baseline subtests, one taken at Learning
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House, the other takeh,in a cell at Juvenile Hall. .The last

test was taken by the subject in his brother's home. At this

time, he scored 4.5, a 1.40 grade difference in a 2-month

period. The second control subject achieVing a large gain

between baseline and posttesting was a matched Introl subject

Who reported to the experimente at the last testing that his

mother had threatened to administer corporal punishment if he

did not perform well on the examination. This subject's score

in reading comprehension increased 2.4 grade levels in the 2-

month testing interval. He also showed great'increases on the

other reading subtests, but far lesser increases in arithmetic

(which is an area more sensitive to subject anxiety responses).

Because of the small sample size utilized and the large inter

and intra group variability, the sizable differences achieved

by the experimental group were nonetheless prohibited from

achieving statistical significance on the covariance analysis.
001

,

However, the sign test, which is basically a ranking ata istic,

did show significantly greater improvement for the experime al

subjects on the comprehension subtest.

It is also of interest to consider the blending subtest

in which the experimental group showed much improvement over
0

the control groups. Large, homogeneous gains were made by the .

experimental'grAlp in this area (from 1.5-4 stanines), while

the control grOups showed relatively small improvements (from

0-1.5 stanines). The experimenter-designed blending exercises

appeared to be responsible for the expArimental group's gain in

this area. This outcome indicated that'noncommercial materials
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for some academic skills, can be cemparable to or better than

expensivevommercially sold products in providing academic
44remediation.

0
Another important factor to.consider is that reading com--

prehension and blending appeared to be the less diffidUlt

reading skills for learning disabled pupils to acqui.e as cóm-

Ipared to the auditory associative and oral receptiv _skills,

according to Leton's (1974) study. Feshbach and AcTelman-(1974)

found similar results as
(

obtained in ithe present study as his

learning disabled, experimental subjects significantly improved

in reading comprehension, yet no significant difference was

found in spelling (a phonetic, auditory, assoc4tive skill).

Concerning the arithmetic areas, significant'differences

were found on all subtests, clearly in favor of the experimental

group. A number of factors may account for this improvement.

One involves the research.indicating that reading instruction

fosters the attainment of arithmetic (especially conceptualiza-

tion) skills (Barlow, 1967; Eagle, 1948; Earp,.1970; Hater,, 1974;

Kane, 1970; Lessenger, Kane, and -Byinp, 1925; P. -ts, 1952;

Stretch, 1973; yilson, 1922). Since the experimental subjedts

received intensive reading instruaion in conju4ction with axithL

metic instruction, the former lear4ng may have been facilitive

.of the latter. The extremely large posttreatment gains in arith-

metic conceptualization may have been par4cu1arly sensitive

to this effect. Also facilitating this gain in arithmetic

conceptualization may have beenNthe use of Multiple tutors, each

reinforcing the children's conceptual skills in a different
I

178
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m(?.nner, providing many instances and noninstances of given

conceptual events. The utilization of programmed commercial

and makeshift materials which previous investigators have

shown to be effective in increasiag conceptual abilities

(Krauser, Dissertation Abstracts, 25-5376; M9corni, Dissertation'

Abstracts, 27-2948-A; Terkeurst, 1965) also strengtheped this

effect. These results, indicating large gains in arithmetic

conceptualization for the experimental group, supported the

findings of 19.evious researchers using similar teaching method-
s.

plogies (Suppaal Morningstar, 1966-68; Feshbach, et al.

1974) .-

Another supposition foP the higli degree of success achieved
. .4.

ip #rlthmeti,c involves the hierarchal structure inherent in

arithMetic acquisition. Yeager and Lindvall (1967) investi-

gated selected measures rate of learning in an individually

prescribed curriculum in reading and mathematics utilized with

0110 elementary-schoOl subjects. Yeager and Lindvall (1967) found

;

\
.0

a

that when rate (time to complete given units) in addition was

correlated with rate in subtraction, a significant n6gative
correlation. (-.qp) was fothd. Pupils who had completedtwo

successive levels in addition as wdll-as.the.same two successive

levels in sub"traction were then identified. A significant nega-
.

tive col.relation was again found. ieager and Lindv-all, (1967).

poStulated that students who spent considerable tj.me.on addition

'mitered nUmber combihatiofts and relatilbpships so won. that e

this 'knowl,edge wad-easily-transferred to milstery of subtraction.
. 4

Henáelittle,ti1ne was needed t:if,Aester the latt4r" skill agr.16
,

0(

**I
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(1963). and Sandura (1968) also predicted thin hierarchal struc-

ture of arithmetic rule acquisition. The aforementioned factor

may account for the hefty differences found with all experi-

mental subjects in both computation and conceptualization. (as

weLl as fractions) as compared to the much smaller differences

obtained from the control groups.

t-kti A number of investigators (Howell, 1972; O'Daffer, 1976;

Schnell and Klein, 1974) postulated that the use of manipulatives

(e.g., cuisinnaire rods, abaci, blocks, etc.) was necessary

for the acquisition of conceptual skills in arithmetic. This

%,

0

present study as well as the research reported by Suppes and

Morningstar, 1966-68, and Feshbach and Adelman, 1974, whiqh

'indicated that the operant approach to mathematics instructioA

previously described.may be'as effectiveor more s6 than the

manipulative approach. Studies comparing these two methodologies

should be conducted in order to 'determine the rq.ative efficacy
4

of these techniques.

Several comments 'concerning the P roject's overall function-
JO

ing should be mentioned here. It had been found that two hours

per day of tutoring instruotion was too long a petiod for this

sample of youngst9rs. The optimal time period as s,tated by

the project particip s and.chifdren themselves was 45 minutes

per day. Fatigue, restlessnilss', and habituatidn to the tutoring

format, r9inforgers, and,1ab materials had developed by the end

.of the summer. ',Howeverr, all children completed the entire set

materliAls to which they.were assigned and considerable pro-/-

V

gression,within each 'of the programmed units was attaihed.

a

a
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In consideration of the Attitudes toward Behavior Wadi-

fication Scale (Musgrove, 1974) utilized, increased positive

attitudes toward this methodology was not attained. -The dif-
,

ference between periods was extremely small .(3.points) in the

negative direction. This outcome m'Ay haVe ben due to the

0

0

.1.

,
- 212242.2=-scores. -Two o the new Learning Ho s ypung-

.
..

, .

4 stars were seven-year-old nonreaders. The t t found.it

fact that participants had already funót0."on0 within a behavioral
4framework before the initiation of the Opject and thus showed

,

a fairly consistent positive attitude toward this approach.

It also appears that the scale is desig40 to measure divergent

attitudes toward behavior modification rather,than relatively

small consistent changes between already existing beliefs. A

number o.f investigators (Mathews and Fawcett, 1975; Thomas,and

Miller, 1975) had found-changes in attitudes after training

usin0 crude Likert-type scales. More sensitive-instruwnts de-

vised to measure differe'nces in attitudes toward'a therapeutic

technology such as behavior modification.' should be lesigned in

order to discern the reinforang 'value of the method utilized

by trainees before anCi after propaedeutic*instruction.

The learning laboratory reopened,at-the start of the Fall

Quarter, 1975. Three of the part-time summer participants who

continued as laboratory panagers trained the new tutors in th.e

procedUres and techniques util;ized. Three new Learning gyuse ,

Sakt

youngsters wére tested via the Stanford Dia no lc Tests. The

'faurtji child,.who had participated in the learning ;laboratory

program this summer, was prescribed to the materials designed

to rOediate his weaknesses as s naled by hi...s 11 1 tanford
. 00
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°-
extremely keinforcing to observe these youngsters learn the

fundamental-elements of the reading process.

A nunber of modifications were initiated into the learn-

ing laboratory during the fall'. One involved the use of 45-

minute periods, four days per week, for tutorial Instruction.

The second in'volved the deletion of edible reinforcers and the

substitution of Reinforcement Menus and .activity reinforcers

executed by the tutors each week. Under this program, each

tutor is assigned to one child who is provided with*an aftivity

reinforcer (according to his interests) upon.receiving a cri-

terion number of points (raised -periodically) f the week's

1tutoring .sessions. This new prOcedure has controlled *for the
S.

habituation to reinforcers through provisiom for greater child

reinforcement selection (Homme, 1974) The third change in-

volves the design of the tutee's wbekly sChedule by the -Eutort

themselves. These imhedules were previously developed by the

project director, but have now been relegated as tutoriM_ taskt'

in order te give the current participants more responsibility

for the learning lab program.
-

-The learning laboratory has continued through the Spring

,Quarter with five new tutors who graduated from the Learning

House dbservational system. The generational approach, in

which the former tutors train the neophytes in'the requisite

skillti wa utilized. A new package of.materials containrng

the cour e outline, require'MentC des,crip;tion.of the ptanford

Dia nos Ic Tests and learning lab materials, an'd'information
.:k

as to how to use the Learning House point caxds was distributed

91 84 10.
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to all new tutors. (ee Appendix 13 for course packages.)

-Each tutor received three to four units of college credit f4pom

Stanford University for partiCipation in the learning lab

. program.

A number of experimental procedures to evaluate the

eff.icacy of current learning lab functioning have been- proposed.

An intensive dptign -similar to that conducted this-summer (see

Appe ix 14) could be used with multiple subjects.lpr itolated
.

skill attainment ta evaluate the subject's progreSs in thesa.

Specific academic areas. NA contrast between the 92-hour saMmer

tutoring session and'a shorter (36-hour) tutoring prwram

be attempted in order49 compare the relative-efficacy of the

two proceclura. The.efftctiviless 'of each df-,the techniques'.A

utilized (Lg., programmea units, makeshift materials, para-

professional tutoring, peer monitaring, reinforcement,,arid se1f4

charting of progress) should be.evaluated to discern the com-

, parative results of.these methods. A larger .sample size, ran-

v

0

. domly assigned experimental and control dbnditions, in conjunc-
_

tion withthe above methodologies.together and ih duals should

be used to study the efficacy of these fprocddure6 with a similar

sample.of youngsters.

Neppel and Smith (1975) contended that'thene it of
, .

fiela studiet, such as-the one above, is that they are'conducted,

in Pettings Wilere the behavior of interest usually occurs and

the research findings are a function of all vailables which

operate ih thexeal-life si-0,1ation. It yould therefore ble
ve A,

reasonable t6 apneralize the empirccal results obta ned in the
k
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family-style treatment fatiiqity previouslY d4sdribed to other

similar facil4ies. In effect, the above field researCh pro-

vides a-vlid basis for some extrapolation of findings to edu-
.

, cational programs ih similar treptment centers. Ho:Wever, reser-

411
yation should be made in such generalizati6n of findings Since

0

0

0

0

,

a"small h was used which does not accurately sample population
4,

parameters and the Hawthorne effect may have'influenved-the,

treatment resufts (i.e., the lack of comparison with an addi-:

tional treatment methodolo may indicate that the novelty and

atteintiofi recpived by the experimental subjects were sufficient

to cause the gains achieved).- A. similar study, correcting for

, these methodological flawA, would _provide considerable support

fof the internal and externalJvalidity as well ag:tWeffidacy
4.

of the aforestated treatment Vhodology.

.

At,

'40 9..9 9 n
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CHAPTER VI

SUMMARY

The objectives of this project were threefold: 1) the

remediation of reading and arithmetic deficits of pre-adoleseent

delinquents residing at Learning House, a residential, family-

AD style treatment facility; 2) the training of paraprofessional

aft

0.1

and peer tutors through a systiimatized method of verbal and

written presentatidn of skilis, modeling, rehearsal, and evalu-

ative.feedback; and 3) the creation of a continuing learning

laboratoryjyased on diagnosis, individualized prescription,

P:rogrammed units, _reinforcement (social/point/tangible), ay
sAf-Abnitoring of progress' at-the Learning House treatme

The.experiMen'tal subjects consisted of five youngsters
A.

between.the ages of 10 and 13 who.resided at LeaKning House

during the 12-week summe'r session. The Learning House control
t- .

subjectá consisted of four youngsters, matched to the experi-

.mental subiects by,age and grader who had .previously been

Learning House residents (replaced by the .dxperimental subjects)
%

'before the initiation.of the 'learning labortory4 The second
.rw

control group consisted offour xouncisters, Matched to the
.

experimentaljubjects by grade and score op the-Lam_Thanslat

IRI92.4121a2t.lat. Two contrc9. sultVets were deleted frd
r

the
-.

study due to the fa6t :that 'aleir pr6est.scoreq fell at the
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upper ranges ef the EI11,12.11_12LImasLLL, rendering their

performance unreliable due to the test's construction.

The full-time, stipended staff (called laboratory mana-

gers) consisted of three graduate students and two seniors, all

of whom had spent at least two quarters in the Learningjlouse

treatment pxogram. These personnel participated in three-day

pre-project wo'rkshops in which oral 'and written presentations

ol,bwhiNripdification-skills.and guides to t4 material

utilized in the learmtng lab were dibseminat44-: Modeliro,

roletroaming, and evalyation.of v.oral skills-tp be used

.in the laboratory were accomplished.

f , A
The 'frve past7tift starf,membors (labeled college tutors

consisted of,two junior And three -0enior claskRiAmbexp who were
I

trained by the full-time staff,In the materials and procedures,

previously mentioned; T1les6 personriel'observed 04 'functioning
.

of; the learning laboratory, participated rehearTalof the-
'

requisi,te skills, were evaluated upon thdir performance,,a110-

.-,

.
then began to participateA:n the supervisamtpf the learning "; .

.

'' . .. .

,

,v

, lab under the dir ction 9f the full-time staff. -A two-hoUr, .1"- .ko.)...i
% , ... % t

. :
%

. ' ' a .

seminarpas held ach Week todiscuss the-use of child manage-'

0 -ment-echnpluts, 57:obl6m.41a,ting to'iab procedupes,iind the 8
.

.

trainkng 9 .part me personnel. 411 staff meMbe'ri;-recêived,..,mot-
,

written pr post test designeçl to exalvin.holutsition" b '.%

havioral sk knowledge.of Materials, 'availabItat,--dt;-ttlleslat).,

. .

and conceptS necessary for use 0.f!...t.w.uta -"D a Mt411
.4..

.

4' An Attlitude toward Behavior.Modilication questiollnAigas'afs
.

.administerdd .6\
e

all staff members before and after'tbe
1

-:

44

0

summer pessiop.

a - e

0"

6
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All subjects received the Stanford Diagnostic Tests in

Rea9ling and Arithmetic during three time periods. The mean

time interval between tests 1 and 2, and 2 and 30 was two

months and three months, respectively. After the'experimental

subSects were administered the baseline lanms.alamalla

Tests, they were assigned to an appropriate set of materials

corresponding to subtest areas requiring remediation. The'

materials consisted of standardized programmed kits which pro-

vided exercises at graded ability levels, allowing the child

to progress at his own rate. Appropriate'sequencing, high

interest presentations, immediate feedback, and posttests to

designate learning acquWtion were additional features 0
k

these materials. Each child received a designated number of

points and an edible reinforcer'for completion of work. and -

reaching 90% criterion level on the assigned task. After task

ccampletion, the child charted his progress on a bulletin board

under his name. During the eighth week of instruction, peer .

acmitoring was instituted. This procedure entailed having each'

.child admi,nister and coal,rect the posttest of another child.

The peer monitor also supeOised the oharting of progress and

the di'spensing of point and edible reinforcers..- The children

:spent progressively greatertperiods of time in the learning.lab,

and by the° seventh week each child-spent two hours per day in

'tutoridg. At the terMiahtion of the treatment periOd, the ex-

ppringiit4 subjectslia.d 92 hours of tutorial instruction.

A

rewalts ottll>,e differende scores between baseline and

Cipal teating indicated ubstantial gaims,on most bubtests fok

'

,

a
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the experimental group. Appraising those subtests measured in

grade equivalens, the experimental group improved a mean Of

1.64 grades as compared to .51 and .32 grades for the control

groups in reading comprehension; the experimental grOup also

improved a mean of 3.1 grades in arithmetic conceptualization

and 1.61 grades in arithmetic computation as compared to .76

and .5 grades in the former area and .20 and .34 in the latter

area for the control groups. A simple one-way analysis of co-

variance was performed on the baseline scores (mean of tests 1

and 2)4 and the adjuste4 mean final scores for Ali three group8.
V,

Four subtests: Word,Bleiding F(2,9) 4.35, p .05; Arith-

metic Conceptuaaization - F(2,9) 20.61, p < .001; Arithmetic

Computation-- F(2,7) = 8.97, p < .025, and Fractions reached

statistical significance. Due to the small samplesize, the

fact that three subtests did not meet the assumption of homo-

geneity of slope, and the inter and intra subject variability,

a non-parametric statistic (the sign test for matched pairs)

was utilized to confirm or disconfirm the covariance analysis.

Using this statistic, two ad tional subtests: Reading Compre-

hension .'4X1, n8, p < .035) and Word Analysis (xtal,'n.--8, p

.035) re.ached statistical significance. Me sign test also
,

confirmecr,the significance of the*four subtests reaching sig-

niiiciance on the covariAnce.analyses.
,

A comparison of t e student participant's pe4.formance on

the pre-post written'test and the -attitude questionnaire was

also executed. Alternate forms of the written test (designed

by the project director) wer,e/utilized. A one-tailed T-test

-188
ft.

A

)
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for dependent means was performed on thd, number'of items cor-

rectly answered.. The pretest- mean was 12.44, while,the posttest

mean was 21.33. The results indicated that 4-(8) .., 6.52, p <
t.

.001. The results of the Attitudes toward Behavior Modification

Scale showed a mean pretest score of 76.55 and a posttest score

of 73.55. A one-tailed T-test for dependent means indicated

that 1-(13) -.619, ri.s. Thus a significant increase in positive

attitudes toward behavior modification was not attained. The

third measure desigried tO gleen the efficacy of staff training

was a behavioral criterion test in which subjects role-played

the requisite tutorial responses. All participantW reached

criterion (100% correct resfonding) by the end of the 12-week

summer sessiOn. '

The learning laboratory reopened at the start of the

Fall Quarter, 1975, and has continued,with the new youngsters

now residing at Learning House. The generational approach, in

which the former tutors trained the neophytes in requisite skillS,

was utilized. Thus the project had been relatively effective

in achieving its stated objectives.

Research utithing larger iample sized, and randomized

groups in conjunction With compariwns of the aforementioned

treatment and other methodologies woiild provide considerable

support for the external and internal-validity of .the effective-
.,

ness of the remedial pipgram herein described.

'Sy
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APPENDIX 4

DISTAR MAISING II

`

4

fl Contents
,1) .Distar'Fast Cycle'

A) Teacherts Guide
B) Teacher's Present4tion Book
C) Teacher's Take Roue Book
D) Student's Take I-lode Book '
Diatar Reading II
A) Teacher's Guide
B) Teacher's Take Home.Book
C)* Student's Take Hume Book
D) Teacher Presentation Books A-D
E) Spelling Book

10) Miscellaneous
A) 30 Group Progress Indicators
B) Distar Page Protector'

II) . Perform'ancejLevels
1) Fast Cycle

A) Beginning Kindergarten and First Grade children
.8) Children.who have completed bistar Reading I but

are not firm in skills needed for performance in
Reading II.

C) Children who have been taught 1.n,another reading
geries and db not achieve ,sufficiently wea1 on
the Placement Test to le 0.aded -in Reading II.

2) Distar ReAding II
A) Second Grade children

,

B) Children who have completed Di6tar Reading I or
who were exposed to Distar Reading I for an entire
year.

:

C) Children who.have had one year of instruction in
another reading program.

3) Placement Test) (for First and Second Grade chilaten
.who have had some reading Instruction)

A) E,011 child reads.aloud the story on page 1 of the
,,Teacher's Guide 4B)i)e!ge 1 and 2 of /eacher's Guide specifies how errors
are scored

C) Children wto scOre between 11 and 15 errors begin
. with lesson 30 of Fas't Cycle

D) Childr.en who score 16 errors or more begin wkth
lesson 1 of Fast Cycle

Elaboration.of Contells
1) Fast Cycle

A) Teacher's'041de
i) Provide0 A brief rational. for skills taught
and speci,fies how to teach each of the more critical
concepW(to be used as *eference book for Distar
Kit)

, 4

, 9
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Teacher's Presentation Book
i), Specifies every exercise th,c is to'be pre-
sented to the children for each lesson
ii) Indicates whpt the teacher shquld say and do
and what the children are to say.ana do for every-
activity)
iii) The book is divided into 30-40 minute lessons.
The first page of'the lesson is inaicated by the
word Lesson, preceded by the number. The end of
the lesson is indicated by the words: End of Lesson
iv) Track headings indicate the major skill that
is being taught in each part of the lesson. Each
'try. heading appears in bold-faced capitals above
..Le exercise
v) Every exercise within the lesson is labeled
as a task and is numbered. The firsVexercise of
the lesson is Task 1 (there may be a4.many as 32
tasks in a lesson). Following the task number is
a brief description of the task. Each task desig-

, nates the steps that will be folloWVd in its pre-
sentatidn.
vi) .Conventions for various printings within the
Teacher's Presentation BOW(

a) What the Teacher says appears in red type
b) What the Teacher does appears in black

type .(e.g., what is pointed to, how to
signal the children to respond, and when
to repeat-a task

c) The exact acceptable oral response of the
children is indicated in,italics

!:1) What the children are to do is indicated .1
by words encloE,10d in-parentheses (e.g.,
what the children are to touch, point to,'
write, etc.)

C) Student's Take Home Aook
i) The Ttike Home Book is a 128-paTe student work-
book. The take home activities-are coordinated
with the,other activities in a lesson (except'in
lesson 1, where there is no take home activity)
ii) There are twb types of activities presented
in connectlon with Ithe take home lesions

a) Teacher-dirdcted activitips in which the
te-acher directs the-children in the steps
iriVOlved in working an activity. The
teacher-directed activities involve,daily
,ptpry reading and directions for new types
of activities that will appear in the take
hpme Iressons. The teachpr-directed acti-
vitiqs are part of the daily lesson.

b) Independent actiVities in which the children
work without help from the teacher. Most
of the take-home activities are independent
tasks

2,10
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,

Th take-homehactivitiefi appear as th
last series ref tasks in the daily teacher
'presentation lesson and should take. rom.
15-20 minutes,to complete

-.d) All directlons for presenting take-hoMe
lactAvities Appear in the Teacher's Presen-

. tation Book for each lesson. The direc-
tions indicate whgt should bla said to the
.child and the kinds of responses the'
children are to produce

Teacher's Take Home.Book
i) The 2eagher's Tdke-Home'Book is a duplicate

of the StudeWs Take Home Book, and coiftains
the mars to all student take home activities

2) Distar Read _ II
. A) Teacher'- Guide for.Reading II

i) Provides rationale for each skill taught in
Reading II'and detailed information on how to
teach the program and how to correct when the
children make eri.ors.

B) Feur TeaChIlr Presentation Books fel.- Reading II
i) Apecifies each task in each lesson to be

sented to the children. 'The books provi
information which telI the teacher whatd.'
and say, the acceptable child responses, and

. correction proceduresrfor every task
Book A - Lessons 1-40
Book B Lessons 41-80
Book C - Lessons 81-120
Book D 4- Lessons 121-160

C) The Sgelling Book
i) Contains instructions to Ehe teacher presented

in 160 lessons. i'asks are speCified according
to the same_conventions as those-used in.the
Teacher Presentation Books for the reading
lessons.,Each,ppelling lesson requires 10-15
minutes

D Four Storybooks r Reading II
i) Storybooks are used by the children and are

softbound and reusable.,
E) Three Take Home Bogks for Reading II

i) Each child has one aRt of thesql,pooks. They
contain seatwork for each of tliTe'160. lessonS

0in Reading II
F) Teacher's Take Home Book
"i) A dupiicatd of the Student Take Home Book,.

which contains ansWers to all eztercises r
3) Miscellaneous

'A) Group Progress Indicators
i) Allows the teacher to mark the last lesson

completed by each child
B) Acetate Protector'.

ii) .Can.be placid over"thi pages of the Teacher
j Presentation Book-to protect them from smudges

2.11
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IV) Fast Cycle Skills ,

r.
1) Souvds .

A) Letter iymbols are taught as sounds. Letter.names
, are not taught. Sounds exercises appear in

. , lessons 1,70.
2) Sat It Fast

A) This is a verbal task as i involves no symbols.
The teacher says a word slowly, ;the children
sidentify the wordi sayipg it at a normal.speaking
rate, Say It Fart exetcises are presented during
lessens,1-6.

3) Say The Seuilds.
A) This 4 a verbal task in,which the children say

# tlie sounds in a spoken word with the teacher (aaammm).
Then they say the word fast l'am). Say The Sounds
exercises appear in lessons 1-4.

4) Sound It Out
-

A) This piereading skill teaches the children basic%\
word soundout behavior. This exercise involves
written words which appear XII the children's take-
home atiAvity. They may lab merely sound blends
such as ;s. The children touch under each of the
soundd and say the sounds as they touch under them
(; e a sss). The children do not identify the
word in the Sound It Out exercise. Sound It Out
exercises appear in lessons 364

5) _Rhyming
A) For these exercises, th e. children first identApir

a' sound (m). They 'then rhyme with a specified
ending such as (e)." The teacher touches the syMbol
and the children say mmm;. Then the children
say the word fast (me). Rhyming exercises appear

. in lessons 1-10.
6) Word Readfhg

A) Word Reading begins in lesson 6 and continues
through lesson 70. There are 26 different systems
ofvpresenting the*word*that is ,to be read. Irui-

the Word Reading exercises involve using
_the skills that have been taught in Sound It Out
and Say It Fast. As the teacher touches under
each sound (m, at) the children identify the
sounds of the words without pausing between the
sounds mmmat). The children then say the word
fast (mat). In later exercises, the children
are taught to erE!ad words the fast way without
sounding thembft. Some of the early wgrd reading
exercises (lessons 6-17) involve take home exer-

( cises. The children.touch the sounds pf a word
and say the,sounds without pausing between the
sounds. They then say the word fast

0

A.
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7) Stdries

I; A) stories are introduced in lessOn 11 and-continue
through lesson 70. The children read the storiAs
a word at a time, following the procedures used

- in Word Reading.eThe teacher asks comprehensionx
questions about the content of each story (the
questions are specif,ied in the Teacher Presentation
Book). Initially, istories are only, a few words
in length. By lesson 70, the children are reading
stories that are about 160 words long

8) Independent Take Home Activities
A) Designed to give the children practice in working

independently and to reinforce the skills that
have been taught during the teacher directed
activities presented in each lesson
i) Take Home Activity Skills

a) Sound writing
- Appears in lessons 2-70. The children

write the solinds that have been presented
in the sounds exercises

*ID) Pair Relations
-4Appears in lessons 2-57. The purpose

of these pxercises is to teach thet
children how to match something that
appears in a picture with the appropriate
written word. The exercise initially
involves fixing up boxes so that they
match a model box. A model box may be
_era . The children are presented 14ith
different boxes such as m which must
be fixed up. Later, pair-relations .

,exercises involve picti4res and sentences.
The children cross out sentences that
do not tell about the picture

c) Story and Sentence Cdpying
- Appears in lessons 11-34. A model BO-

tence exactly like or similar to a sen-
tence read in the story appears on the
take home-exercise. The, children copy
the sentence on spaces below the model
sentence

d) Sound Matching
- Appears in lessons 12-34. Two co30.mns

of familiar sounds are presented. The
order of sounds in each column is dif-
ferent. The children draw lines from
each sound in the left column to the
corresponding sound in the rilght column

e) Word Matching
- Appears in lessons. 18-51. The format

is similar to that of Sound Matching,
except that two columns of familiar
words are presented. The children draw

I

0
4
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Art

lineg from ,e4ach word in the left column
to4the corresponding wofd in the right
column

f) Aeading Comprehension°
Appears in lessons52-70. A short read-f
ing selection appears in the take home.
Following the selections are items that
test the child's bomprehension of the
material. Thechildren read the selec-

, tion independently and answer the ques-
tions.

g) Story Items
- Appears in lessons 59-70,. Items-that

test the comKehension of .the story
read during the lesson appear on the
worksheet. The children independently
read the items and answer them
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PROCEDURE FOR 9.;STAR READING II FAST CYCLE

.a-

1. Read each lesson before administering toichild. MOte note
of specific teacher and pupil directions,, Nottee where the

: lessoh begins and ends.

Administer one 30-40 minute lesson per day algng with one
take-home exercise (except for lesson 1, where no take-hqr
exercises are provided).

3. Read the Sounds Chart on page 8 of the Teacher's Guide so
that you introduce the sounds correctly to the child. (Re-
member, only letter sounds are used; letter names are not

. taught.)

4. Carefully follow the directions in the Teacher Presentation
Book;,read the direceions to the child exactly as given in
the text.

i.

1
,

5. If a child performs a task incorrectly (i.e., an inappro-
priate response to signal, delaying before saying the sound,
responding before sound is touched, continu ng to respopd i

after touch is released, etc.), go to the orroction in-
structiOns and adminiister as given until the child can Ois-
pond correctly.

/

.

6. Each lesson is to be taught to criterion, meaning that at
the conclusion of any task, every child should be able to
perform the task by himself, without any need for correction.
Children are "at criterion" or "firm" on a task only when
they can.perform immediately with the correct response.
Continue with the tvisk unfil the child can perform at cri-
terion level.

.

7. The child receives 1500 points for completing the Teacher
Presentation lesson and 1000 points for completing the
'Take Home activity (the Tutor should work with the child
until the child has completed the Take Home activity to
100% criterion). Remember td upe praise whenever the child
makes a correct response concurrently when administering

: points.
ar

8.. Where exercises indicate that different children should be
called upon, do the task with the given individual child 4
(change the wording of directions when necessary for this
deviation).

0

9 If a chIld does not reach criterion an a given task, note
this on the child's folder and state that the task should
be reviewed on thd following day.

10. If the child ha's been atten4ing and is having difficulty with
a partiOular task, give him Ithd full 2500 points, although
he has not reached criterion on all tasks within the leqson.
If the child has not been attending, Erglatract 1000 points
from his point total for the session for failure to reach
ctiterion level bn -all tasks given.

4a
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BEHAVIORAL CRITERION

DTSTAR READING II FAS'i CYCLE -/

1. Tutor reviews lesson before
-administering to child

2. Tutor reviews sounds on Sound
Chart (page 81 Teachdr's Guide)

_

Tutor(reads the directions from
Teacher Presentation.Book exactly
as given

4. Tutor gives directions from Teacher
Presentation Book exactly as given

5. If child performs a task-incorrectly
Tutor reads correction instructions
to the child

6. Tutor administers lesson until
child is able to perform task by
himself without any need for
correction

A

7. Tutor administers 10-15 minute
'Take Home activity after completion
of lesson

8 Tutor administers praise and points
for completion of woik and reachin4
criterion level

Yes No
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THE READING ATTAINMENT SYSTEM (RAS)."

1 Alm 2

1). Contents -
A) *20 color coded, graded reading se1e6tions
B) AR10-question, multifae 5hoice reading pomprehension-

chd6k
C) 120 skill carlcontaining a ,glossary as 'well' as vo-

cabulary and w d attack drills
D) Answer keys for the comprehension checks and skill

E) A pronunciation guide wall chart
F) An instructor's manual
G) A reading shelf with compartments and color keyed di-

viders
H) 30 reader record books to record answers to the reading

checks and skill cards; a progress plotter to reCord
the number correct on reading check and skill cards

II) Grade. Level of Reading Selections (Reading Attaihment System
1 - Levels 3.0-4.5)
A) Red - 3.0-3.2
B) Orange - 3.3-3.5
C) Brown - 3.6-3.8
D) 'Green - 3.9-4.1
E) Blucr- 4.2-4.3 /
F) Purp4.e A.474.5* '

III) Grade Levels of' heading Selections (Rea&ng Attainment System
1 - Levels 4.6-6.5)
A) Maroon - 4.6-4.8
B) Orange - 4.9-5.Z
C) Grey - 5.3-5.5
D) Green -
E) Blue -$ 6.0-6.2
F) Violet - 6.3-6.5

IV) Reading Selections (20 for each color coded group)
A) Designed to.appeal to student interests

.

B) Color.coded for reading level (yeacherls Manual)
C) Eamples and Descriptions (pages 45-55 - RA$ 1)

(pa§es 46-57 - S 2-)
.1) Sample titles

- a) RAS 1 (Training a Cop, I Hit Him in SeIf Deftnse)
b) RAS 2 (What Kind of Shape is Your Car In,

Hypnosis, Pete Grey - The Impossible Baseball
Player)

V1 Reading Checks
A) Tests of comprehension skills containedlat end of

selection
.B) Questions 1 and 2 (Understanding of the story as a whdle)
C) Questions 3-8 (Literal meaning - factualquestions; re-

call of specific incidents)
p) Questions 9-10 (Inferential questions, drawing conclu-

sions, broader implicqtions of materials zin selections)

S."
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'VI) Skill Cards
A) Vocabulary Building-

i) Glossarywith unfaffilliar words
2) Glossary exercises

a) Definitions
b)* lse in story
c) Llie in glossary sentence

B) Word Attack Skills (Teacher's Manual) -(pages 57-60 -
RAS 14 (pages 58-60 -IRAS 2)
1) Filling out incomplete sentences with words frdM

glossary
2) Identificationof syricSnyms
3.f.:441ent 4,.(111;of antpnymb

4 On v On Pf ho w--
4.--

5 --oritett 1,J$4.s aria po ss. at use apostrophes
6) Alphabeition ,

7) Prefixes
8) Suffixes

c:

9), Spelling
.

.
.

.

VII) Reader' Record Book '144
.A) 'Child records answers to readingcheckland skill cards-
B)6hPro.gress plotter

1) Child recdrds the number correct on reading check
and skill caid fdr each selection

VIII) The Ap6er Keyir t

A) Keyed to color a.cd number of reading selection
B) Self correcting.

1) Reading check Side 1
2) Skill card check - Side 2

IX) ,Pronunciation Wall Guide
A) Difficult to pronounce words from each selection
B) Words on wall.chartshould be reviewed with childbe- Ni\s

A fore he reads selection *

LA,

1r

'40
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PROCEDURE FOR USE

OF THE READING ATTAINMENT SYSTEM

1) Child is greeted and told that he will be working on the
Rea.ding Attainment System today.

2)
All selections from the child's color group are removell,
page of manual describing each selection from aolOr grOup
is opened, and chk1d is given three minutes to,,choose
a selection

3) If selection is not chosen within this time period, the
lab manager chooses the selection for the Child (i.e.,
selection should be somewhat-consonant with the child's
interests).

4) The child is then given the skill card that corresponds
wfth the reading seleCtion chosen.
A

5) The child also must receive his Reader Record Book whe ria

he writes the date, title of selection, color, and number,
and answers to the reading cfieck and skill card.

6) The child is told that he will have 25 minutes Vto complete:
.Z the reading selection reading check and skill card.

7) In addition, he is told that if he needs help with pro-
nunciation, vocabulary, etc., to consult the lab manager
or assistant.

8) When the time period h ended, or when the child has com-
pleted all, of the,cabov- he b ings the selection to the
lab tanager or assistant. Th child receives praiser4points,

41, and/or candy for completion.

9) The lab manager and child toge er use the color coded key
W correct the reading check an skill card.

0

0

10) The lab manager then reviews th correct answers (how or
why they were obtained) with t e child.

11) The lab manager praises the child for his correct responses:
and administers an additional 1000 points and/or an edible
if the child has reached a 90% criterioA level on both
reading and skill check.-

12) The child and lab manager then plot the nunber of correct
responses on the Reading Check and Skill Card on .the Prog-.
resb Plotter. (large dots Should be used).

13) If the child receives 90% on both the Reading Check and
Skill Card for four successive selections, he moves ahead
to'the next higher color group. The child receives much
praise for ;this advancement.
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BEHAVIORAI, CRITERION TEST

THE READING ATTAINMENT SYSTEM

1. Selection of passage
= 1.

Three minutes for child or
selection by lab manager

2. Use of pronunciation.guide 2.

3. Child is given Skill Card 3.

4. Child is told to consult lab 4.
manager if he needs help

4,
5. 25 minutes is given for completion. 5.

of passage, readinlj, and skill
check

6. At completion of reading check
and skill cards, praise, points,

g4and/or edibles are administered

7. Correction of reading check and
skill card by thin and lab
manager

8. If child reaches 90% criterion,
OditiOnal praise, pointb) and/
or edibles are administered

6.

7.

8.

9. Child and lab Manageor plot 9.
childs progress

Criterion Score: 9/9

40"

0

-3.

Date:

Yes No-
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SUPPLEMENTARY READING SERIES

I) Enrich Sports' Series - Motivations to Read
(Cartridges T0I-1 through T0I-5)
A) Performance Levels

1) For students reading at grade levels 3-4
A

B) Contents
1) TOI-1 Football
2) TOI-2 Baseball
3) TOI-3 Basketball
4) TO1-4 Soccer
5) TOI-5 Track and Field

C) ElaboratiOn of Contents -

1) This kit is designed to provide practice in reading
skills by capitalizing on student's natural.interest
in sports

2) Students gain basic sports knowledge of foot.ball
baseball, soccer, track, and field

3) Students are motivated to improve such reading
skills as word recognition, vocabulary, word att4.4,
and use of context and visual clues,

4) The low reading level and mature content of the kit
makes it appropriate'for a wide range of ages and
interest levels

Tr

PROCEDURE FOR ENRICH SPORTS SERIES

1) Have student go through each individuailecartridge
2) Administer 1500 points for completion of cartridge
3) Administer posttest after each cartridge
4) If 4udent receives 90% criterion level on posttest, he

receives an ddditional 1000 points and moves on to the
next cartridge during the subsequent lesson

5) If student receives a score below 90%, he must.redo cartridge
and retake posttest during the next lesson



SRA READING LABORATORY ah

1) Contents.
A) 150 diteerent Power Bui4erS, 15 in each of 10 reading

levels
B) Power Builder Key Cares'
C) 150 Rate Builders, 15 in/each of 10 reading levels
D) Rate Builder'Key Bookets
E) Student Rcicord Books
F) One Teacher's Handboo*
G) Colored Pencils

II) The Power Builders
A) The Power-Buildem contain4

1) rAll illustrated story that provides reading praqtice
2) A How Well Did You Read section that develops cow-

prehension skills in three general areas: informa-
tion gathering, inference making,- and critical
evaluation ,

3) A Learn About Words aection that develops student's
vocabulary .through the use of context clues and
semantic variation

4) A What's Your Story sectioll that encqurages creative
expression / -

B) The reading levels are color coded and correivond to
the following grade levels. All selections within a
level are of equivalent difficulty
1) Blue - 3.5
2Y .Purple - 4.0
3) Rose - 5.0
4) Orange - 6.0
5) Gold - 7.0

140 6) Brown
7) - Tan - 9.0
8) Lime - 10.0
9) Green - 11.0
However, the entire kit was designed for junior high
schoolstudents (grades 7.-J9) reading at these diverse
leVels.

III) The Power Builder Key Cards
A) The Power Builder Key Cards correspond to the Power

Builders in color and number, enabling each student to
check his own work

IV) The Rate Builder Key Booklets
A) The Rate Builder Key Booklets are designed to help stu-

dents read faster and with greatfir concentration. Each
consists of a short selection and a comprehension check.
Students are allowed three minutes to read the selection
and answer the check items. There are 150 different
Rate Builders, 15 in each of the 10 reading levels. The
reading levels and the identifyingcolors correspond
to those of the Power. Builders

.The Rate Builder Key Booklets
A) The Rate Builder Key Booklets enable each student tO

correct,his own work as soon as he finishe$

<--
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VI) The Student Record Bqok
A) The'Student Recoil Book provides recolA pages for the

student's resRonses to the.Power Builder and Rate Builder
checks and chairft- on which he graphs his progress

B) The student Record Book also contains the Starting Level
Guide with which the teacher can determine the color
level at which each student should start

C) The Teacher's Handbook c9ntains complete directions and
rationale for the introduction and operation of the
Reading Laboratory. It also contains the Listening
Skill Builders - selections to be mad aloud o help
students understand, retain, and analyze what y hear

VII) The Colored Pencils
A) 'The colored pencils enable students to giaph their

,progress in the color of the level in which they Are
working, making progress obvious at a glance

O
1

.

.0
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PROCEDURE FOR USE

OF THE ISRA READING LABORTRY 3A

1 Administer the Starting Level Guide on pages SLG 1-4 (after
page 34) in the Student Record Book. The paragraph on SLG lv
is an example. Give the child one minute for completion of
this item. See page 15 in the Teacher's Manual for further
directions. Give the child three minutes to read and answeir
the questions for each of the two following passages. Stop ,

the child after each three-minute period has elap'sed and
tell him tb go on to the next passage.. The answers to the
Starting Level Guide areinthe inside back cove of the
Teachervs Manual.

2. Use the chart on page 16 of the Teacher's Manual to direct
the child to the appropriate color. Placement depends upon
the child's grade and the number cirect on the Starting
Level Guide.

3. On the front cover of the Student R cord Book, circle the
color thaethe child will begin at. Each day, circlp the
number of the Power Builder and Rate Builder that the child
has completed. When the child Moves on to another color,
be sure to circle the appropriate color level indicating
this progress on the Daily Progress Chart.

4 Give t:he child all 15 selections for his coloi code and
have him select one of hill; choice. If the child is doing
a Power Builder for the first time, work through the How
Well Did'You Read and the' Learn About Words sections with
him. During the summer session, omit the What's Your Story
items. Once the child has worked with the Power Builders, .

alow him to complete the exercises on his own, giving aseis-
tance when necessary.

5. Record the time that the child begins reading and the' time
that he compldtes the reading selection. Tell the child,to
remind you of this interval by saying start and finish to
designate this period. Also have the child say start and
finish whefi he begins and ends theyritten exercises. Re-
c9rd these intervals on his Student Rigcord Book.

When the child has completed all exercises from his selec-
tion, correct his work using the Power Builder Key Card .

that corresponds with his selection.

7. When the coiYections are completed, the child is given the
Rate Builder which corresponds to the number of the selec-
tion chosen. He is given three minutes to complete the
reading selection and exercises. When the child has com-
pleted this task, correct .his bxercises sing the Rate
Builder Key Booklet containing the apsw s thiat correspond
to each Rate Builder.

\,
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8. The child must reach 90% criterion.on both the Power Builder
and Rate Builder on six consecutive selections in order to
move on to the next color coded level.

9. The child receives aaise for completion of assignment and
edibles and/or points for reaching 90% criterion 1 vel. If
he does, not initially reach 90% criterion, he can go back
and cOrrect his answers. The rationale for all incorrect
responses is then reviewed with the child.

-.10. After completion of the selection, the child charts his
progress on the Power Builder Progress Chart at the back
of his Student Record Book.

11. Have the child record the percentage. correct on the compre,-
hension qu rit stions (How Well-Did You Read?) and the vocaou-
lary questions (Learning About Words), You can use the
conversion table to compute these percentages. 'Use the
colored pencils, which correspend with each reading level,
to make a bar designating the percentage correct (see page
68 in the Student Record Book).

12. Subtract the stzirting time from the ending time to oompute
the reading and workin4 time 'each day. Designate reading

A 0 time with an 0 and woiking time with an X. N,

13. Have the child chart his percentage correct on the Rate
Builder Progress Chart 6n the front cover of the Student
Record Book. Again use the bar lintits with thb appropriate
colored pencil for the child's reading level.

0
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: BEHAVIORAL CRITERION

SRA READING LABORATORY 3A

From the Starting Level Guid th9 1
child is assigned to the appropri-
ate color coded reading selections.

2. The lab manager loolcs at th front: 2.
cover of the child's Student Rec-
ord_ Book to Bstermine his current
reading level.

3. The child is given all 15 ielections 3.
of his appropriate color level.

4The time the child starts and 4.
finishes his reading selections as
well as the time he stapts and
finishes his exercises are rec-
orded.

5. The ch).1d is given any necessary 5.
assistance in completing the
assignment.

6. Wh'en the child has completed the 6.
Power Builder and exercises, his
asSignment is corrected using the
colorttoded Power Builder Keys.

J. The child in then given the Rate 7.
Builder which he completes within
three minutes.

8. The child's Rate Builder exerciseS 8.
are then corrected using the Rate
Builder Answer Key.

9. The child is administered praise,- 9.
paints, snd/or edibles for reach-

. ing 905S criterion level. Re then
gets a second chance to correct
his answers (if he had not ori-
ginally reached criterion level).

10. AlI incorrect .answers ate then 10.
reviewed and the rationale for
the correct answrs is given.

11. The child's progress on the Power 11.
Builder and Rate Builder, as well
as the reading and working time
are then plotted on the Progress
Charts in the Student Record
Books!

226
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SRA VOCABULAB 3

13 Contents
A) 1 Teacher's Handbook
B) 150 Vocabu-builders, 90 of which are duplicates
C) 20 Explorawheels (all duplicates)
D) 16 Key Booklets (all duplicates)

-E) 1 Student Record Booklet
P) 1 Phonograph Record

II) The Teacher's Handbook
A) The Teacher's Handbook is a guide to the use of the_

Vocabulab. Paggs 7-26 are 'most relevant to'the Vocabu-
0lab as used in the Learning Laboratory.

III) The Vocabu-builders
A) There are 60 different Vocabu-builders for 10 interest

areas at 6 levels, k-Fe ranging from the 4th through
9th grade level.' (although all material is geared to
houngsters of junior high school level, grades 7-9).

.

B) Each Vocabu-builder is a four-page illustrated booklet
composed of a story and accompanying exercises.
1) Interest Areas of Selections (pages 39-43, Teacher's

manual)
a) Bringing(People Together
b) History Makers

A c) World of Work
d) Other People, Other Lands
e) Understanding Self and Others
f) The Arts
g) Science and InVention
h) Animals
i) Language

Sports
2) Color Coding

a) Level A - Orange (4th grade)
b) Level B -* Yellow (5th grade)
c) Level C - Green (6th grade).
d) Level D - Blue (7th grade)
e) Level E PUrple (8th grade)
f) Level P - Tan (9th grade)

3) Symbols
a) Each interest area has an easily identifiable-

. symbol so that the student can tell at a glance
-the area_to which a particular. Vocabu-builder
belongs. For example, the symbol representing
an animal footprint indicates the interest area
de-aling With animals.

4) Vocabu-builder Exercises
a) Exercises A and B: determining the meaning of

words through context
b) Exercise C: deals with previxes
c) Exercise D: deals with roots
d) S Exercise E:_deals with suffixes
e) Exercises Fr G, and H: deal with synonyms, homo-

nyms, and antonyms
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f) Exercise I: deals with i4iioms
g) Exercises J,and K: dea -44.th the 1xplrawheel,

constructing words, p6em, figures of speech,
or word categories

IV) The Explorawheel
A) The Explorawheel is a manipulative device that enables

the student to.put together word parts to form whole
words. Each Vocabu-builder has one exercise in which
the Explorawheel must be used

V) The Key Booklet
A) The Key Booklet is,a listing to all scorable exercises

that are a part of each Vocabu-builder
The Student Record Book
A) The Student Record Book COntalms all of the student's

responses to the exercises in the Vocabulab and a record
of his achievements

B) Contents
1) The Star ng Level Guide (pages 14 and 15, Answers.

on pa 37 of the Teacher's Manual) is to be used
as an aid for determining where each studeent is to
start in the laboratory, i.e., Levels A, B, or C

2) The Ending Level Guide (page 26, AnErwers on page 38
of the Teacher's Manual) intended for use at the
conclusion of work in the laboratory

3) The Vocabulab starter which is a samRle Vocabu-
builder to be used by all students as an introduc-
tion to york in the laboratory

4) A section of orientation materials (pages 5-13)
5) A Program Pattern Chartlfor recording the student's

progress in the Vocabulab
VII) The Phonograph Record

A) The record, World of Words, is the audio introduction
to a study of words in general and to the Vocabulab in
particular
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QDRE POR US
.

OP nig SR IWABpLAB 3

1) Have child take the Starting Level Guide on pages 14 and
15 of the. Student Record Book, Correct using answer key
on page 37 of the Teacher's Manuak._

12) The level at which the child misses five or more items out
of a total of 15 is his starting level,

3) Direct the child to the appropriate color keyed selection,
A, BF or C.

4) Give the-child all selections from his appropriate initial
color keyed level.

5) Inform the child that there are 10 different interest areas
(during his first session with use of the kit). Have the
child read through the directory of interest areas on k

pages 8-10 in his Student Record Book. Also inform the
child of the symbols which designate each,interest area.

6) Have the child read the selection. Do thirst set of
exercises with him in order to introduce him to the new
terminology, manner in which questions are written, etc.,
in order to assure that he will be successful with the

0assignment.

7) Introduce the child to the Explorawheel (when the questions
dealing with this device'appear)., Allow the child to turn
the wheel to gain familiarity with its operation. Eielp ,

the child.do the first few exercises that require the use
of this wheel.

*. 8) When the child has completed the exercises, correct his work
using the Key Booklet provided in the kit. _Criterion level,
for these exercises are 2/3 (20 out of 30, 26 out of 40
correct). Allow the child to go beck over his incorrect
answers-if he does not reach criterion level. Then keview
the correct answers with the child in order that he see how

, the ;ewers were achieved.

Record the number correct below
Pattern C4art. Also record thd
was completed.

the total on the Program
date on which the exercise

The child moves on to the next color level qnly after he
reaches criterion on 5 consecutive selections within a
-color level.

After the child has progressed through the entire'Vocabulab,
administer the Ending Level Guide (page 26 of the Student
Record Book, Answers on page 38'of the Teacher's Manual).

If the child misses_5 or more answers on any level (A, Br or
C), have him redo 4 exercises within each level missed. Then
have the child retake the Ending Level Guide to assure that
remediation has occurred.

229
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BEHAVIORAL CRITERION

\, SRA YOCABULAB 3

1) Lab manager administers the Starting Level 1)
Guide and assigns child to the appropriate
starting level, A, BI or C.

2) The lab manager gives the Child all se1ec- 2)
tions from his propriate color coded
level.

3) -The child-is-informed of.thb intereAt _

areas and symbols from each of these

Yes No

0

areas.

4) The lab manager directs the child to. read 4)
the selection.

5) It the child is working with the Vocabulab 5)
for the first time, the lab manager does
the first set of exercises with the child.
If the child is already familiar with the
VocabUlab,.the lab manager assists the
child with exercises when needed (inform-
ing him beforehand that help is available)f:

6) The lab manager and child use the. Explora- 6)
wheel to solve the appropriate dxercises.

7) The lab manager corrects the child's work 7)
using the Key Booklet.

8) If the child reaches crittllrion, he re- 8)

ceives praise and/or edibles for comple-
tion and correctness of.response.. If the
child does not reach cr4erioni he.is

40allowed to go back and correct his work.

9) The lab manageir reviews ail indorrect .9)
answers with the childl

10) The lab manager and child tecord the 10)
number correct below the tqtal in the
Program Pattern Chart at the back of.the
Student Record Book.

MIA
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SRA SPELLING WORD POWER LABORATORY

2b, 2c 3a

4I) Contents
- 1 Teacher. Manual
- 81 .Learning Wheels, 21 of which are duplicates
- 44 Check Tests, 2 each of 22 different tests
- 44 Check Test Key Cards, 2 each of 22-different key cards
- 1 Student Record Book
A) The Learning Wheels

1) 60 different Learning Wheels divided-among the 11
levels of the laboratory. The letters are desig-
nated by color and p3tter (p.g., colors orange
through purple, Le:, Orangb-A, A-1 through A-6).
See-back of Student Record Book. Duplicatts of
the most frequently used learning wheels are prd-
vided

2) Each wheel has two tracks (lists of problems) that
can be(used interchangeably (e.g6, A-1, Tracks I
and II)*.to increase the availability of each wheel.
Track II of a Learning Wheel is printed on'the back
of Track I of a different Learning Wheel.

3) The Homonyms Level (HX-1 through HX-6) is a list )*

of frequently misspelled homonyms (words that sound
the same but are spelled differently and mean dif-
ferent things)

4) The Tricky Words Level (T-1 through T-6) provides
practice with tripublesome words that in many cases
cannot be patterned or co ered by rules

The Check Tests and Key Cards
1) There are 2 Check Tests f r each color level (e.g.,

Check Test A and Check Test AA). Thus if a student
needs a retest at any learning level, he nay use
forms that are equivalent in difficulty. The stu-
dent takes a Check Test after he has completed a ,

color (or letter) level
2) When the Check Test has been completed, the test is

scored with the'appropriate.answer key for that
Key Cards provide the correct answers.for

the Chiyck Test questions
C) The Student &Mord Book

1) TheStudent Record Book contains all the child's
% spelling responses and his record of achievement,

except for his writing .01 misspelled words (which
he does on a separate paper) and hi6 answers to -

the Spelling Achievement Tests. The book contains:
a) a placement guide for determining where each

student is to start in the laboratory
b) a program chart (back cover) to record what

the student has completed and what he'still
needs to study

0) a section of orientation material

231
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d) pages on which the student is t6 write responses
to Learning Wpeel exercises and-Check Tests

e) a Word Usagov'bection _for added instruction and
enrichment, with correction keys

f) discussion pages (will not be used)
D) Performance Levels

03-
1) Spelling Laboratory 2b - Grade Levels 4-5
2) Spelling Laboratory 2c - Levels 6-7
3) Spelling Laboratory 3a

_rade
- Grade Levels 7-9

,0

0
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46.

400.

PROCEDURE POR USE

OF SRA SPELLING WORD POWER LABORATORY 2b, 2c, 3a

1) Lab managers administer the Spelling Placement Guide to
each student.

,

2) From itams incorrect on the Spelling Placement Guide, the
lab manager circles (on the last page of the Student Record
BoOk) those cards that must be completed by the child (e.g.,
if the child gets any items number 1-5 incorrect on the
Spelling Placement Guide, he must do card A-1).

3) The lab manager has the child do Spelling Hints (pages-9
and 10) of the Student Record--Bookl He gives the child
points and edibles for completion, hen corrects the assign-
ment uSing the key on page 21 oT the Teacher's Manual.

4) The lab manager then gives the child Tratbk 1 or ILof the
first Learning Wheel in the child's stafting color.

5) The lab manager has the child read the card an& answer
_ the instructional examples (Al Br Cr Of E) on the Learning

Wheel panel. The lab manager then corrects these examples
(pages 44 and 45 of Teacher's Manual has anwers) before
the child goes on with the rest of the card.

6) If the child gets the examples correct, he continues with
the problems that appear in the window of the Learning
Wheel. If the child gets any of the examples incorrect,
the lab manager explains the spelling concept to the child,
-reviewing the information given on the Spelling Wheel.. .

7) The.child then turns the Spelling Wheel untirthh.first
spelling problem shows in the window of the wheel. The

,

child writes the word on the Learning Wheel record page in
the Student Record Book. He then turns the wheel again
and finds the correct spelling. If the child's spelling
of the word is correct, he moves on to the next word. If
the word is incorrect, he must write the word three times
on a given piece of notebook paper. The child receives
points and edibles for completi of assignment.

8) Wheh the child has completed a rning Wheel, he crossestit out at the back of'his progr chart - A-1 - Track I
0 A-11\- Track II

9) The lab manager then gives the child an oral test on the
words just studied on the Learning Wheel (only when the
child is not about to complete a color level, since at
those times he goes on to assignments ih items 10, 11, and
12). The child receives points and edibles for reaching

. 90% caterion on this oral spelling test. Scores are plotted
and

.

10) When the child completes all Learning Wheels for a given
level, he does the alphabetization page for that level.
The lab manager then corrects the alphabetization page
(using the key on page 62 of the Student Record Book).
The appropriate number of points and edibles are given for
completion of assignment and for reaching 90% criterion
on this exer'cise.

233
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11) After completion of a c9Llor level, the cHild also does a
W9rd Waage page for that level, i.e., A - Wu-1, B - Wu-2,
etc. The child receives points and edibles for completion
of assignment and additional points and edibles for reach-
ing 90% criterion. Answers to Word Usage problems are
located on pages 60 and 61 of the Student Record Booket.

12) Finakly, after the completion of a given color 1evel, the
child takes the Check Test for that level. ThelCheck Test
uses either single or double letters, e.g., A or AA (both
test the same concepts). The child receives points and
edibles for completion of the Check Test and additional
points and edibles for reaching 90% criterion level. The
answers to the Check Tests are located'in the Spelling
Laborato;y box.

13) The child continues in the Spelling Laboratory according
to his,results on the Check Test. If he misses no more
than one word on any Learn;ng Wheel, he moves to the liext
higher color. If he misses more than one word on any Learn-
ing Wheel, he reviews the Learning Wheel for these words,
using Track II if he had used.Track I previously. *

14) If the child must redo one or more Learning Wheels within
a given color, he retakes Check Test 2 (AA for example)
when he has again coMpleted the appropriate Learning Wheels.

15) The Lab Manager plots the child's progress in each.Check
Test on the Progress Chart at the back of the Student
Record Book.

.cr
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BEHAVIORAL CRITERION

SPELLING WORD POWER LABORATORY 2b, 2c,

1. The lab manager looks at Program Chart
of the Student Record Book and-gives
the child Track I or II of the-child's
starting color. .

se 4/

The lab me.tnager has the child read the 2.
card and answer th instructional examples
(A, B, CI Dr V;) oirthe Learning Wheel
panel. .

3. The lab manager theh corrects these 3.
examples before the child goes on with
the rest of the card.

4. If the child gets the examples correct, he 4.
continues with the problems thait appear
in the window of the Learning Wheel. If
the child gets any of the examples incor-
rect, the lab manager explains the spelling
concept to the ctgd, reviewing the infor-
mation given on Spelling wheel.

5. The lab manager has the child turn the 5.
Spelling Wheel until the first spelling
problem shows in the window-Of the wheel.
The child writes thp word on the Learning
Wheel record page in the'Student Record
Book. He then turns the wheel again ahd
finds the correct spelling. 1464412p child's
spelling of the word 'is incorrect, he
must write the word three times on a given
piece.of notebook paper. The child re-
ceives points and edibles for completion
of assignment.

6. When the child has completed a Learning 6.
Wheel, he crosses it out n his Program ,

Chart (at the back of his ecord book).
7. The lab Manager then gives' he child an

oral test on the words just studied on
the Learning Wheel (only whe0-4_the child
is not about to complete a coloir level).
The child receives poknts and edibles for
reaching 90% criterion: Scores are
plOtted on graph provided.

T,

8. Ifthe child fias complet all Learning 8.
Wheels of a given level, h is given the
alphabetization page for at level. The
lab manager then corrects the alpliabeti-

7.?
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zation page). The appropriate number of
points and edibles are given for completion
of assignment and for.reaching 90% criterion
level.

9.. After completion of a color level, the child 9.
also does a word usage page for that level.
The child receives points and edibles for
complet;on.of assignment and additional
points and edibles for reaching 90% criterion
levei.

10. After completion of a given color level: the 10.
child takes the Check Test for that level.
The child receives points and edibles-for.
completion of assignment and additional
points and edibles for reaching 90% cri-
terion level.
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CONSONANT AND VOWEL SOUNDS KIT

I) Contents
A) Sound cassettes combining music, sound effects, and

narration to teach phonics. Each caSsette first intro-
duces the alphabet, then the concept of consonants,
vowels, and diacritical'markings, and the sound of the
letters in the story. The student works along with a
corresponding letter card. The story begins with the
listener, using the Telor and the corresponding visual
cartridge.

B) Visual cartridges, interchangeably used in the Telor,
which-pietorially carry-out the-theme-heard in the--
story portion .of the corresponding sound cassette.
Each akill is individually introduced and pictured.
Then the combiped Skills are,reviewed and tested.

C) Letter cards, which reinforce the alphabet, emphasize
the consonants, utilize diacritical makkings for short

% and long sounds, and direct the user's attention to
the sound of,the.particular letters to be taught in
at lesson. The letter card is used with the corres-

p . ingwartridge .during a-four-minute introductory*4

n atiliti concerning consonants, vowels, pr short and
lo g sounds, prior to the use of the visual cartridge.
lesson with the cassette narrative.

D) Performance evaluators are to be used as posttests for
dEidh specific lesson (consisting of cassette, cartridge,
and letter card.

E) Performance Evaluators are to be used as-pre and post-
tests for each kit (one for each beginning sound, one
for each ending sound, one for each long vowel, and
one for each short vowel).

II) Lesson Contents
A) Consonant Sounds

B)

Lesson:
Lesson:
Ze!isson:

sson:
Lesson:

p-j-d-g (15:10) Sounds of a Party
b-k-c-y (15:53) Sounds of a Beach Party
s-n-f-r (15:17) Sounds of a Parade
h-q-y-w (16:26) Sounds of the.Haunted House
z-l-x-m-t (17109) Sounds of a Trip to.the Zoo

Vowel Sounds,
1) a (16:26) Sounds of Astronaut Abel,'s Trip to the Moon
2) e. (12:16) Sounds of Engineer Edith's Train Ride
"3) i (14:32) Sounds of Invent& Isaac's Laboratory
4) o (15:19) Sounds of OScar Oldtimer's Adventure
5) u (14:56) Sounds of Umpire Uto's Baseball Game
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PROCEDURE FOR USt

OF THE CONSONANT AND VOWEL SOUNDS KIT

1) Administer the total performance evaluator for the Consonant
or Vowel Sounds Kit as a pretest, Total points and/or
edibles are given.

2) Give child the appropriate lesson materials consisting of
cassette, cassette player; Telor programmed learning aid
(blank button)k cartridge, and letter card;.-N,

3) Place cassette in player for child and assure that letter
card and four-minute-initial narration appropriately corres-
pond.

4) Be sure that after.the four-minute initial narration that
the child begins using the Telor programmed learning aid
and cartridge along with the subsequent narration.

5) Specify to the child that he must inform you when the lesson
has ended.

6) Turn off the cassette player and administer praise, points,
and/or edibles for completion of assignment.

7) Administer the appropriate performance evaluator as a post-
test for the lesson.

8) If the child receives a criterion level of 90% or above,
praise, 1000 points, and/or an edible are additionally'
administered.

9) The child and lab manager then plot the child's score on
the graph provided.

10) When the child completes each kit, the total pe.*formance
evaluator is agairadministered. Appropriate point totals
and/or edibles are giuen for completion and additional
points, praise, ind/or edl)oles are given for reaching 90%
criterion. Pre and posttest scores are then graphically
represented:

CM,
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BEHAVIORAL CRITERION TEST

. CONSONANT AND VOWEL SOUNDS' KIT

Date:

Yes - No

1) The lat-'fflanager initially administers 1)
the Consonant or Vowel Sounds Kit pretest
evaluator.

2) The lab manager gives the child the appro- 2)
priate lesson materials consisting of the
-cabsette, cassette player, Telor pro-
grammed learning aid (-bLank button), car-
tridge, and letter

3) The lab manager places the cassette in 3)
player and assures that the letter card
and four- nute narration appropriately
cortespon

4) The lab manager assures that after the 4)
four-minute initial narration the child
begins using the Telor programmed learning
aid and cartridge along with'the subse-
quent narration.

5) The lab malager specifies that the child 5)
inform him when the lesson has ended. .

6) The lab manager turns off the cassetts and 6)
administers praise, points, and/or an edible
for completion of assignment.

7) The lab manager administers the performance 7)
evaluator as a posttest for the lesson. -

8) If the child achieves 90% criterion, the 8)
lab manager administers an additional 1000
points, praise, and/or an,edible.

9) The child and-lab manager plot the child's 9)
score on the graph provided.
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ARITHMETIC INVOLVEMENT SERIES

(ADDITION, SUBTRACTION, MULTIPLICATION, DIVISION,
FRACTIONS, DECIMALS, CONCEPTUALIZATION, AND

MATHEMAGIC (BEGINNING *ALGEBRA)

I) Contents
A) Telor programmed learning aid - hand-held, individualized

instructional device (Leterred ABCD)
B) Interchangeable cartridges in which each frame requires

a response. If the child'slides the appropriate selector
forward, the frame will advance. If not, the frame will
remain.

C) Posttests which examine the c.ANtent presented in the
cartridges.

II) Contents of Cartridges
A) No. E01 - Addition and Subtraction

(Cartridges E01-11 through E01-20)
B) Posttests after cartridges:

1) E01-11, EOl-12
2) E01-13, E0l-14
3) E01-1.5, E01-16
4) E01-17, E01-18
5) EOl-19, E01-20
6) Give Diagnostic Test of Computational Skills Kit

(Addition and Subtraction of Whole Numbers) to
.place the child on the appropriate further exercises
in the above kit

C) No, E02 - Multiplication
(Cartridges E02-11 through E02-12)

D) Posttests after cartridges:
1) E02-ll, E02-12
2) E02-13, E02-14
3} E02-15
4) E02-16, E02-17
5) E02-18, 402-19
6) E02-20
7) Give Diagnostic,Test of Computational Skills Kit

(Miatiplication of Whole Numbers) to place the
child on the appropriate further exercises in the
above Kit

E) No. E03 - Division
(Cartridges E03-1 through E03-10)

F) Posttests after cartridges:
1) E03-11, E03-2
2) E03-.3, E03-4, E03-5
3) E03-6, E03-7, E03-8
4) E03-9, E03-10
5) Give Diagnostic Test of Computational Skills Kit

(Division of Whole Numbers) to place the child on
the appropriate further exvcises in the above kit

G) No. E04 - Fractions
(Cartridges E04-1 through B04-9)



H) Posttests after cartridges:
1) E04-1, E04-2
2) E04-3
3) E04-4, E04-5
4) E04-6, E04-7
5) E04-8, E04-9, E04-10
6) Give Diaghostic Test of Computational Skills Kit

(Addition, Subtraction, Multiplication, and Division
of Fractions) to further place child

1) No. $01 - Understanding Decimals
(Cartridges S01-1 through 801-10)

J) Posttests after given cartridges:
1) 501-1 Place Value RevieW
2) 801-2 Learil -about 10ths--
3) Decimals and 100ths (501-3)
4) Using Decimals (S01-4)
5) Problems and Practice (801-5)
6) Work with Decimals (801-6)
7) Decimals: Fractions and Division (801-7)
8) More on Multiplication (S01-8)
9) Equivalent Decimal Fractions (801-9)

10) Division by Decimals (S0171,q)
11) Give Diagnostic Test of Computational Skills Kit

(Decimals) to further place child
K) No. S03 Mathemagic (Algebraic Series for Advanced Students)

(Cartridges 503-1 through 803-5)
L) Posttests after given cartridges:

1) 503-1 How Do Magic Squares Work
2) 503-2 Be Your OwneMagic Square Maker
3) S03-3 Sums of Ser.:rest How to Add Without Adding
A) 803-4 Sums of Series: How to Co-tart-Without Counting
5) 803-5 Count by Matching

M) EOM -.Basic Math Concepts
(Cartridges EOM-1 through EOM-15)

N) Posttests after given cartridges:
1) EOM-1 Sets 1
2) E0M-2 Sets 2

Addition and Subtraction Concepts 1 (EOM-3)
4) Addition.and Subtraction Concepts 2 (EOM-4)
5) Multiplication Concepts 1 (EOM-5)
6) Multiplication Concepts 2 (E0M-6)
7) Division Concepts 1 (EOM-7)
8) Division Concepts 2 (E0M-8)
9). Understanding Fractions 1 (EOM-9)

10) Understanding Fractions 2 (EOM-10)
11) Primes and Divisibility (EOM-11)
12) Addition and Subtraction of Fractions 1 (EOM-12)
13). Addition and Subtraction of Fractions 2 (EOM-13)
14) MUltiplication and Division of Practions.14E0M-14)
15) Multiplication and Division of Fraction$ 2 (EOM-15)
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PROCEDURE FOR USE

OF THE ARITHNETIC INVOLVEMENT SERIES

1) Child is greeted and told that he will be working on the
Arithmetic Involvement Serles (Addition, Subtraction, Multi-
plication, Division, or FraCtions).

.2) Child isthen given the Telor Learning Aid an4 the appropri-
atecartildge. The cartridge is placed in the learning aid
by the lab manager.

3) The lat; manager must be sure that the first frane of the
.

cartridge_ shows through_ths aperture (this is-shown-by the'-
title of the cartridge appparning on the frame).

4) The child is shown how to work the first) two examples (i.e.,
if he gets the correct ansWer, the frame will advance, if
he doesItot, it will remain).

5) The child is also told that if h needs help on any of the
problems, he should consult the lab manager.

6) The child i*cords his answer to each frame on the paper
provided. (The child's name, date, frame number, and arith-
metic skill shduld also bp recorded on this paper.)

7) After the child completes' one cartridge, he either receives
a posttest (if one comesjafter the cartridge just completed,
or a second or third cartridge, after which he receives the
posttest. The child isfYiven a maximum of 20 minutes per
cartridge.

8) After the
compassed
and/or an
(praise).

completion 0 each
by each postOst),
edible, as well as

set of cartridges (those en-
the child is given 5000 points,
much social reinforcement

9) After the child Compliltes the posttest, the lab-manager and
child correct the te4t.

10) If the child reacheWa 90% criterion level, he receives an
additional 1000 poiOts and/or an edible.

11) The child and lab Manager then plot the percentage correct
on the child's progress chart (percenta.ge is explained to
the child, e.g., "you received 27 put of 30 corrct, that's

12) When the child completes an entire set of cartridges, he
takes the appropriate Diagnostic Test of the Computational'.

........................................... Skills Kit. pe next steps are given under the.procedure

fOr-the.Conputational.Skills Kit. "4
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kHAVIORAL CRITERION TEST

ARITHMETIC INVOLVEMENT SERIES

1. Child is given Telor programmed learning aid 1
and appropriate cartridge.

2. Lab manager assures that first frame of car- 2.
tridge appears in aperture.-

3. Child is shown how to work firpt two
examples.

4. Child 16 told that if he needs he.lp,'he 4.
should consult the lab manager.

5. Child is given_weper to record answers. 5.

6. Child is given a maximum time periqd .of 20 6.
minutes. Rer cartridge.

7.- After abmp%ption of one-three cartridges, the 7.
child recefVe6 praise, points, and/or edi-
'bles for completion of assignment.

6. Child is then administered posttest. 8.

9. Child %and lab manager correct posttest. 9.'

10. Child is given praise, points, and/or 10.
edibles for reaChing 90% criterion.

11. Child and lab manager plot child's progress. U.

Criterion Score: 11/11

A,*
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COMPUTATIONIV., SKILLS DEVELOPMEI1T KIT

A) Six pads of Diagnostic Tests ranging from addition with
whole numbers to'decimals and percentages

B) Pour color groups of exercise cards, blue for whole
numbers, yellow for fractional numbers, aqua .for deci-
mal numerals, and an for per&entages

C) 16 reference cards, one for each of-the skill areas
(which briefly explains the mechancct of each computa-
tion)

D) Student Record Books, w hich contain:
1) lane Surveyl'est--Part 1 coverm computation With

whole numbers and fractional numerals; Part 2 covers
computation with decimal numerals and percentages.
The Survey Test WAS designed to uncover the student's
arithmetic strengths and weaknesses.

2) 16 Progress Tests ti) Andicate the progress made in
each of the skill areas.

3) One individual student record on.which the child
recerds his progress on each progress test taken

II) The Survey Test
A) An ainventory. of computational skills (pages of Student

Record Book - only Part 1 is appropriate for Learning
House youngsters) 4.1

B) From the prqlems that are incorrect on the survey test,
the child is 'assigned to one of 16 diagnostic tests'.
See page 9 of the Teacher's Manual and pages 28 and 29
of the StudemE Record Book on how to assign child to
the appropriate diagnestic test

III) The Diagnostic Tbst0
A) The Diagnostic Test directs the child to the appropriate

exercise cards. Each numbered item on the diagnostic
test corresponds to an exercise card. Those numbered
items which are incorrect are recorded on page 29 of
the Student Record Book. It ib these exercise cards,
within each area; that the child must complete before
he takes.the progress test for the skill area

IV) The Reference Cards'
A) The reference cards review the basic computational pro-

cedures and demonstrate how to perform the computations
given on the 9xercise cards in each skill area

V). The Exercise Cards
A) After the child has completed the Diagnostic Testi he

begins the appropriate exercise card. He places a paper
under the card, works the examples in the aperture, and
then corrects his exAmples with answers on the opposite
side of :the page
If the child completes the exercise in a-position, his
answers will appear on the opposite side in c-pOtitiorq
if he completes the exbrcise in b-position, his andwers
will appear on the opposite side in d-position

244



VI) The Progress Tests
A) When the child has completed all the needed exercise

cards in a given skill area, he takes the progress
test fox that area

B) If the child receives 70% or below on the progress
test, he must be redirected to the appropriate exer-
cise cards for further practice in that area

The Student Record Book
A) Am iteme-by-item analysis of the child's score on the

Survey Test
B) Ari item-by-item analysis ot the child's dcore on each

4agno8tic test
C) A record of each set of exercises completed
D) Theprogress test scores

4

0
s

9t.a,

46f

4

st
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PROCEDURE FOR COMPUTATIONAL SKILLS DEVELOPMENT KIT

1) The Survey Test will initially be administered to each child
above grade 4.

2) Children Will initially be assigned to the fundamental skill
areas taught through the Arithmetic Involvement Series.

3) After completion of all cartridges and posttests for a
given skill, the child will yeceive the Diagnostic Milt
for the kit in which he has received instruction (e.g.r a
child completing the multiplication cartridges would re-
cgive the multipli6ation diagnostic test).

4) The Diagnostic Test will determine which exercises the
child must complete.

5) The child then completes.all exercises within the skill area
(a paper is placed underthe exercise (in position a or b).
The child never writes on the exercise card itself.

6) After completion of each exercise card, the child receives
points and/or an edible, and much praise for completion of
work.

7) The child and lab manager then correct the exft-cise card
(in pas.ition c or d) and the child receives an additional
1000 points and/or an edible if he receives 90% or above

* on the exercise card.
8) The lab manager and,child then plot the percentage -6rrect

on the exercise card, .an he grhph provided.
9) After completion of all exercise cards within a given skill

area (the child will be given 25 minutes to complete each`
exercise card), he then takes the progresIptest fOr the.;
skill area just practices..

10) If the child does not reach 90% or better on the progress
test, he must go babk and complete additional exercises in
that area. (When the child does not reach 90% on an exer-
cise card, he must also repeat that exercise card until 90%-
criterion level is reached.)

11) If the child is taking a progress test, he will receive
points and/orsan edible far pompletion of the assignment.
If he receives 90% or above an this test, he receives an
additional 1000 points and/or an edible.

12) After the child has completed the progress test in a skill
area (to criterien), he returns to the Arithmetic Involve-

,
ment Se for exercise in the-funqamental skills of a
subsequ4 skill area (order of skill areas to be completed
by Ta ries, Brian, and Chris (multiplication, division,
fractions anceptualization, addition, and subtraction)
(order of skill areas to be completed by David - addition,
subtraction, multiplication, Arithmetle Involvement Series
orily, division, Arithmetic Involvement Series only, concep-

. tualization).
14) After completipg the,c4rtrides and posttests in each,skill

area of the Arithmqticttwolvement Series, the child moves
on tdthe diagnostc test, exercise cards, and progress
test's of the Computational Skills Kit.
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Name:

'BEHAVIORAL CRITERION TEST

COMPUTATIONAL SKILLS DEVELOPMENT KIT

Date:

1. The child is administered the Survey-Test_ 1.
(Part 1) and Diagnostic Test of the Com-
putational Skills Development Kit.

2. The child is assigned to the appropriate 2.
, exercise card in the Computational-Skills

Development Kit. Those exercises within
Vfie skill area in question are .cbosen frOm
those recorded on page 29 of the Student
Record Book.

3. The child is given one of the exercise cards 3.
needed for remediation and a paper is
placed under the exercise card in position
a or b.

4. The child is given 25 minutes for completion 4.
of the exercise card.

5. After completion of each exercise card,
the child receives points, edibles, and
praise for completion of work.

6. The child and lab BlOager then correct 6.
the exercise card (in position c or d)
and the child receives an additional 1000
points and/or an edible for receiving 90%
or above on the exercise card.

7. The lab manager and child then plot the 7.
percentage correct on the exercise card,
on the graph 'provided.

5.

2,

a,

Yes No
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Supplementary Arithmetic Series

1) Sullivan Mathematics Series (California State Series)
A) Contents

1) Programmed workbooks in the following areas of
mathematics;
a) Book 1 (Basic Addition)
b) Book 2 (Advanced Addition)
c) Book 3 (Subtraction)
d) Book _4 Multiplication)
e) Book 5 (Division)
f) Book 6 (Fractions)
g) Book 7 (Decimals)
h) Book 8 (Measuremant)

11), Commercially Sold Flashcards
A) Contents

1) Addition
2) Subtraction
3) Multiplication
4) Division

;
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APPENDIX 5

SYLLABLES

worA I )(
Say the o ulation It is not just one sound. In saying

it you stopped s g y ree times-in order to change s ds,
The word,is broken int four natural pieces:

pop u la tion

These natural pieces of a spoken word are called syllables.

Understanding the way syllables are made will help you
in spelling and in learning to read new words. What rules can
we find out about them?

Every syllable must have one vow4l sound. Count the sylla--
bles in these words:

0
r'

head ledge

night playing

nation lovely

0

0

.0

treatment pianoMO.".

fullness beautiful

fiddle

various

weight

apple

.;

Can you see that two or more vowels standing together-
and makins one sound are part of one s llable? For example,
ea in head, ea in treat, eau in beau and ei in weight.

'Can you see that the endings are syllables by themselves?'
4\

tion ing dl4

ment ly pie

ness ful ous

(Cont..)



4A' GENERAL RULES FOR DIVIDING WORDS INTO SYLLABLES:

1. If a word has only bne vowel sound, it has only one syllable.
Circle the words, with only one syllable.

4b

watch ,

opal

height

able

plane

dead

deadly

kitchen

Write three one-syllable words:

.t
large

flight

slide

caught

2. Divide between two like or "twin" consonants standing to-
gether. For example, vc/cv. Also there's:

ap/ple

of/fer

fid/dle

nar/row

Can you divide these words?

common

ppttern

cotton

banner 4411ar

rotten doffee

button suppose

3. Usually we divide between two unlike consonants standing
together Ivc/cv) unless they make a blend as cb, sh.

pub/lish con/test

car/pet lum/ber

Divide these words into syllables:

cutlet person tablet

picture signal escape

harvest members , perhaps

4. In words which hOe one consonant between two vowels (vcv),
divide before the consonant if the vowel sopud is long.

o/bey e/ven pi/rate

si/lent

DiVide these words into syllables:

pilot open among

spider divide select

behave again famous

Or-
A,00

40 7r
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APPENDIX 6

THE NUMBER LINE

2)

=KO.

Write in the missing
numbers

Ow 4040. 4,1111.4 11.1. Van.

Write in the missirig
numbers

25 29

Write in the
3) 0

missing numbers

4)

er

=1.0 WM. YR. offlYeel 4.4

75 80 00

Write in the missing numbers,

Write in the missing numbers
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Write in the missing numbers

7) --M-7-ffi Write in the missing numbers

8) 10 14 .Wtite in the mlaming illifttbdrd

9) Write in the missing numbers

10) Write in the missing numbers

Write in the'
11) missing numbersmaamoam

12) Write in.the missing numbers

13)

A

f)t,
k).e:

Write in the
missing numbers
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0

19)

15)

..1170=
Write in the 74,

missing numbebe

0

0

0

0

0

.4

Write i the misaing
numbers

Write in the missing numbers16) 1-2/4

Write in the missing numbers17)

Write in the18) 3 8 missing numbers

Write in the19)
missing numbers

Write in the missing numbers
20) WSW.

or-
4,-o a
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NUMBER SYSTEMS

1) The numbers or digits in our decimal place value system
are 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8/ 9.

Iltme the numbers in our decimal place value system.

wie! masa an. ./No Ma.
How many numbers are there?sop

2) The numbers between 6 and 12 are 7, 8, 9, 10, 11. The
number(s) between 9 and 11 are/is

3) The numbers'between 20 and 30 are

4) The numbers between 28 and 33 are

5) The number halfway between 20 and 30 is 25.

Fo
rbet&

25 ao
3above

There are numbers above and numbers below .

6) The number halfway between 30 and 40 is .

7) The number halfway be6men 10 and 20 is

8) The number halfway between 60 and 80 is .

A

9) The number halfway between 0 and 100 is
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10) Nunbers can be named in many 'way For example, two tens
and eight ones can be named as 28. 28 can also be named
as 28 ones;

Three hundreds, six tens,Sand eight,ones can be named as 368.

Two hundreds, twelve tens, and six ones can be named as 236.

200 - two hundreds (2 x 100)
120 - twelve tens (12 x 10)

6 - six ones (6 x 1)

, Sixty-five tens can be named as 650 (65 -x 10)
Fifty-three tens can be named as (53 x 10)

11) One hundred, sixteen tens and nine ones.can be named as

100 one hundred (1 x 100)
160 sixteen tens (16 x 10)
9 9 nine ones ( 1 x 9)

12) Write the numeral for

Eighty-six tens

13) Six ones and nine tens

14) Three ones, eight hundreds, and no tens-

15) One hundred, forty-eight tens, and zero ones

one hundred (1 x
48 tens (48 x T-
zaro ones (0 x )

1.1.K.1.1.4.2416
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16) Five Is, six hundreds, zero tens, and six ones

17) Seven thousands, zero hundreds, eight tens, and five ones

//
18) Five hundred, eighteen tens, and six ones

500 five hundreds (5 x )

eighteen tens (18 x-----)
71, six ones (6 x )007.

aoss1.4016.11m

19) Nine hundreds,/sixteen tens, and six ones

nine hundreds ( x )PM awimW.

sixteen tens ( x
six ones ( X )IRESICIII. .. .1.11,610.0

20) Nine thousand fifty-one

21) Count by fives starting with 80.

80, 85, 90, 95,

22) Count by fives starting with 50.

50 60 70 80.

23) Count by fives starting with 16.

16 26 41

24) Count by tens starting with 18.

18 38



25) Count by 30's starting with 8.

8
0}2.0172. 41.96.

26) Count by 20's starting with 22.

22
grytombcf

27) If a number is multiplied.by 101 a zero is added. If a
number is divided by 101 a zero is subtracted.

Examples: 80 x 10 m 800
6 x 10 m GO

700 x 10 m 7000
800 4. 10 m 80
60 + 10 m 6

7000 + 10 m 700

What is 20 x 10?

28). What,is 62 x 10?

29) What is 59 x 10?

30) What is 103 x 10?

31) What is ,80 +

32) What is 500 + 10?

33) What is 8000 + 10?

34) .What is 101000 + 10?

If a number is multiplied by 101
how many zeros are added?

If a number is divided by 10/
how many zeros are subtracted?

25



+MAN,

0

35) If a number is multiplied py 100, two zeros are added. If
a number is divided by 100, two zeros are subtracted.

.

36Y

37)

38)

39)

40)

10 41)

0

Examples: 6 x 100 = .600 .

80 x 100 7., 8000
48 x 100 = 4800

600 100 n 6

8000 46 100 = 80
4800 4. 100 = 48

What is 9 x 100? g

tit

What is 50 x 100?

What is 68 x 100?

What is 200 T 100?

What is 7000 100?

What is 80,000 -I- 100?

42) 100 - 10 = 100
-10

43) 1000 - 10 =

44) 2000 - 10 =

45) 3000 - 100 =

at.tittitAttitte-Liat

SUBTRACT

If a number is multiplied by 100,
how many zeros are added?

If a number is divided by 100,
how many zeros -are subtracted?

258
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46) 40Q0 - 10
.t

* '"
. v°4

s .

a.0...1.1161{7.1:p.

47) 5000 - 100=

48) 6000 - 10 = 4

49) 7000 - 100

50) 8000 - 10
...111.../}11.

259
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APPENDIX 7

Name:
Date:.

4,

0 We are'interested in your feelings about the following statements
concerning Behavior Modification. Reach each statement carefull
and decide how ypu feel about it, Please respond to each item
whether or not you have had direct experience with Behavio
Modification.

A

If you strongly agree with the statement, encircle SA below
the statement.
If you agree, encircle A below the statement.
If you are undecided or uncertain, encircle ? belowthe
statement.
If you 4sagree, encircle D below the statement.
If you sVongly gii.sagree, encircle SD below the statement.

1. The benefits of Behavior Modification have been exaggerated.
SA A ? D SD

2. Behavior Modification has unlimitpd possibilities.
SA A ? D SD

3. .I wish my education was accomplished under Behavior Modifi-
cation methods.

SA A 7 D SD
4. Behavior Modification is unable to meet the demands of-a

complex social order.
SA A 7 D SD 0

The extra time involved in dispensing rewards is worth the
improvement seen as a result of using Behavior Modification.

SA A D SD
6, Behavior Modification causes too much friction among the

children in the classroani.
SA A SD

7. Behavior Modification helps a child learn how to cope with
his environment.

SA A -SD
More money should-be spent on Behavior Modification programs.

SA A ? D SD
9. Behavior Modification makes a child stop working when rewards

are not available.
SA A D SD

10. Behavior Modification strengthens moral development.
SA A ? D SD

11. Behavior Modification will advance education to a higher level.
SA A SD

12. More people would support (f or) Behavior Modification if
,they knew more about it.

SA A ? D
13. Behavior Modification enable o*-make the beAt possible

use of our lives.
SA A 7 0 SD 14,4'

260
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14. All teachers should be prohibited-from using Behavior Modi-
fication in their classrooms.

. SA A D SD
15. Behavior Modification is just another name for tyranny.

SA A ID SD
16. The added expense involved in purchasing rewards is not

worth the eventual gain from a program of BehaVior Mofi-
fication.

SA
17. Behavior

SA
18. Behavior

SA
19. Behavior

children.
SA

A SD
ModificaAkon improves overall classroom conditions.
A D SD'
Modification aids learning.
A 2 D . SD

Modi,fication helps to improve relationships between

A
20. Behavior Modification

SA A

SD
helps to produce desired behavior.

SD
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APPENDIX 8

PRETEST

BEHAVIORAL PRINCIPLES, STANFORD DIAGNOSTIC TEST,
AND CURRICULUM MATERIALS

1. Grandma's Rule involving activity reinforcers is called:
a) Contingency Reinforcement
b) The Fechnerian Principle
c) Token Reinforcement System
d) The Premack Principle

2. A stimulus that has not been previously paired wi a re-
inforcer, is presented following a response, and ncreases
the frequency of that response (strengthens tbe esponse)
is:

4a) an unconditioned punisher
b) ,an unconditioned reknforcer
c) a conditioned punisher
d) a conditioned reinforcer

3. How can children accidentally be trained into bad habits?
a) by,never reinforcing the child
b) by giving in when the child misbehaves
c) by reinforcing intermittently
d) by continuously reinforcing the child

4. 'Shifting criteria and differential reinforcement are the
essential features of:
a) a token system
b) behavioral analysis
c) reinforcement of successive-approximations
d) none of these

5. Punichment causes:
a) escape and avoidance behavior
b) high rates of negative behavior
c) high rates of positive behavipr
d) none of these

6. Contingency can best be defined as:
a) Reinforcer oi (punisher) B will be given for any response

that occurs
b) If and only if response A occurs will reinforcer B be

given
c) If and only if response A occurs"will reinforcer or

punisher B be given
d) A rule or specified relationship

22
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7. !kctivity reinforcers can best be defined as:

a) enjoyable games
b) privileges
c) conditioned reinforcers
d) none of these

8. What is time-out?
a) isolating the child from other people for a period og

time
b) Rlacing the child in the hall or sending him to the

principle
c) cutting off the possibility for all reinforcement for

a period of time
d) punishing the child for undesirable behavior

9. On what type of reinforcement schedule do'slot machines
pay off?
a) variable interval
b) . variable ratio
c) fixed interval
d) fixed ratio

10. How can the teacher reduce the need for special reinforce-
ment systems in the future?
a) praise frequently and appropriately
b) always pair the giving of tokens and payoffs with

praise comments
c) always use activity reinforcers with token reinf9rcers
d) praise intermittently.to build up responses strongly?it

resistent to extinction

11. Scores on the Stanford .Diagnostic Test are expressed as:
a) raw scores, age scores, and stanines
b) raw scores, percentiles and grade equivalents
c) raw scores, percentiles, and grade scores

-d) raw scores, grade scores, and stanines

12. The Stanford Diagnostic Reading Tests do not measure:
a) blending
by syllabication
c) sound discrimination
d) spelling

13. The reading comprehension subtest of the Stanford Diagnostic
Test is divided into two portions. These are:
a) rate of reading and factual 0
b) literal'and NAord usage
c) literal and inferential
d) none of these

14. The rate of reading sdbtest is scored by:
a) counting the number of correct responses
b) counting the number.of responses
c) subtracting the number of errors from the number correct
d) none of these
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15. Time limits for the Stanford Diagnostic Test:
a) can be extended
b) must be rigidly Adhered tot but the test can be termi-

nated early if all pupils have completed the given
subtest

c) must be rigidly adhered to and cannot 'be extended or
shortened under any circumstance

d) none of these

16.

17.

18.

i
1 A e

1

19.

10

20.

21.

22.

T e two subtests'of the Stanford Diagnostic Test in which .

g de scores are pre-/Idea are:
a) conceptualization and fractions
b) computation and number facts
c) computation and conceptualization
d) none of these

All subtests of the Stanford Diagnostic Tests should be
given:
a) at one time
b) in separate sittingd
c) in two days
d) none of these

Which of these areas are not tested in the Number Facts
subtests of the Stanford Diagnostic Arithmetic Test?,
a) addition
b) fractions
'cr carrying
d) division 4

Which subtests of the Stanford Diagnostic Arithmetic Test
will fourth' to sixth grade children find most difficult?
a) cOmmon fractions - understanding
b) common fractions - computation
c) decimal fragtions and percent
d) algebraic operations

What scoring system is particularly meaningful for the
Stanford Diagnostic Arithmetic Test?
a) stanines

*b) grade- equivalents
c)- grade scores
d) raw scores

The Reading Checks of the Reading Attainment Systems evaluate:
a) word usage
b) comPrehension
c) word attack 'skills
d) vooebulary

The Reading Attainment Systems are'color coded according to:
a) interest area.
b) bkill 41 9.4

c) reading level
d) vocabulary



23. A student using the Computational Skills Develolinent it
first takes the:
a) diagnostic tesU
b) sUrvey test
c) progress test
d), none of these

24. Using the Computational Skills Kit, the.student answers
the exercise'cards:
a) in-his record book
b) on a piece of paper placed uller.the example
c) on the disposable exercise card
d) on the pad provided

25. After the student takes the placement guide of the SRA
Spelling Laboratory, he is assigned to:
a) tracks
b) lettered learning wheels
c) check tests
d) alphabetization exercises

26. Additional components of the SRA Spelling Laboratory do
not include:
Ttr- tricky words
b) homonyms
c) synonyma
d) word usage,and alphabetization

N.

27. The SRA Reading Laboratory should be used with students in
grades: -

a) 2-4
b) 3-6
c). 7-9
d) all levels

28. The Enrich Arithmetic Involvement System uses:
a) Learning Wheels.
b) Telor programmed learning aids
c) S.tudent Record Books
d) none of these

29. What does the Consonant and Vowel Sounds Xits utilize after
the completion ofi each lesson?
a) a learning wheel
b) a cassette lesson evaluator
c) a duplicating master evaluator
d). none of these

30. Which of these arithmetic kits contains a conIceptualization
unit?
a) Arithmetic Involvement Series (nactions)"
.b) Arithmetic Involvement $.eries (Decimals)
'c) Computational Development Kit
d) None of these
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FINAL CRITERION TEST

Name:

Date:

1. A stimulus that has not been previously paired with a re-
inforcer, is presented following a response, and increases
the frequency of that response (strengthens the response) is:
a) ,an unconditioned punisher
b) an unconditioned reinfercer
c) a conditioned vanisher
d) a conditioned reinforcer

Activity reinforcers can best be defined as:
a) enjoyable games
b) privileges
c) conditioned reinforcers
d) none of these

3. The reinforcement schedule in which the organism receives
a reinforcer after a fixed number of responses is called:
a) fixed interval
b) variable ratio
c) fixed ratio
d) variable interiml

Which is not a major criterion for a good behavioral objective?
a) accomplishable
b) observable
c) socially relevant
d) functional

5. Extinction is said to have occurred when:
a) there is a withholding of reinforcement for a response
b) the response is prevented from occurring for a period

of time
c) there is a gradual reduction in the rate of a conditioned

response as a result of the withholding of reinforcement
for that response

d) the response is allowed to occur with reinfofcement

6. Target behaviors can be measured as:
a) pre and posttreatment behaviors
b) frequency and duration targets
c) frequency and obseryaokile targets

.

simultaneoug and sequential targets

7. Negative reinforcrent is:
ar punishment
b)- removal of a negative reinforcement contingency upon a

behavior
c) removal of a positive reinforcer upon punishment
d) escape and avoidance behavior.

a
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8.. Extinction occurs most rapidly when:
a) unpredictable intermittent reinforcement is administered
b) predictable intermittent reinforcement is administered
c) continuous reinforcement is administered
d) fixed interval reinforcement is administered

r
9. How can punishment be effectively utilized?

a) Avoid the use of an aggressive.model; give a warning
gignal; ppnish infrequently

b) Arevent escape and avoidance from the source of punish-
mpnt; use time-out; avoid the use of an aggressive
mpdel

c) minimize the need for future punishment; avNid an
aggressive model; use reinforcement *lost of the time

d) prevent escape and avoidance from the source of punish-
ment; minimize the need for future punishment; avoid
the use of an aggressive model

9

0

10. Two features of this reinforcement schedule are, below:
1) once the organism makes the response, he responds as

fast as he can until he completes the requirements; and
2) there is a post reinforcement pause.
Answers:
a) fixed interval
b) fixed ratio
c) variable interval
'd) variable ratio

11. The Reading Attainment System does not consist of:
a) gr'aded reading selections
b) Reading Checks
c) Spelling Checks
d) A pronunciatim all chart

12. The Reading Attain1nent System does not test the following
comprehension ski Ls:
a) understandir4 of the story as a whole
b) factual in rmatien
c) inferential information
d) none of these

13. The Survey Test in the Computational Skills Kit directs the
child to:
a) the Diagnostic Tests
b) exercise cards
c) Progress Tests
d) the Student Record Book

14. The answers to the exercise cards in the Computational Skills
Kit are found:
a) in the a or b position
b) in the c or d position
c) next to each item %
d) none of these
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15. The Check Tests of the SRA Spelling Laboratory are assigned:
a) after thechild completes each learning wheel
b) after the child completes'each set of lettered wheels
c) after the child responds correctly to 90% of the items

on an oral spelling test
d) none of these

16. The S S elling Laboratory contains:
a) lette learning wheels
b)) exercise cards
c) audio-visual materials
d) cartridges

17. The duplicating masters of the Arithmetic Involvement Series
are coordinated with specific:
a) cartridges
b) frames
c) units
d) exercises

18. The SRA Vocpbulab III should be used with students in
grades:
a) 4-6
b) 7-5
c) all levels
d) none of these

Which of these arithmetic kits containg a conceptualization
unit?
a) Arithmetic Involvement Series (Division)
b) Arithmetic Involvement Series (Figactions)
c) Computational Skills Development Kit
d) none of these

20. The Consonant and Vowels Sounds Kit does not.contain:
a). cassettes
b) cartridges
c) keyed duplicating masters
d) learning wheels

21. The Vocabulary subtest of the Stanford Diagnostic Reading
Test is administered:
a) through written instructions
b) orally
c) the Stanford Diagnostic Test does pot measure Vocabulary

22E se
d) none of these

22. The Syllabication subtest of the Stanford Diagnostic Tests
asks the pupil to indicate:
a) all the Syllables contained in the word
b) only the initial syllable
c) the first and last syllables
d) none of these
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23. The Sound Discrimination ubtest requires that the pupil;
a) find the sound designated in one word, in one of three

others
b) recognize 'the sounds of designated letters
c) find the beginning and ending sounds of designated words
d) none of these

24. The Blending subtest is:
a) the easiest word recognition skill tested in the battery
b) the most difficult word tecognition skill tested in the

battery
,c) measured in grade equivalents
d) none of these

25. The Stanford Diagnostic Teat in Reading provides:
a) a total grade score for the entire test
b) a total stanine score for the entire test
c) separate scores for each subtest and no total score
d) none of these

26. In administering the 4tanford Diagnostic Test in Arithmetic,
if the child encounters words that are difficult for him to
read:
a) 'the administrator should tell him that no help on the

test can be given
b) the administrator should help the child with the words
c) 'the administrator should help him with the words as

wen as the arithmetic proCess involved
d) none of these

27. The ratings used with the Number Facts subtest of the
Stanford Diagnostic ArithmetiF, Test are:
a) stanines
b) gr4de scores .

c) verbal descriptions
d) grade equivalents

28. ,Which of the following areas are not covered in the Number
Systems and Operations subtest of the Stanford Diagnostic
Arithmetic Test?
a) number line
b) properties of operations
c) identity elements %
d) none of these

29. The arithmetic areas that are combinedbin 9ne subtest of
the Stanford Diagnostic Arithmetic Test - Level II are:
a) addition and sUbtraction
b). multiplication and division
c) addition and multiplication
d) division and subtraction
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30. Grade equivalents aie given for which of the subtests'in
the Stanford Diagnostic Arithmetic Taut?
a) Fractionq . (
b) Number SlYstems anl'Operations

.
c) Computation
d) Division

2 7,0
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APPENDIX 9

TUTOR TRAINING PACKAGE
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LEARNING LAB RULES

1. No child is to be left alone kn the Learning Lab at any
time.

2. No child is to take or replace any materials from the
shelves. The lab manager must take and replace materials
at all times.

3. No child is to operate the cassette player without the lab
manager's .assistance.

No It- tO touch the air conditionertat any time.

5. The Learning Lab should'be locked at all times when not in
use.

6. No child, except he youngsters being tutored or serving
as peer monitors, should be in the Learning Lab at any time.

7: No materials should be taken out of the Learning Lab by any
\I child.

8. No curriculum materials, except Teacher Manuals and the books
Op behavioral pt4nc1ples, should be removed from the Learning
LAb by lab Anage s or collegd tutors.

9. No more*than 5 children and 3 adults should be in the Learn-
ing Lab at one time.

10. Lab managers and college tutors should sign in and out after
each session in the Learning Lab.

11. If a lab manager or college tutor cannot attend a session,
they should call either-the project director or Learning
House at least.2 hours before the scheduled time period.

12. The lab manager, and college tutor when serving as lab
assistant, should report point totals and child's behavior
to the teaching parents. All incidents of positive or nega-
tive behavior should be reported.

13. The lab manager or assistant must record the appropriate
data in the child's folder after each session.



LEARNING LAB' VIGNETTES

1. The child who refuses to do the work assigned, e.g., bangs
on the table, stares out the window, plays with his pencil,
etc.

.2. The child who works extremely slowly and has not completed
an assignment in 3 days. 4;

3. The child who starts a conversation with the lab manager
and refuses to get gtarted with his work.

4, and wants to skip the day's session.
4. The child who says he is sick, tired, or "not feeling well"

5. The child who.says "this is too hard for me" and throws
the assignment on the floor.

6. The child who stamps, pouts, and tantrums because be doe8
not get his 5000 points for completion of assignment.

7. The child who continuously says, "1 can't do this;" for
every assignment he is given.

8. The child who continuously gets wrong answers, even though
the material is at his achievement level.

9. The child who constantly"complains about, "how boring my
assignments are."

10. The child who "takt a dislike" to a particular lab manager,
calls him names, curses, speaks'in a sarcastic manner, etc.

11. lhe child who begins to physically fight w4h another child
in the Learning Lab.

410
12. The child who talks loudly, ge up from his desk, etc., and

disrupts other children in the Learning Lab.

13. The child who argues about the tipme he's supposed to come to
the Learning Lab.

14. The child who argues that his answer is correct and the key
is wrong.

15. The child who says, "You didn't tell me what you wanted me
to do and that's why my assignment is not completed."

16. The child who makes excuses to leave the Learning Lab, e.g.,
to get a drink of water, go to the bathroom, look for a
pencil, etc.

17. The child who has something else planned at the time of
tutoring.
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TEACHING-INTERACTION COMPONENTS

After cligpletion of assignments ogean correction of advancement
tests:

1. Initial Pralme: "You et many right today. Excellent."
Boy, you really worke hard on your assignment. Gee,

you got 90to that's gre t."
4

2. Description Inpjpriate "This answer is not
correct. Let's goback tothestory and see if wd can
find the correct answer." "You were bangtng on the table
for five minutes, so you didn't get to complete your multi-

%plication examples."

3. Rationale: 'You must read the story more carefully in order
to get more answers-.corr.ect.")."Banging on the table pre-
vents you from doini the-coMputations carefully and correctly."

4. Descri tion of the A.D.ro.riaté Behavior: "The correct answer
to the ques on is c, secause t says-in the passage that
the boy's-favorite game is football." "When you multiply,
you.must carry the ten's place number like this:

17"
x2

5. oin Conset ence : "You did an excellent job in completing
'your assignment, a you get 5000 points and a piece.ef candy."
"Because yolni b.ed on the table for 5 minutes, you did not
complete.your 44ignment, so today you will net get-your-
5000 points. But yeti can trmhagain tbmorrow."

6. Request for Acknowledgement: "I showed.you how to carry the
10's place nluvbq;rwhen multiplying. Do ypu understand how
to do it now?" -"Do you.see'why the answer is'b instead of c?"

7. Practice and Feedback: "Show me-if you can do this multipli-lr
cat on pro em in w ich you carry the 10Ys place number.
17 Very.gOod, you really learned it." "Do you see why
x2 the answer is not d? Can You tell'me what the correct
IT answer woul No, not c. Let's look at the story'.

again. 0G,,*(1, it's a. You found the right answer."

8. Final Praise: "Great job. You got 5000 points and a.candy
or calgreTT4 Tour assi rcent." "This is really excellent.
You got an Oaitional 1 00/points and a candy for receiving
90% on your'reading an skill checks." "You tried really
hard and you got 5000 oints and a candy. That'sekeellent.
Tomorrow I'm sure you'll get the extra candy and 1000 points
for reaching 90% criterion on your aavancement test. You're
really getting to understand the material."
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, Name:

BEHAVIORAL CRITERION TEST

TEACHING-INTERACTION COMPONENTS

1. Initial Praise

2. Description* of Inappropriate Behavior

Date:

1.

2.

3. Rationale 3.

4. Description of Appropriate Behavior 4.

5. Point Consequences

6. Request for Acknowle gement

5.

6.

7. Practice and Feedback'4 7.

8. Final Praise
4%.

Criterion Score - 8/8

es

<4.

4.

4

a.

Yes No,
~4.0.35.7.
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LABORATORY MANAGERS TIME AND ACTIVITY SCHEDULE

Week 2 (June 9-13)

12.19_2_11/21,1 Three-hour meeting to discuss materials and
general procedures. Kits to be intrOuced: Reading Attainment
Systems 1 and 2,,Computational Skills Kit, and Arithmetic In-
volvement Series.

Time: 7-10, place: Learning House

June 9 (Mon.) Review of procedures and materials; role playing
of procgaiii-W and potential problems. (Dan and Sharri) Time:
10-1 (3 hours), place: Learning House

'

June 10 (Tues.) Learning Lab opens. Project director models
-i-crt.13-1=7-5FO-F6-61,1res. (Dan`and Sharri observe) Time: 3:30-6:00,
7:00-7;30 (4 hours) (3 hours). Place: Learning House.

3 .June 11 (Wed,) Review Of procedures and materials; role playing
of procedures and potential problems.(nan, Sharri, Chris, Stan).
Time: 10-1; project director models required,prpcedures; Dan
and Sharri rehearse procedures: Time: 3:30-6:00, 7:00-7:30 (4
hours) Stan and Chris observe. Place: Learning Howse:

4
4

June 12 --(Aurs.) Chris'and Stan rehearse required procedures.
Sharri, Dan, and project directlpr observe. Time: 3:30-6:00,
7:00-7:30 (4 hours).,

June.13 (Fri.) 'LeZIrning Lab closed. First Learning-Lab meeting
Time: 11-12 noon, place: Learning House.

,00°-
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COLLEGE TUTORS' TIME AND ACTIVITY SCHEDULE
C.

Ilyeks 2 and 3 (:babi.___

Continue serving as observer at .Learning Hduse (or child's
home or school)-for three 2-hour:blocks pet week. Initiation
of collection of ABC data. Time::: 3 hoUrs Oar week.

Attend one weekly seminar (with StaI1).-,Wiiek 2. First Learning
Lab meeting 11-12 noon, June 13: '

,

Attend two weekly seminars, 1) w t JA:igaw2) at Learning Lab
Week 3.

Note: Marilyn and David - follow thb:bove observation pro-
cedure'from weeks 2-5 (June 9-July 1 11 attend the above semi-
nars.

Observe at Learning Laboratory (using ABC Check List) for three
1-hour blocks per day (five days per week) - 15 hours per week.

\Wend two 1-hour seminars per week (General Meeting - Stan;
'learning Lab Seminar - project director and-lab managers).

Note: Marilyn and David - follow the above dbservation pro-
cedure from weeks 6-7 (July 14-28); attend Observer, General,
and Learning Lab meetings.

1,72.215.L6-L1l(122,y.._11 1g.REL.23)

Serve as lab assistants, i.e., assist lab managers in adminis-
tering Learning L'ab program. Time:, 15-hours per week.

Attend two 1-hour seminars per week (General Meeting - Stan;
Learning Lab Seminar - project director and lab managers).

Note 4ariiyn and Diivid - serve as lab assistants - weeks 8-.11-
(July 28-August 22); attend General Meeting and Learpipg Lab,
Seminar.

)

.4
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OBSERVATIONAL ITOCEDURES

Both observers of dual collect frequency data (dne hour).

2. While observerl in dual,collects frequency data, observer2
c011ects ABC (Antecedent-Behavior-Consequent) data (one
hour).

3: Dual switches roles: observer collects frequency dat44,
observer

1 opllects ABC data (one hour).

1,4

.o' 0

a
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: LEARNING HOUSE

Observation Division

OaSERVATION SUMMARY FOR:
a

LH,BTY 6/25/73

BY: suhmitted:

DATE OF OBSERVATION: / DAY oF yEEK:

TIME OF OBSERVATION: m tO M

LOCATION.QF OBSERVATION:

PEOE PRESENT DURiNG OBSERVATION:

regeoll.gwee.renge./..

'DESCRIPTIONOF UBSERVATION ENVIRONMENT:
1 Y.EXTERIOR:

INTERIOR:

7411.11.11n.

ANTECEDENT.

What.happened before

As coillpared tp previous interactions )igith chila, aids her behavior
was: 'Poor. Fair Average Gopd Ex6e11 en

ABC BEHAVIOR SUMMARY

bEHAVIOR. -CONS;QUENet

'What hak;ened after

+We

."

c:3

'43f.
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LEARNOIG,LAB PROCEDURES

1. Pre and posttreatment testing
A

2. Pre riptive curriculum.

3. Programmed materials

.4.. College tutors

5. Peer mnitoring

6. Points and edibles

7. Self-charting of progress

4,7

TIME SCHEDULE

Week 1 (June 2-46)
(

Diagnostic testing and construction of Learning .La

Week 2 (June 9-12)
.

Child spends two 30-minute blocks per day in .Learninq tab'

1..

Weeks 3-7 (June 16-July 18)
- '-

child spends two 45-minute blocks per day in Learning Lab

Weeks. 8-12 (July

Child spends1two 60-minute blocks per day in Learning Lab

\'.
Week 13 (August,25-29)

Posttreatment diaigildstic testi4
A

N

.
- '".2;

9('4.0 0 0

Or

0
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Weeks

ORDER

Time in
Laborator

Two 30-minute
blocks per day
(5 days/week)

5-7 Two 45-minute
blocks per day

-.(5 days/week)

%If

TwO 60-minute
blocks per day
(5 days/week)

a

.297-

OF PRESENTATION

Material

Reading Attainment or
Macmillan Series
Arithmetic,Involvement
Series

Reading Attainment or
Macmillan Series,
scpm Enrich, or
Macmillan Phonetics
Series
Arithmetic,InvolveMent
Series

Reading Attainment or
Macmillan Series
SCORE; gnrich, Mac-
millan-Spectrum of.
Skills Phonetics Series
Arithmetic Involv'ement
Series

Time to
gampletion

.30 minutes

30 minutes

30 minutes

-30 minutes

30 minutes

40 minutes

40 minutes

40

A.
Order, of presentationt materials will be counterbalanced
between and within Ss-for each sesiiioh and each period.

71"
0 ;

V.

9 "
/4...

utes

40001

a,
.
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SCORING ON STANFORD DIAGNOSTIC TEST

IN READING AND ARITHMETIC

Scores are represented in three forms:

1) Raw Scores: number correct on each subtest

2) Stanines: a value on a nine-point scale of standard
scores (sta = standard, nine nine-point scale). Scores are
expressed along a scale ranging from I (low) to 9 (high), with
the value of 5 representing averag8-performance for the ch ld's
grade level.

Levels of edbEachStanine

Stanine

Percentile
(No. of Scores

below Given Stanine)
Level of
Performance

4 . Poor
2 11 Poor
3 . 23 Below 4y;erage
4 40 Average
5 60 Average

77 Average
7 -89 Above Average
8 '96 . .Superior
9 Above 96 Superior,,

In otlier words, stanines represent below avera§e performance
(compared tb the childi.s grade mates); stanines 4-6 represent
average,performance .(compared to .the-child!s grade, mates); and
-stanins 7-9 'represent apove average perfaxmance (compared'tp
the 'ohiAdis mateis,.

4;Grade'Llgtilva1ents: grade equivalent specifies the
educatfonal level (froxii (wades 1-12) of A group of ml,upils for
iAill,ama,given performance is typical.',Is the child.p.erforming
at the s!!.tme.level as other pupils in the same grAde, or is he.
perfOrml,14,above'or below his grade evel?' For e'liample a:
grad&,eVivalent of 5.7 is typical for pupils in the_seven.th'
month of the'fifth grade. A'chila (re0,eiving this .egore041the
seventh mOoth of the fourth.gr&de wsluld-be performi,ng11. year ,

ahead of his de level child creceiving tlitiScOrt .4he
,seventh mo;1 of sixth'grade wOuld be,perfPild4w-a:*yetr

nlow his graoe level.
.

. . .

.10

4.1 ,

.
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Type of Score Used for Subtests of Stanford Diagnostic Test
in Reading:

1) Reading Comprehension - Stanines and Grade Equivalents
S.

2) Vocabulary - Stanines

3) Syllabication - Stanines
dl

4 4) Sound Discrimination - Stanines

5) Auditory Disckimination and Beginning and Ending Sounds
(Level I only) - Stanines

6) Blending - Stanines
N)?

7) Rate of Reading (Level II only) - Stanines

0..

0

0

Tope of Score Used for Subtests of Stanford Diagnostic Test in
Arithmetic:

.911,

1) Arithmetic -Conceptuklization Stanines and Grade
Equivalents

2) irithmetic Computation - Grad Equi alents and Stanines

a) Addition - Stanines

b) Subtraction - Stanines

c) Multiplication - Stanines

d) Division - Stanines

3) Common Fractions (Level. II'only) Stanines

4) Decimal Fractions and Perctipt (Level II only) - Stanines

.5) Number Facts -Qualitative Scores .

A Mastery, tNear Mastery, C m Needs Instruction

0
9

awe
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PEER MONITORING '

1) For two days, have child observe while lab manager corrects
and charts another child's- progress.

4

2) When two children are working in the lab at tAe same time,
call one child over when the second ghild completes his
work, for the above observation.

3) Show the.child how to correct the exercises. Illustrate
the winner in whith children are given a chance to go back
and correct their work if'they do not obtain 90% criterion
on the first try.

4) On the third day, have the child duals correct each other's
work (the lab manager should carefully monitor the child's
accuracy).

'5) If the child does not reach 90% criterion', tame him go back
and correct his 'work. The lab manager should explain any
wrong answers to the child (that he cannot correct himself).

' The peer ,monitor again corrects the child's work for the
second time, then assists in charting the child' percentage
correct (the lab manager should help in computi percen-
tages).

6) When peer monitoring is completed, the child receives an
additional 500 points and a chocolate for this task.

. 4
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BEHAVIORAL CgNSULTA'ION

TAKE HONE CRITERION REFERENCE TEST

1. The microconsultation model requires:
a) identification of skills, ,modeling, and videotaped re-

.hearsal
b) lecture, discussion; and demonstration
c) identification of skills, modeling, and discussion

2. The four main steps in behavioral analysis are:
a) 1) selectfng a target behavior, 2) identifying environ-

,. mental events sustaining the behavior, 3) planning a
strategy for change, 4) evaluating the program for change

b) 1) selecting a.target behavior, 2) iderttitying the child's
critical reiontorcers, 3) describing the acceleration and
deceleration. targets; 4) observing the rate of..daehavior
ever time

c) 1) planning a stAtegy for change, 2) obAerving the
acceleration and deôeleration targets, 3r)describing
the antecedent and consequent. events, 4) identifying
the child's criticp1 reinforcers

d)- 1) idelititying environmental contingenckes, 2) gathering
data from tg,fahers and parents, 3) selecting additional
behaviors for change, 3) observing the rate of behavior
over time

3. The main objective of assessmnt is:
a) to clarify and summarize teacher observations
b) to record teacher comments on the Contingency Analysis

Chart
c) to record child behavior on the Rate Tabulation Chart
d) to determihe what events are preceding ang following

target behaviors

4. The !Nacher Pupil Interaction Scale. (TPIS) measures teacher
ahd pupil behavior:
a) subsequently
b) sequentially
c) simultaneously
d) none of these

5. The Premack Principle can be defined ap:
a) First you play then you work
by You can do what'you want, then do what I t'ell you to do
c) First you worik, then you play
d) To teach a child to carry out his, responsibilities, re-

quire.a preferred 'activity to come befgrp a less pre-
fdrred activity .;.

6 Contingengy can best be defined as:

a) Reinforcer 'or (punisher) B will be ?liven for any res-
,

. ponse that occurs

'ts)
Aft%0 Z.)

F
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b) If and only if response Aoccurs will reinforcer B be
given

c) If and only if response A occurs will reinforcer or
punisher B be given

d) A rule or specified rblationship

-

7. Extinction is said to have occurred when:
a) there is a withholding of reinforqement for a response
b) the response is prevented from occurring for...a eriod

of time
c) the'r is a gradual reduction in the rate ot a conditioned

response as a result of the withholding of reinforcement
for th t response'

d) the.response is allowed to occur with reinforcement ,

8. Target behaviors can be measured bs: \
a) pre and posttreatment behaviors
b)
.c) frequency and observation targets
d) simultaneous and sequential targets .

9. Unpredictable and predictable inermittent reinforcement
can be differentiate0 by the fat that:

,,) in unpredictable intermittent reiriforcement, time periods
or number of'correct re'sponses between reinforcements
are fixed

b) in predictable intermittent rbinfórcenent, tiTe periods'
or number of correct responses between reinforcement
are varied

c) predictable and unpredictable intermittent reinforcement
are the same

d) .in unpredictable intermittent reinforcement, time periods
or number of correct responses between reinforcements'
are vatied

10. The four rules to keep in mind when setting. up a token'system
are:
a) 1) set up the conditions before hand, 2) select a variety

of reinforcers for which the tokens can be exchanged, 3)
never use punishmentr 4) praise fi4equently

b) 1).select tokens that are easily given, 2) select a
variety of reinforcers for which the tokens qan be ex-
changed, 3) reinforce frequently in the beginning and
gradually reinforce leSs 4) praise when you give out'
tokens

c) 1) praise when you give out tokens, a) use only basic .--
reinforCers.initially, 3) .select a variety of. reinforcers,
4) 'always reinforce intermittently

d) 1) select reinforcers that are easily giyen, 2) change fp

reinforcers 4pguenbly,°3), reinforce graaually in the
beginning and more as time goes on., 4) remember to praise
when you'dave out tokens
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11. Negative reinforcement is:
a) punishment
b) escape and avoidance behavior
c) removal of a negative reinforcament conti gency upon a

behavior
d) removal of a positive reinforcement upon puni hment

12. The two essential aspects o -shaping are:
a) differential reinforcenlent and defining the target be-

havior
*ow*

')a) shifting criterion for reinforcement and differential
reinforcement

c) establishing a reinforcer and shifting criterion for
reinforcement

d) satiation and differential reinforcement '

13. Examples of activity reinforcers are:
.a) 1) teaching younger children, 2) having extra lunch-,time,

3) choosing songs to sing
b) 1) make-up kits, 2) gum, 3) marks on the blackboard
c) 1) marbles in a jar, 2) candy, 3) ice cream
d) 1) prizes, 2) blocks 3) chocolate kidses

14. What is tine out?
a) isolating the child prom other people for a period of

time
b) placing the child in t hall.or .sending_him to the

principa.1
c) cutting off the possib'lity for all reinforcement for

a period of time
7-d) pu ishing the child for undesirable behavior

1.5. On what t pe of reinvorcement
a) varialdle interval
b) variable ratigo
c) intermittent reinforcement
d) fixed ratio we'

16. vThe post reinforcement scalloping is characteristic of the
a) fiXed ratio-schedule

t b) fixed interval schedule
c) Variable ratio schedule

,
d) yariable interval-schedule

17. The basic paradigm involved in the stimulus'control of be-
havior is:
a) 1) in t pr sence of concept instances,

4C.D1,119

reinf6rce some
other res se; 2) in the presence of not-instances,.
reinforce one response consistently

b) '1) in the presence of concept instances, reinforce one
/ response consistently; 2) in the presence of not-instances,

reinforce sothe other response .
.

c) I) reinforce the critical concept characteristics; 2) re.:-

'
, inforce the relevant characteristics

d) none of thes4,.'
.

\
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18. Double disc mination:can be defined as:
a) stimu1u generalization
b) generalization
c) stimulus discrimlnati;on
d) none of these

V

-

19. The three major criteria f9r good behavioral objectives are:
a) behavioral objectives .should be time-consuming, func-

tional, and vague
b) behavioral objectives should be observable, measurable,

and understandable
c) behaiioral objedtives should be_dbservable, functional,

and semi-accomplishable
d) none of these (observable, measurable, functional, and

accpmglishable)

.20. An example .of an effective prompt is: ,

a) the teacher sqs, "Oh, you know that word. Ijdust Old
yOu on the last page."

b)-' the teacher says, "I'll bet you can think of the word
if,I tell you .its,an animal that says quack, quack."

c) in physlcal prompting'of a written response, the teacher
gradually tses less-preising in moving the child!A hanA

4 the child begins to movp it more correctly
d) ale. teacher presentean instance of blue and asks, "

the ball blue?' She prompts,." es".by nodding her head
up and down

40
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BEHAVIORAL CONSULTATION CRItURION.REFERENCE TESF #2

f. The main filnction of the behavioral consultant is ;to: '
a) assist teachers in improving the learning opportunities

for ail children
V) assume Eull responsibility for the treatmeht of the

. .rekerred child
c) ideAtify classroom conditions respdnsible far

ing nonadaptive 'behavior and to recommend-changes lead-
ing to an in.creaSe in adaptive behaviors

d) *to increase the teacher's ability to correct.adjuspment
px.alens of-ehidren in her_classroom

2. The mdcrocon-sultation procedure is based on seVeral princi-
ples of learning,' including:
a)i generalization learning, feedback, shapitt, and imi-

,tation modeling
b) discrimination-learning, feedback., shaping, and- imi-

..%.ion.modeling
c) p anning a strategy, feedback,'shaping, and.imitation

modeling
d) discrimination leari4ng, fe4dback, shaping, and operant'

conditioning

Te maia)DbjeCtive of.the strategris:
a) to develop e plan for changing target behaviors in de-

sired directions 4

5

.

b) to relate to teachers _in a way that "you can't,ell,
who's the teacher and whok's the 6onsultant

c) to discuss mechanics of how reinforcement is to be de-
'livered and recorded.. -\

d) to explore teacher and_pupil belvavior in order to correct
portions of the clasroom environment causing pupil be-
havioral de.ficits

%
S.

4. The Teachert Pupil Interaction Sieohle can be analyzed:
a) .statistically .

.

b) qualitatively and quantitatively
c) 'through\the reinforcement contingenciekprovided b4x

the teacher
.d) none of,these

.

.

$/
Functional definitions of stimuli have three partsi
a) an event, a precedure, a behavior effect 2
b) a response, a procedure, a b9h4vioral elfett
p) an operational définitiofi,:an dftervable,/and measurable
1-.. behavioral effect: ' .

r
2dl R9ne of. these .5 ,

S.
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6. Threo.types of-seeondxj reinforcers are:
a) praise, attbntion, and food
1)) token, contingpntj and social
'c) token, social, vet activity .;
d) activity, 7441 approval, and token

-306,0

7. Extinction oo6urs most.rapidly when:
a) unpredictdble intermittent reinOrcement is administered*
b) .predictable intermittent reinforcement is..admi4stered
c) continuous reinforcement is.administerea
d) fixed interval reinforcement is admin4tered

Thb teinfdrcers m4pt p?eferred for classroom use are:
1 a) token reiftforcers

bY unconditioned reinforcers
c) conditioned reinforcers
d) activity reinforcers

t /f4 ,

9.;.Thretit ways which could enable the.tp/acher to give immediate
) . reinforcement to the entire 0,ads ate to use: .

.

,
. a) activity,.social, and token reinforcers

b) teaching,machines, sMalil group work,- and verbal rein-
_

. -forcement\
c) predictable, unpledictable, and continuous reinfotcement
d) none of these

i3

. 10. Why do 'reinforgers that Islave previously.been effective sub-
sequently lose their egectiveness?'

.

a) because of teacher disorganization, competing reinfor-
.

cers, zind Noss af effectiveness associated.with new taskA
. ..b) because of compiting reinforcers, satiation of reinfor-/

cers, and less ofjeftectiveness associated with new tasks
.c)- because the reinforcerS Are n9 lower paired:With primary

reinforcersicompeting ieinforcers, apd shtiation of
reinforcersi ,..

, ... .
,

. /
d). none of th9lse i

,/ .

,/-

11. The behavior that showt"the.least change under ,token rein-
forcement systems'is:

, a).' 'social behavior ,

b) academic behavior ' .4 ,
c) depressive behavior
d) hypochondriaehal.behavior. ,

,
,

.
,

12. When should shaping be utili ed? .% .

a)--to Ostall'a new behavs r in th subject's repertoire
b) to Maintain a behavio already n-the 'snbject's.repertoire ,

c) .when there' are no prOpts. tha*4 can be used to produce
. the target behavior;'
d) none of theise C

4

0
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13.. An "xamplé of a,;--!'reinforcerhent trAp" is: )
a) to reduce thumbsucking, the child is reinfercbd 4or

taking his thum4lamt of his mouth '

b) to increase homeidark behavior, each child receives a
'gold stay if he brings in his homework ,

c) to %increase Jane's doing the diihes, Jane's mother lets
her watch her.favorite TV program after she washes the.
dishes

d)' none of these.

14. How can the teacherreduce the need for speeial reinforce-
ment systems in the Nure?

. -a) praise frequently nd appkopriately
b) always prair the giving of tokens and vayoffs with praise

comment*
c) always use-activity reinforcers with token reinforcers
d) praise intermittently to build up responses str6ngly

resistant,to extinction

15; A limited hold feature of ,1 reinforcement schedule dictates'
that:
a) reinforcedent is always available
b) reinforement is aVailable for only a limited time
cY, reinforcement.is limited to a designated number of res-

ponses
d)' reinforcement is limited-enly under.an inteval mchedule

16. Two features of this reinfercement tchedule are: 11 once the
organism makes the response, he fesponds as fast aa*he dan
until he completes the.requirements; 2) there is a post
reinforcement pause. What is the reinforcement schequle?
a) Xixed interval
b) fixed iatio
c) variable interval
d) variable ratio

17. Engelmann's definition of concepts involve:
a) shared characteristics, instances, and a universe spf

conceTts
b) S,S, S0
c) relevant characteristics, instances, and non-instances
d) none of these.

N
18. teaching has to insure that responding pays off only in the

presence of:
a) concept instances
b) the discriminatave stimulus
c) critical concepttcharacteristics
d) none of these
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19. How cah punishment be gfectiVely utilized?
,

ii) avoid the use of an'aggressive mbdel, give a warning
AO signal, punish infrequently

'

b) prevent escape and avoidance from the source of'punish-
ment, use time put, avoid an aggressivemodel

c) Minimize the need for future punishment, avoid an
aggressive model, usp reitaforcement most of the tine' '.

i.d) prevent escape ahd avoidance from the'source of punish-
40 . mRpt, minimize thp'.need for future punishment, avoid

the use ot an aggressive model'

4,..

20. Ail example of passivp shaping is! .

Na) a rat is reinforced each time it moves cleser to the

40

40

IP*

El

e

Ii

lever
b) the teacher reaches out, raises the child's left hand,

and gives hRr food
c) the teacher demonstraAs hopping by fipst standing on ,

one foot, then the other, and finapy having the class
demonstrate this 'response

d) Jdhnny did one arithmetiic problem_and received,a candy
reinforcer Irom his teacher

.6

It

4

4.92
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MEHAVIORAil, CONSULTATION CRITERION REFERENCE TEST #3
saY

0

.5

.

I. .a. Paulus

1. The method Of training b4avioral consultants invOlving
identificatidp of skills, modeling, and video-taped re- ,

heargal is called:
a) microteaching
b) behaVioral analysis
c) .microcon6ultation
d) ndrie of these

2 Which of these steps is not involved in the behavoral
analysis approach?
a) .identifying environmental.events sustaining the target
behavior
b) selecting a target behavior for change
e) interviewing thefrchild before cqnsultation begins
d) planning a strategy for change .

3. The behavior...analysis interview structure conSists o
a) okjectives, method, and criteria
b) target behaviors, clarification, and criteria
c) objectives., strategy, and evaluation'
d) none of these

4. Thecf
0

scale'that simultaneously measures teacher and pupil

.

behavior is:
a) Contingency Analysis Chart
b) .r.reacher Pupil Interaction Scale

.,

c) Rate Tabulation Chart 4
d) Operant .4na;ysis Chart

5° ''Grandma's Ruleil involving.activity,reinfercerS, is called:
,

a) Contingency Reinforcement
15) The Fechneria Principle \

,

7c) Token Reinf4prcement System
d) The Premack-PrAciple , . w_

4,

6 . A stimulus that has not IDen previously paired with a re----.\
inforcer'is presente37rollowing a response, and increases
the frequency of thqt. response (strengthens?the response)
is:. . . . .,
a) an-unconditioned punisher

,

b) ap UncenditiOned reinforcer
c)-1 a conditioned punisher t

d) a.conditisIned reiliforcer iz
,

7. Which one of the following statements As.atil one of the .

rules about when to reinforce?
a) in teaching new tasks, reinforce (or punish) Ammediately

rather than pdrmit a delay between the response.and
reinforcement

. 293
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b) in the early stages-of 'learning, use intermitteht
reinforcement

-

c) avoid the use of predietablii reinforcement for paying
attention, persistence in the face of Ailure, and
working on task

d) none of these

8. How ean children be accidentally trained into bad hEibits ?
a) by never reinforcing,the child
b) by giving in when the.child misbehaves,
c) by-reinforcing intermittently
d) by. continuously reinforcing the child

9. A formerly neutral thing, given as a response consecfeence,
that strengthens behavior and can be exchanged for other
reinforcers, iS:
a) a competing reinforcer
b) a token. reinforcer.
c) an aetivity'reinfercer
d) a conditioned reinforcer.

10. Shifting criteria and dif,ferential reknforcement are the
es'sential features of
a) a token system
b) behavioral analysis
c) reinforcement of successi4e approximations
d); none of these

I 0

11. The child stands up: The teacher says, "Sit gown." .The
4child sits down. This is an example of: .
a) :positive. reinforcement

.
1b) negative reinforcement

c) p4nishment e .

d) the criticism ttap

12. Activity reinforcers can best be defined as:
a) enjoyable games
p). privileges -

0 c) conditioned reinforcers
d) .none of these

as

13. Punishment tauses:
a) escape and avoidance behaviOr
b) higE rates of negative behavior
c) high rates of positive behavior
d) a suppression of all responses

14. ohe w:ay in which teaching can he made fun for children is:
a) never punishing ciiildren far, mistakeg

%

4

b) using a laissez faire method of teaching
'c) taking th4 children on many trips
xl) deliberately maleklIg mistakes

294
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15. The reinforcement schedule in which the organism receives
a reinforcer after a fixedinumb6r of responses is called;
.a) fixed interval
b) variable ratio
c) fixed ratio
d) variable ratio

16. Stimulus Respons,

Square
Not Square
Not SqUare
Square,

In this instance, shape is the':
a) shared characteristic
b) critical concept _characteristic
c) essential.characteristic
-d) none of these

A

17. Which is not 'a major criterion fgr gooa behavioral objectives?
a) accomplishable
b) observable
c) socially relevant
d) functional

0 .-
18. When someone responds to.a new stimulus in the same way htet

responds to a previously taught target stimulus having some
.of the same characteristics, the event is cak,Led:
'a) response generalization
17) stimulus generalization°
c) response discrimination

j:d) - stimulus'discrimination
t,

19. The.gradual withdrawal of prompts is called:
a) shaping
b) kading . --
c) S-prompts *

d) none.of these

20. The two ways inwhich iesponses can be conditioned in 'the"
presence of new task signals are:,
a) reinforcement and shaping
b) shaping and fading
c) prompt.ing an4 shaping
d) none of thebe

. a

;
^
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Dear parent,

. I am organizing a remedial learning laboratory for children.
This-laboratory will operate at a treatment center for children
with-academic and social difficulties4 We'hope to make import7
ant.gainsjn.reading and arithmetic-skills for stUdentdin the
laboratdry. If students- do make gains, the materials can be
Used-to help pther -youngsters. However,. in Pxder to'knOw-ff
.the prógram is really effectivei we need to.coMpare what happens
tO students in ouT program 14.th students who are not in pur pro-
gram. Therefore, we wont to, administer standardized" achieve-.
meht.testri to local students who are not in bur program.

-0

i

We would like your permission to test your child using the .

Stanford DiagnostiC Tetts in Reading' and Arithmetic. -The tests
-Will be administered at-Addison.School after school.hours.
_Your child' wóuld be tasted-three times: .

.ApPENDIX'10

a.

May 1975

.1. .May.14-16
2. aune 25r27.

- Auguat'18-20

Specific-times and places will be established when-consent form$
are Keturned. Testing takes about 2-1/2 hours. After eaciv-part
of the test -yatu:- t011d will 'receive a bite-sized chocolate, and
a small toy will bp given-to eachAhild'at the end,of each test-

. ing session. Your child's educational'program.will not be affected
in any way be this' 4.earning. labdratory.

4

-Please sigmand retiarn ;Ole bottom 6f.this f9rm wiWpermit
your child to be tesed,.Xf you wish',1;testscores Will be.given.
to you after each teSt is aaminOtered... 'Yoktir.childwill not be
Adentified in any-report of thisfstudyf you haVe,any ques-
tions the:testing, pltoase"call me at the nuMber below.

a ,

Leslie Chernen.

a.

-324-8274 . .. .... .... sata ... . ...

Please chock the appropriate items and return this'forito in the
stainPed'envelope provided by May.6, 1976.,

My child will particifiate in y6Jur testAng program. Please An-
forroi me of times and places.

My child can participate, but will notl be available on
"Contact me to makother arrAngements.1

Do not give my child chocolaVias.

Child's Name: : 0 Parent's Signature:.
..Te3tephope Number:' "7- "Address: .

296
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APPENDI,X 11

CONtRACT
(COLL= TUT9PB)

(name) atcept the MatiOnal Saence

Foundation Project position of College Tutor coatingent (In my
p.

. participation as Laboratory Manager at Learning House during

the Fall Quarter; 1975. I will redeive my last week's salary

check on the first daY of-my participation as Laboratory Manager

'at Learning House during the timb specified above. During the

Fall Quarter, 1975, 1 will.man the Learning Laboratory for three

hours per week and attend'two one-hour weekly seminars. .1
41

also assist in the training of the Laboratary Manag*.s taking

over ny position during the Autumn Quarter, 1975..

agree to the t of this contraot and Nill fulfill its4.

s

*or

Date:

College Tutbr:

Project Director:

`Student Involvement Director:.

2 9 z
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APPENDIX 12
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a.

P2.2212122aE1211
.

Vocab- .Syllabi- 'Sound. . Blend- -'
.

. .Stanines Total _mistz cation Disc, ...411Li. Rate
Lit. Inf.' Grade Equ.iv. Stanine Stanine v Stanine Stanine StaaineWX.WX WX W -X. W X" W X -W X W X

Eattina_Lms

..c22212h2n2.1211:
GradelEquivalent

Vocabulag,
Stanine

Word Analysis
Stanine

Readin$

_cgREEsInsion

Word AnalYbis

Curriculum Prescription

Date
Begin End -

6/11

6/11

Materials

Reading Attainment

System 1 (Red)

3.0-3.2

Notes

- .Stanford.Diagnostic Arithmetic Test
. I

Computation
. Addition andi Subtraction

Stanine

W X

...1.111P.111911..q111.

Stagine

W X

Division . Total'
Stanifte' Grade

Equiv.
W XW X

Working_Scor'es
'Addition and Subtraction

Stanine Sanin'e
Total

Stanine °.

Equiv.
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ArithMetic

Ourriculum Prescription

pate atfillat
Begin' End t,

A4dition
Subtraction
Multiplication, -.6/11

Divisidh

0

0

S.

4P5

;.
,

Arithmetic Involvement
Series - multiplication
E02-11-E02-20. Survey
Test, Diagnostic Test
in mUltiplication., p.8
(Computati9nal Skills
Mit - Record Book) .

4.

at.

4.

299
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6:00/6:45

0

6:45//:30

7:30/8:00

.8:00/8:30

8:30/9:00
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DAILY TUTORING SdHEDULE

WEEK OF:

.

mon44x T22.911K , Esksala Thavlsz

e-j
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.. .Amount of.T4ma
4.

.
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... .

, Taian Task Completed Acadeido & .... Further
-..Pa5.11.21maSka. Yes P..52. 5C....2.C.4.-1. TK2REVIEIPS.. 'Initial'
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v

Date,

.

Number of Points
Time Wteria1s 19.2s121,2nrti.aalomaat

0 I

1

1

)

0 2

Reeived

t.r

re*
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APPENDIX 13

GENERAL COURSE OUTLI
tEARNING-HOUSE TUTORIAL SYSTEM

Pretuto4ng: intftduction'of tutoling forl and activity reEnforcera

Week 1:.introduction of kits - Distari
selection of m6et'ing times a tutoring dam

k 2: introduibtiOn ok kits Rdadi g Attainment System 1 and 2.
ding. Lab ari -

inttoduction of point scSar-ds116

Week 3: initiation of tutoring program
introduction of kita - Arithmetic Involvement Series

Computattional Skills.Development Kit
$ullivalikSeries
Plash Carda

discussion of activity reinforcers

Week 4: introduction .of kits: SRA' Vocabulab
Enrich Consonants and Vowels-Kit
SRA*Spelling Lab .

Oiscussion of general tutoring program and activity
IP reinforcers

0

0

Week 5: prpgramming of children for current veek
discussion of.readings
introduction to peer monitoring
discussion of general tutoring program and activity
reinforcers

Week 6: prdgramming of children for current week
discussion of readings
inti.oduction to test construction
(development of posttests for Enrich Sports Series and
Arithmetfc Involvement Series (Conceptualization)
discussion of general tutoring program and activity re-

, infOrcers
-

Week 7: programming of children for cufrent week
discussion of rI6adings
introduction to strategies of teaching reading
discussion of general tutoring program and activity re-
inforcers

Week 8: rogramming of children for current week
discussion of readings
introduction to self-menitoring of social behavior in
learning lakoratory
discussion.of general tutoring program and.activity re-
inforcers

303
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reek 9: programming.0. children for current week,
dtscussion o readings
evaluation. f children's acadvmic progrggsi. -

asvignment.of tpsks for introduction, of\tutorial progFain .
t. td incomirig tutors

discu8si9n of final paper .

;

Week 10: introduction of tutorial form t to incoming. futOrs
A

od1

V

-4 t

v.t

I.

NO11110

%4

0

(

a

4:14
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P TUTOR itztsPONSIBILT:figl..- ./
de/Attend tutor meetings Thursdays al; 200.: Chll Kay Thoresen at,\

494-0338 if you,must fpe absent. ,

V
TUtor im the lab one night per weftom 6:00 to .9:00 pm through
'M4rch,11. . .!

1.

:-.-. -
lif

,.1. In the, beginning; you'will 4eed /to come in earlier.to
familiarize yourselOti h Ote Materials for each dhild.

.2.' Check children's boa47d ,tor.homework. -This take6 piece-,

dence_over lab _agqg nU%-and--should-be-noted-mnthe-
chilWs folder

. ,
3. When you cannot tutor, you must make airangements for a

substitute-and makp up elle hours.
. 4. /f last-mlnute problems 'ariSei always' call Learning' House,

328-6069, and infOrm thb tdaching parents.

Plan and carry out a reinforcement:activity for one child each
week.

1. This should be edThational Alp well as enjoyable.
2. Always make prior arrangements with the teaching parentsd.
3. Call the child the night before_your outing to remind

him.so that he may loa fOrward to it.
4. Thié somdthing special for both of you. Being
.freifriendly: positive, and on time are,important.

A TutorInformation Sheet should be completed for teach tutoring
session,(one 1:()):: each child). These may be turned in ta the
folder:in the office not later than 2:30 each Thursday:

/

Scheaule of Readings

a

,Homme, L.', How to Use Contingency Cohtracting in the Classroom:,
Research t)ress, 1974.
Jan., 12-16. Introduction and Chapters 1-3

4 Jan. 19-23 Chapters 4-6,- - ft

Jan. 26-30 Chapters 7-8
reb. 2-6 Chapters 9-10

Mahe/ley, M. and Thoresen, C. Self Control: Power to the
Perspn, Brooks Cole, 1974.
Feb. 9-13 Chapters 1-2
Feb. 16-2Q Chapters 3-4
'Feb. 23-27 Chapters 5-6
Mar.,1-5 Article 3
Mar: 8-12 Atticle 4

Names and Telephone NUmbers of Tutors:

Stephen Banuelos 327-6069
June Canoell 711:0521
Lorraine Gutierrez 21-6058
Cheryl Fujimoto 327-1083
Debbie P.aul 326-6695 305
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FINAL PAPER
P

.L4RNING HOLthE TUTORING PROGRAM_

-Directions: This Paper should be
eipaped, type-written
18. Discuss each-of

1.

2.

110

a

between twO,,to four double-
pagb*. Duil date is March
the three topi9i._

Changes need to be made in the reinforcement procedure ln !
the LeArnin4 tab. ;Tell how _you think the-system-might be

-

modified to make working in the lab more rewarding for the
children. Now dbscribe how it could be made more rewarding.
for the tutors.

Using Powerto the Person as a reference, design a program
for Ro wt teamo ncreasing his participation in
curriculum planning-and his responsibility .for control of
his own behavior in the lab.

Evaluate th T sring Program. Be as specific as possib16..
What was esea ly helpful, interesting; or enjoyable?
What should be changed, eliminated, or added to the, program?

0

a

0

p.
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IZE MENU

THINGS I WOULD LIRE TO DO WITH MY TUTOR

2 .

3 .

'4 .
.evs

6
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9 .
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CURitICULUM ASSIGNMENT

Narde:

Week of:

Assignment)sheet oompleted byz

Dalr.of
-Week Material

!,F

it N.0;

A.

'Framer Page
Cartridge
or Level

4

'308
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LEARNLNG HOUSE TUTORING INFORMATION SUEET

Tutoring oft

4by:

Time of tutoring:.

Materials: ,

,

.0
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SYLLABUS roR READINGS

Mahoney, M., & ftoreseli, C. Self, control:. powelr to the petson.
Monterey, California:. Btooks/Cóle Publishing CO., 1974:

Oct. 13-17 Chapters.1-2, pages 3-27 .

Oct. 20-24 ,Chapters 3-T4, pages 27-48
Oct. 27-31 Chapters 5-6,.pages 40-J71,
Nov, 3-7 Article 31-pages 111-129
Nov. 10-14 Article 4, pages 129-144

Home, L. How to use contingency 6contracting.in the classroom.
Champa-ign, Illinois: Hesearch Press, 1974.

, Nov. 17-21 Introduction,fpage.vii. How
page be

.

Chapters'1-3, pages -3-30
Chapters 4-6, pages 31-70
Chapters 7-8, pages 1 -94
Chapters 9-10, pages 5-118

Nov. 24-28
Dec. 1-5
Dec. 8-12

I
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APPENDIX 14

ExPERimptit 2

.EVALUATING THE ACQUISITION OF SPELLING
AND FRACTIONAL SKILLS: 0

A MULTIPLE BASELINE APPRpACH

0 - Leslie Chernen
San .7gse State.University

if.t)

METHOD

Subject

41

The sub ect was a 121/2 year old, sixth grade male residing

40 Learning use; a residential treatment center for predeling-

-Wuent and dependent neglected youth. The subject ad previously

spent two years at Delreroux, a residential school for learning

disabled youngsters. Hise baseline target behaviors, upon arrival

at Learning House, were: extreme slowness in responding to adults

and other children, social isolation, complainin and whining,

requests for unneeded'attention, and arguing with peers (lack

of social skills). His intelligence scores, as measur'ed by the

(Hought°n 1964),

indicated a Nonverbal percentile rank of 1 for both national and

local norms, and aaVerbal percgntile rank of 5 for nationa

norMs_and 1 for local noims. The subject's scores on the S an-

ford Dia nostic Tests.in'Readih and Arithmetic (Harcourt, Brace,

& World, Inc., 1968) were as follaws: Reading Comprehension

(Grade Equivalent) -.x4.80; Word Analysis (Stanine) 3.50; Arith-.

metic Conceptualization (Grade Equtvalent) - 6 651. Axithmetic

Computation (Grade Equivetlent) - 4.85, and nottions (Stanine)

2.
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The subject participqted in a National Science Foundation

granted project duKing the summer, 1975. The objectives of this

projet were threefold: 13) the.remediation of rqading and arith-

metic deficits of youngaterS-residing at Learning House; 2) the.

training of paraprofessional and peer tutors through a systema- .

tize4 method of verbal presentation' of skills', modeling; rehearsal,
,

) and evaluationi and 3) the creation of a.learning l'aboratorx

bated on diagnosis, individualized prescription, programmed.ma-
,

terials,' and edible and point reinforcers. After 92 hours of

tutorial instruction, the aubjectts posttreatmentIscores on the

staafaaj2i.9..0.2.-tsTi2(11.-2.: Reading Comprehension (Grade

Equivalent) - 5.80; Word Analysis (Stanine) -05.67; Arithmeiic

Conceptualization (Grade Equivalent) - 8.60; Arithmetic Compu-

tation (Grade Equivalent) - 6.70; and Fractions (Stanine) - 4.0.

Thus, within the three-month treatment periodr.the subject's

Ascores rose 1 year in Reading Comprehension, 2.17 stanines in,

Word Analysis, 1.95 years.in Arithmetic'Conceptualization, 1.85

years in Arithmetic Comput'ation, and 2 stanines in Fractions.

Materials

A) SRA Spelling Word Power Laboratory 2b (Parker and

Walker, 1966). Contents: 1) student record book (g:ontaining

placement guide, program chart, spaces for the recdrding of red-*
ponses alphabetization, and word usage exercises); 2) 60 differ-

ent learning wheels divided along 11 color coded ability levels

(each wheel presents specific spelling problems, elements of

phonics, and woreanalysis skills); 3) check tests (which are

-taken by the student after completion of a color level); 4)
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check test key cardsi and 5) Spelling Achievement rveys

.X, 1, and Z) designed to examine acquisition of spelling

covering all 11 Ability lye's in icit (see Appe14ix "Afor

Survey Teats). .44
111

B) Enrich Arithmetkc Series_.(Enrichl 1974).

Fradtions: a visuall-kinesthetic approach to the teaching of t

fractional operations and concepts. The kit utilizes handjheld

ick.eividualized instructional-Bevicev and interchangeable vigual
-;,4

cartridges, providing immediate reinfIrcement for correct res-

ponding. The Fractions kit consists .bf the follow ng topic

areas:_l) Intvducing Fractions, 2) Word Problems a d IMproper

iractilions, 3) Addition and Subtraction of Fractions, 4) Multi-
.

4

plication and Division of Fractions, 5) Equivalent Fractions, 6)
/

Reducing Fractions-ahd,Mixed Numbeis, 7) Multiplication and'

Division ofMixed Numbers, Ely Multiples, g) Unlike Denominators,

10) Practice with Fractions. Posttests are administered 'after'

completion of two to three cartridge's, to test acquisition of

concepts presented. ,A Fractions Test was constructed, utilizing

similar problems.to those\presented on posttests, for daily ad-

ministration to the subject (see Appendix 2Afor Frabtions Test):

Procedure

kstaggerCd, Multiple baseline design was utilized to

evaluate.the effectiveness of spelling and fractions instruction.

The experiment'al conditions were as follows:

.0 1)- Spelling Baseline: the subject was administered the

Spelling Survey.Tests (Forms X, Y and Z), counterbalanced ddily

-for order of presentation over a;"/..day period. No spelling

treatment was provided at this time.
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.2) Spelling sireatment/Fractions Baseliner the subject
,

receivdd the spelling plaCeMent gi.O.pe, wan assigned to those,

wheOls.correnponding to items missed, 'took daily oral spellihg

tests designed to examine the acquisitiop of skills presented
A

in-the wheels, and was admknisIered'cbeck te.sts when approPriate.

The subject condnued to regeive the Spelling Survey Tests daily

for 12 cpnsecutive hays during the treatMent period. At the

same tjz the Fractions babeline was introduced. The* subject

rece1ve4. e single form of the FractionsTest each dayIor 9

consecutive days. No fractions treatment was administerevduring

this time.
0

3) sPelling Follow-Up/Fractions Trdatment: the subject

continued to receive tile pelling Survey Tests for 4 consecutive

days after-withdrawal of spelling treatment. The fractions

treatment, which consisted of 10 cartridges and posttests de-

signed to teach elementtary fractional concepts and operations,

was presented at this time. The subject: also received the Frac-

tions Test each day of. fractions treatment, comering a 5-day

period.

4) Fractions Follow-Up: fractions treatment was completed

and the subject continued to.receive the Fractions Test over 45

4-day period, after termination of,fractiOnal.instru'ction. (See
t

Appendies3Aand4Afor instructions concerning the administration

of Spelling Survey and Fractions Tests'.)%

1 The subject received an edible-reinfor&ar after the hdmin7

istratIon of each test during all experiMental conditions4

Throughout the 28-day period in which the multiple baseline design
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was conducted, the subject received instruction in reading,

comprehension, multiplication, divisionlkand arithmetic conceptu-

alization'(not including fractions): This design was akso at-

tempted vfith a second qubject, but due to .the fact that she had

progressed to the Homeward.Bound treatment step of tile Learning

House promotion hierarchy, multiple testings during .the latter

treatment stages were precluded and she was dropped from the

study. The original' design, uti,lizing both selected subjec3:s,

is included in Appendix SA.1:

0
The resUlts indicated that during the spelling basline,

the subject received a mean percentage of 25 orrect responses;
*

durling spell#ng treatment Iya received a mean percentage' of'13;
(

and during sliplfng follow-rup, a mean 'percentage of 46.75. T4us,

an 8% increase in 6orrect re.pondine was shown from baseline to

treatment, and a 21% increase from ase e to follow-dup,0
Even greater gains,however, Te shown after treatment

on the4ractions Test. During basel e, the subject received

29.3% correct responses;4during fractions treatment, 78.4%; and

during follow-up, 97% correct responding. The subjeft thus

showed 'a 49% increase from baseline to treatment, and a 68% in-

creaseffrom baseline to follow-up (see Tal:Ple 4) i. and Ftgurelk fol-
.

lowing this page).

DISCUSSION
1

The subject depicted less variabrility and a far greater

degree of correct responding in fractions than in spq.ling for

everal reaoons: 1) from comparison of the subject's reading Awl
315
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TABLE lA

DAILY PERCENTAGE ON S_PELLING SURVEY AND FRACTION,S TEST40

Baseline

.1161Z.L.,ttEssatalt

FOR MULTIPLE BASELINE DESIGN

ellin

Treatme t
2axLtnasati.221

1 14 8

-t

a5

2 ,29 'Y9 23

3 - 17 10 25

4 23
5. 11 27 Fr

5. 38 25

19 13 46

14 29

Mean Baseline: 15 46

%-25.43 16 32

17 33

42

19 33

pase).ine

.P.MLP...e1F.2V29.9..

8 - 32

11 . 24.

12 40

._ 13.

14

40

16

16

'20

160

16

Mean Treatment:

%-33

Fractions

.Treatment
Day Percentage

Follow-up
Day Percentage

, 25

21

22 50

23 58

'Man Follow-up:

$1-46.75

20 80

211 52

-22 4 1 0 0 1.

23 64

24 96

thean'.Baseline:

0W-29.3

Mean Treatment:

.16-78.4

3.1 6

Follow-up
Diaz Percentage

25 '96

26 100

27 96

28 96

Mean Follw-up:

'6-97.

*.
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arithmetic scores, it is clear that the subject has greater

arithmetic ability (grade equivalents of 8.6, conceptualization,

and 6.7, computation)'\pan reading ability (grade equivalent of

5.8, reading comprehension); 2) the subject's improvement over

. the summer tutorial sespion was greater in arithmetic (1.95
1

years, conceptualization; 1.85 years, computation) than in read-
L

ring (1.00 years, reading comprehension), indicatingithat the

tutorial procedurer6rti1ized were more effective in remediating

arithmetic than reading deficits for this subject; 3) the Spel-

ling Survey Tests consisted of 48 items from all 11 graded

ability levels; however, the subject's scores on the placiement

0

0

guide indicated that he needed to comp learning wheels at

the lowest'level.

he only completed

Thus, during the 12-day treatment period,
,t

four of the eleven levels (ahd in addition,

one set of wheels from the syllabication unit of a lower grade

kit--SRA Spelling Lab 2a--as he showed severe deficits in this

area; 4) the subject coMpleted all 10 cartridges from the frac-

tions instructional kit, zind passed each posttest at 90% cri-

terion level or above within a 5-da'y pc;ried. Thus, he

L
\had re-

Aceived instructien in all qreas examined on the fracti test
)

while he had only been instructed in 3% of the itens tested on

the Spelling)Survey Tests; 5) the subject received the same form

of the Fractions Test each day, but different forms of the Spel-

ling Survey Test, which should account for the gr,9tbr viabilitY

in spelling. .AlSo, once all problems on the Fractions TeirdOuld

40
be salved correctly, the subject may have mVatorizedcthe carrdpsV

response to each item.,

4
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However, -ftspite the fact that the subject was responding4
correctly to only 47% of the items on the Spelling Survey Test

during the follow-up period, he nevertheless showed a posttreat-

ment improvement o4,2.1.7 stanines on the Word Analysis subtests.

(syllabication, sound discriminatlon, and blending) of the

2-Laata.r_circ_11222(illag2E9.21, depictirkat gradeliclevel per-

foA6nce in this area. The/subject also improved 2 stanines

. from pre to posttesting on the Fractions sqbtest of the Stanford

Dia nostic Arithmetic Test also indicating near grade level

eft

0

achievement.

This subject continued to display academic progress upon'

return to his home. The 4tst report received by the investigator

4
indicated that he receivedcB's in all subject areas except Sci-

ence (in which he rec ed a D) in the regular seventh grade

ftclass in wlach he was placed. It should 1.3e r called that this

child was originally diagnosed as learning dis led, 4Dut at this

ti1 appears to be functioning quite.ably in most academic areas, .

N

4

I 3 9
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APPENDIX IA

SPELLING ACHIEVRIENT SURVMYS

Dictate each word in the order given. After a brief pause,
read the illustrative sentence. Paus9 and say the word Again.

The words are to be written by the students on the Spelling
Achievement,S vey pages, which are in the Student Zbcord Book.

To cor ect the survey, circle tlie wheel designation wherever
a word is iiseiled.

.00

Whenever.a pupil spells a word ingprrectly, he should study
the words on that wheel even though he fts studied the" material
before.

Some teachers may desire a more complete analYsis of thd
student's problems at, the outset. The following method is more
accurate, but it incurs the danger of overwhelminl4poor sp;allers
with the number of their errors. This method requires that the
tteacher analyze the types of errors made in,each word. Note that
on the Achievement Survey the most likely error in the testing
word is underlined. At the end of the sentence, other types of
errors are indexed to the appropriate Learning Wheels. For
example, on"Form Wescort is used to test knowledge of the
spelling skill covered by Learning Wheel C-2--the sounds of ar
and or. The expected error is the misspelling of the orl hence
the letters or are underlined. -If the student misspells this
portion of the word (ascoart), he must study Learning Wheel C-2.
At the enq of_the sentence/ the a in eeoort is indexed to Learn-
ing Wheel D-1, which deals with /k/. If both porlons of the
word are misspelled (eekoart), both Learning Wheel should be
circled on the Program Chart.

SPELLING ACHIEVEMENT SURVEY

FORM X
4.

A-1 s6ft 'The puppy's fur is soft. soft
A-2 sZiot The snow is dirty with soot. soot
A-3 tae The glue isqn a tube. tube .

A-4 niii.Wance
.

-John is a big nuisance. nuisance (ance 1-5)
A-5 Speech 'We heard the President's speech. spNach

(sp E-1, ch D-0---7

320
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B-1 .bough

B- saunter.
B-$ aster

B-4
B-5

C-1
C-2
C-3
C-4
C-5

D-I

D-2
D-3
0-4
0-5

jealou

Way .

heartily
ei-675rt

iga5
Veilutnsii
crocodile

accept
arthalt
coaxed
response

E-1 pro t
E-2 stretc_
E-3 brochure
.E-4 adviTle

E-5 mid2et

F-1
P-2
F-3
F-4
F-5

G-1
G-2
G-3
G-4
G-5
G-6

H-1
4-2

H-3
H.44

H-5
H-6

Write the
Write the
2paw
rhythm
,ras2berry

acidt
trav2_#
ba age
habit
caihier
nourITS
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A'squirrel jumped from the boughh bough
'(gh F-3) .

I saw him saunter by. saunter (er G-6)
I've-sever tasted an oyst t. oyster (
(st E-1, er p76)
The old dog.was jealous. jealous (ous 1-3)
The old gypsy told our fortunes. gypsy

We all ate heartily. heartily (i-y 1-4)
You wili 'need an.esdort. escort (c-0-1)
They found shelter in the igloo. igloo
Mary wore a lade veil. veil
A skillet is a,kitch n utensil. utensil.

He was eaten by a crocOdile., crocodile
(le C-5)
I cannot a6cept it, accept
The road is made of asphalt. asphalt
Don't wait to be coaxed. coaxed
I didn't hear his response. response

I hope they are prompt. prompt
I'd like to get up and stretch. stretch
Send for the club's brochure. brochure
That is not what I would advise. advise
(ad H-6)
At the carnival we saw a midget. midget

abbreviation for.-Marylecnd. (Md.)
contraction for the words I would.

Mice are destrucve because'
That song has goad rhythm. r
I prefer lemon or.raspberry.

forcible
radio $

(radibS).
prescaption
engage
aispite

-rARErove

V

(I'd)
the gnaw. gnaw _

hy
raspberryb

He was burned by the acid. apid
He likes.to travel by train. travel
She lost most (id'her baggage. baggage
Being late can become a habit. habit
Please-pay the cashier. -cashier
This milk will nourish the kitten. nourish

He is a very forcible speaker. forcible
Our club ha's several radios, radios-

This is a doctor's prescription. ,prescription
I don't think they will iangage him. engage
He will win despite his enemies. ,despite
I certainly hope you approve, approve

t Hive the students write the word and underline the last
syllableI

3.21
oant.
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1-1 clumaily They danced clumsily. clumsily
1-2 drugaTst Get it.from the druggists druggist
173 dangerOus Careless driVing can kols dangerous. dangerous
1-4 defini Mary-spoke very definitely. definitely
1-5 abundance . They have fruit in abundance. abundance
1-6 ambitiErr Jack has no ambitioA. ambition

a
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SPELLING ACHIEVEMENT SURVEY

FORM Y

A-1 win" The boys thought their team might win. win
A-2 pUor At Christmas We collect money for the poor.

poor
A-J blame When thq dish broke, his little brotber,got

the blame. blamg
A-4 portrait On the wall we saw the- woman's portrait.

'por,prait (or C72)
A-5 cheat ' When the boys played cards, he would some-

times cheat. chea.lt (ch D-144).

B-1 drowsy As the hour-got later, the scouts became
mOre drowsy. drowsy (dr E-1, s E-4, y C-3)

B-2 Vault All of the jewels were locked inside the
vault. vault (lt E-1)

B-3 avoid Do you know what street to avoid? avoid
B-4 sweat On a hot day you can see the horse sweat.

sweat (sw E-l)
B-5 favorite Whioop color is /our favorite? favor.ite (or

. G-6)

The angry old man-started tq swear. swear
E-1)

There are forty boys in the chorus. chorus
(ch D-1, us 1-3)
We studied'the city's water system. system

believe the man is innocent. believe
An unbelievable eveht is called a miracle.
miracle (ir (3-5)

c-1 swerar

C-2 chorus

C-3 system
C-4 believe

1, C-5 Miriale
./.0.00

.D-1 heroic . The deelis of King Arthur and his knights_
were very heroic., heroic

D-2 'exist There is np way for our plant life to exist
on Mars. e*ist

D-3 sheriif The outiaWs were brought to the sheriff.
sheriff

D74 laughed The TV show was i;o"funny that we all laughed.
laughed .

D-5 mer2y When the third ghost appeared, old Scrooge
begged for mercy. mercy (er (3-6)

What was the finaji score in the game? score
He held the pencil in his clutch. clutch
.The boxes went sliding down the chbte. chute
What was Bill's .keason for leaving? reason
The role is fragile. fragile

E-1 score'
'E-2 Uutch
E.;3 .chute
E-4 reasop

IP" E-5

0 323
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F-1 Wrate the abbreviation for the word Florida, (Fla.)
P-2 Write the contraction for the wor4p.ara not. (aren't)
F-3 hauatity A very proud girl i's said to'be haughty.1

haughty (au 11-2)
F-4 rhubarb Most people like sugar on their rhubarb.

rhubarb (
#

\ P-5 hustle *At the railroad station you tee people huvtle.
' hustle .

G-1 success uDo yo think Dan\will be a success? success
G-2 staPIT7t The sudden noise might startle him. startle
G-3 madam He said, "Excuse me, madam." madam
G-4 arrive The bus from the city did not arrive.- arrive
G-5 cereal I eat cereal for breakfast. cereal
G-6 conductor On the train your ticket is taken by the

conductor. conductor. ,

-,

i
11-1 continuous The roar of the sea is continuous. continuous
11-2 piano 4- s On the big ocean liner they had fourteen-

(pianos), grand pianos. Rianos
11-3 presume A word that means almost the same as.suppose

is the word presume. presume
11-4 lenchant The cruel witch said that she would enchant

the castle. enchant
H-5 raespite There is no one File= I despise. despise
11-6 gpplaUse , The acrobats gOt all the applause. applhuse

(au'B-,2; s B-4)
)

1I-1 merciful When the poor old man told his story, the
king was)merciful. -merciful

1-2 grinning The ugly parrot on his shoulder seemed to be
grinning% grinning

1-3 m9untainoUs The village is in a mountainous area. mountainous
1,4 oyMinarily Tonight we went out,to dinner, but we eat at

home ordinarily. Ordinarily
X-5 suspense the movie.was filled with suspense. suspense
1-6 .rsevision .Have you'seen the revision of the book? revision

tHave the students write the wcArd and underline the last syllable.
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A-1 JO
A-2 stood

A-3 behave
A A-4 exclaim

A-5 breeze

B-1 chowder
. B-2 apgaud

B-30 raal

1T-4

B-5

C-1

C-2

C-3

C-4
C-5

D-1

steady

spirit

Hardware

ieward

receive
dismal

sliCk

D-2 tuxedo

D-3 tro h
D-4 crac ed

D-5 servi4e

E-1 zebra

E-2 pitch

E-3 chiffon
E-4 gauze

E -5 legendj
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SPEIZING ACHIEVEMENT SURVEY
.

FORM.Z

He worked for thirty years at the same job. job
There were no more chairs, so the people stoqd.
stood
How does the little baby behave behave
To shout something with enthusiasm is to exclaim.
exclaim (x D-2)
The strong wind died down to .a small breeze.
breeze,4z E-4)

My favorite soup is clam chowder. chowder (er G-4)
When the singbr finishedr-the people began to
applaud. applaud (app H-6)
The members of the king and queen's family are
said to be royal. royal (al C-5)
The flagpolwwas not very steady. steady (st E-1,
y C-3).
Another word for, ghost is spirit. spirit (ir G-5)

Nuts and bolts dnd tools are all considered hard.-
Ware. hardware

you catch the thief, you will get a large
reward. reward
When the weather is hot at the beaCh, it is apt
to be humid. humid
How many copies of the book did he receive? receive
'It rained all day and was very dismal. dismal (s E-4)

The freeling rain made the roads slick. slick
(81 E-1)
A type of formal suit for.a man is called a
tuxedo. tuxedo\
Our team umn,a )(Dig gold trophy.,trophy. (y C-3)
When we opened the box, we found the flasses were
cracked. cracked

-

This restaurant is knoni for its good serVice.
service (er G-6)

There are many black and white stripes on a zebra.
zebra
When the wlnd began to blow, the4boat started to
pitch. pitch
Her scarf was made of chiffon. chiffon
Another name fOrobandage material is-gauze. gauze
(au B-2)
We read an Indian legend. legend

0 Cont.
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F-1
T-2
F-3

F-4

F-5

Write the
Write the
-plumter

ging.t.am

misgetoe

G-1 statict

G-2 nickelt
G-3 banana
G-4 adaress

G-5 dreary

G-6 humor

H-1 sincerity
H-2 tomato-4- s

(tomatoes)
H-3 pred,ict

H-4 ehdure

H-5. destroy

H-5 afford

1-1 angrily
1-2 spliTting

1-3 marvelous

1-4, wilfully
1-5 elegance

1-6 insertion

.342-

Om

abbreviation for the word Vermont. (Vt.)
contraction for the word cannot. (can't)
The man who fixed the pipes is called a plumber.
plumber
A type of cloth from which dresses are made is
called gingham. gingham
You must kiss a person if you are taught under
the mistletoe. mistletoe

The broadcast was hard to understand bbcause of-.
the st,..tio. static
Five cents will make one nickel. nickel
The monkey liked to_eat_a banana. banana _

lae very carefully wrote out his complete address.
address
On a dark, gloomy/day everything seems to be

'dreary. dreary
The happy old gentleman was knoWn for his sense
of humor. htmor

He spoke with great sincerity. 'sincerity
His mother brought home a bushel of tbmatoes.
tomatoes

-out science teacher knows what the.weatherman will
predict. predict
The silence was very difficult for the little
boy to endure. endure
Hpw many warships did the enemy destroy? destroy
(dy B-3)
That car is the best that wtcan afford. afford

When he cut his thumb he look
The children laughed until the
their sides were splitting. sp
Although it rained yesterday,
is marvelous. marvelous
The old map_ lopked awfully tired. awfully
Thó luxury.of the hotel roam gave tRem a feeling
of eleganceel gance
The insertioh o a comm9a,saLcbangevthe meaning
of a sentence. IFIraibn

up angrily, angrily
felt as though

itting.
e weather today

;Have .thp students write the word and und?rline the last syllable.
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APPENDIX 2A

21.

FRACTIONS

-aIkLE TEE .CORRECT ANSWER

NAME:
DATE:
SCORE:

2 3

2 3

2 3
'2*

1A) Which fraction is'equal to 1? I
iThich fraction is smaller than 12

3) Which fraction is larger than 1?

4 )

.6 6
5 ) as

3 16) T x Int

37) 1

"V.

400,

FIND 'EQUIVALENT FRACTIONS,

8
3T

0 12)

li)

ADD 2

+5

3
4.

2
1-

1

.14 ) .S UBTR4CT
I.

2 7

.5

1

S.

V

S.



.344

15) CHANGE MIXED NUMBERS TO IMPROPER FRACTIONS

33 3. av

*

16) MULTIPLY

6-7 x

17) 2' x 7

18) DIVIDE

3
4 .101

19) 3 -1/ 1 3.2

20) ADD

1

1

23) SUBTRACT

24)

2

4

2 8

4
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APPEN.DIX 3A

DIRECTkONS FOR THE ADMINISTRATION 0
TBE SPELLING ACHIEVEMENT SURVEY.

4

et.

Dictate each'word in the order given. After brief pause,

read the illustrative sentence. Pause, and say,t1he word again.

,The words are to be written by the chpdren on the angwer sheet

prOvided. After completion, correct the test, and' place the score

(number correct) in the place'proVided onithe answer shegt. The-

Spelling Achievement Test for Kit 2b is on pagts 22-23 of the-
Teachers Manual; for Kit 2c, pages 24-25 of the Teachers Manual.

Familiarize yourself with the test before administering, paying

particular attention to-the items, with asterisks. Do not allow

the child to see. the corrected paper under any circUmstances,

since he will be administered this test each day before, during,

and after spelling remediation. Do not tell him the score that

he receives: Inform the -child that he will be receiving thA
4

test each day to see if he improves in spelling. Each day he will,

receive an edible for completiol? -of the spelling test. Also inform

the child that there are three forms the spelling test and that

he will receive different forms each d y. Praise the child for

being'so patient in taking the test each day.
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APPENDIX 4A

DIRECTIONS.FOR THE ADNrNISTRATION OF
THE FRACTIONS TEST

AdminOter Fractions Test at child each day. Ube designated

answer sheets. Do not help the child with y Of the problems.

po not elloW the child to see the coxxected paper under-any cir-

cumstancillt, since he will be administered this test daily before;

- during, and after fractions instruction. Do pot tell him the
%.)

score that he receives. Each day phe phildlshould receive an

edible and 2500 points for completion o the fractions test.

Praise the child for being so patient in talang the test each day.

..
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Fractions

APPENDIX 5A

PROPOSED INTENSIVE DESIGN
SPELLING & FRACTIONS

June 30 - Jul 11 Jul 14-25, July 28 Au
SG 1.400 1-wee ase

intervention

41sJuly July, 28 Aug. 8, . 11 2
2-week -wee

base intervention base

4

3 31

tt5.IA


